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Incognito it stalked, lethal on lungs 

and lives, the corona virus moved 

across, visibly taking human lives! 

In India, the most unprecedented 

tragedy that occurred was millions 

of migrant workers were thrown on 

roads, men, women, children 

walked hundreds of miles to reach 

their homes… Pandemic had not 

pre-set such pitiful predicament for 

them! Something had gone 

seriously wrong somewhere else… 
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MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE 
Histories.Humanities. Arts and the Pandemic! 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

There are an estimated 258 million migrants around the world, and many of us are 

migrating to countries that previously colonized and imperialized us. We have a human 

right to move, and governments should serve that right, not limit it. The unprecedented 

movement of people - what some call a "global migration crisis" - is, in reality, a natural 

progression of history. Yes, we are here because we believe in the promise of the American 

Dream - the search for a better life, the challenge of dreaming big. But we are also here 

because you were there - the cost of American imperialism and globalization, the impact of 

economic policies and political decisions. 

- Jose Antonio Vargas, Dear America: Notes of an Undocumented Citizen, 2018 

 

If one is consciously trying to lead an image to its conclusion that does not make up the 

archetype – at best it can create an allegory. When some images develop as an inevitable 

consequence and again become inconsequential in the process of turning into symbols, it is 

only then that the archetypal force is born. 

- Ritwik Ghatak, A Return to the Epic, 1982 

Pre-Face 

here is obviously a difference between the Book and the Facebook. And to think 

of turning Facebook postings into a book (or an eBook) is always problematic, 

particularly when the subject is topical, tentative and temperamental. Devoid of 

contemplation, Facebook conversations are too immediate, instant and un-meditated 

kneejerkishly. The social-networking technology was not meant for such contemplative 

engagement between ‘true’ dialogic friends and the intruding anonymous! It is driven 

by instantaneous restlessness to respond to a message or a post – which is so easy to do 

through a smart-phone wherever you are – in bathroom or ballroom or bedroom or at 

airport or bus or rail station. Even while you walk you feel restless with your small 

technological tool in your hand.  Even while crossing a busy road, and at a probable risk 

to your life, you restlessly respond, you are taken over by a mental urgency. 

Facebook is an open ground that anybody could butt in, barge in and berate. It was not 

designed to produce any seriously sustained and restrained dialogue; it wasn’t 

supposed to be cerebral, far from it. But its pliability makes things possible to some 

extent, to create a spatial scope – in subversion. The life-story of the Facebook began 

T 
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only in 2003-2004, but its impact was instantly immense across countries and 

continents, largely among the youth, poor or rich. In this short span of time, the 

population of youth (age group of 15-24 years) grew dramatically. As per India’s Census 

2011, the youth of this age-group constituted one-fifth (19.1%) of India’s total 

population and was expected to have 34.33% share in the country’s total population by 

the year this eBook is being compiled, written and published –  2020CE! India is the 

country of the Generation Z!  

And this massiveness is hooked to ‘technology’ busy adapting to its quick obsolescence. 

This is a general state of the Facebook, Instagram, Twitter living around us, which often 

seems to be a subterranean universe the older generations are either not aware of or 

familiar with. If you look at the Facebook Timeline, it is the business-transactional word 

‘product’ that dominates and governs it. The ‘product’ generates plentiful revenues 

while offering it ‘free’ to the user. It is seductive; the seduction that we all surrender to 

willingly and smilingly with emojis celebrating the great democratic euphoria, aplenty. 

The Covid-19 pandemic changed some basic scales of living while raising many issues 

about the use and employment of technology, e.g. online education of our children away 

from actual schools and classrooms! The so-called ‘new normal’ we should be wary of! 

While all such debates are luxuries of the privileged (and yet they are not because their 

concerns are much more serious than we think), the pandemic and the way it impacted 

India practically and politically, provides us a story that is more pathetic than we had 

ever thought of. My reference here is to the migrant worker who was the immediate 

victim of the nation-wide lockdown that came into effect from the midnight of 24 March 

2020 (as its prelude there was a proclamation of two-days of Janata or People’s Curfew) 

at a four-hour’s short notice! Obviously, an unprecedented act in itself that would 

eventually fling millions of migrant workers on roads walking because they wanted to 

reach their villages and homes to save themselves from starvation rather than the 

corona virus – the vocabulary of sanitizing and social-distancing didn’t matter to them 

existentially. The lockdown was clamped when the number of confirmed positive 

corona virus cases in India was approximately 500. 

By and by, media started beaming images of these visceral walking bodies and feet 

under scorching sun – many women with babies in their arms and bundles of rags (their 

life-time saving) on their heads, feet almost bare and bodies equipped with no adequate 

water or food.  These images moved me and millions of other Indians both emotionally 

and intellectually. How could I respond to them? Facebook came handy to express 

myself and share my feelings with friends and foes, known and unknown. Sitting in a 

cozy comfort of my home, an ethical dilemma was also troubling me deeply – what right 

had I to use the images of the poor migrant workers and write about them? And that too 

through the facile medium of the Facebook? I was neither a victim nor a sufferer. But, 

nevertheless, as a fellow citizen, something inside me was compelling me to speak about 

them, on their behalf. How could I do it – maybe through historicizing the state of their 
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miserable being in the India of 2020; their extreme vulnerability, amounting to a near 

condition of slavery!  

One early dawn when the streets of my Mumbai suburbia were unusually quiet and 

deserted, when even the perpetually-buzzing neighborhood chai-ka-dhaba was closed 

and the newspaper vendor stopped dropping the ‘news’ at the door nor would the 

doodh-wala knock it – the immediate image that entered my mind was that of Shambhu, 

who, along with his young son Kanhaiya, had migrated from his village to the city of 

Calcutta to eke a living by pulling a hand-rickshaw. Earlier on, I had already written 

both prose and poetry about Shambhu of Bimal Roy’s film Do Bigha Zameen (1953), 

respectively in the on-line journals Café Dissensus and Asian Signature.  Hence, I had 

some legitimate right and the reason to speak about Shambhu, the migrant worker. 

With that I thought of launching the “Migrant Workers Discourse” series on my 

Facebook page – that began on 17 April 2020, just a couple of days after the first phase 

of the nation-wide lockdown had been extended by a fortnight longer. Through 

Shambhu and Kanhaiya in Calcutta, I wanted to cover the period of 1953 and 2020 to 

contemporize my story. In 1953, the first nation-wide general elections were held in the 

five-year-old Independent Republic of India. 

 

Post  / Post-Post 

The “Migrant Workers Discourse” series was never pre-planned or pre-conceived, it was 

my immediate and intense response to what was happening in my country about the 

policies on the pandemic and the resultant miseries it went on to perpetrate on the 

millions of helpless workers and gradually also on the so-called corona virus warriors 

(medical doctors, paramedics, nurses and sanitation workers) who could not sustain the 

burden, and no taali bajaao, thaali bajaao, diya jalaao and phool barsaao populist 

gimmicks would help them nor the citizenry at large. As one doctor from a public 

hospital openly confessed on a television channel, he wanted sāmān and not sammān 

(ration and not respect, which meant he wanted his past 3-4 months’ salary to be paid, 

the hollow words of praise will not fill his and his family’s bellies), his was not a lone 

voice! The goody-goody nationalistic slogans of the Head of Government ofIndian State 

seemed completely different from the brutal realities on the ground.  

My first two posts of the “Migrant Workers Discourse” series were received warmly and 

with a certain intellectual rigour, though instant. The context was beginning to be set. 

But somewhere the polemical dialecticism was lacking. On the third of the MWD series, 

the idea of the Montage flashed across my mind, as usual, at an early dawn. And the 

process was never a linear or systematic, it was rather random and sparkling! The 

thought of the ‘Girmitiya’ labourers flashed in a juxtaposing montage as a movement-

image, to use the Deleuzean term – the movement of the working class’s condition of 

slavery in the pre- and post-colonial India.  A natural progression of history that the 
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author of Dear America: Notes of an Undocumented Citizen, Jose Antonio Vargas would 

describe as. 

The third post in a row dated 19 April 2020 was headlined thus, “Migrant Worker 

Discourse (3): “Girmitiya” 1879 – Covid 2019, “Girmitiya” 2020 within the country 

(Desh) of countries (Deshs)”. Through my previous long-running Facebook columns, viz. 

Bimb-Pratibimb and From My Museum of Memories I had somehow acquired the knack 

of writing the preludes of 2-3 short paragraphs around the image that would 

accompany it. The MWD also carried the same pattern in contextualization. But now the 

‘montage’ made a difference in my polemics. The idea of ‘montage’ was in itself 

potentially provocative and at the same time invocative, too.  

Surprisingly, this comparative post on the “Girmitiya” attracted a huge response in 

terms of the focused and argumentative engagement and intensity. In all 129 comments 

were posted from 143 individual responses with 33 shares that received their separate 

responses too. Somewhere down the line and considering some half-baked counter-

arguments, I had to clarify the role that the concepts of ‘Collage” and “Montage” played 

or could play, in even remotely Eisensteinian sense. In this context, I recalled and 

reproduced (in English translation) glimpses from my five-part long essay written in the 

prestigious Gujarati Farbas Quarterly, for general understanding of my MWD series. 

All these views, reviews, counter-views and comments are part of this eBook emerging 

from my FB series of the Migrant Workers Discourse.The editorial intervention in the 

process of producing this eBook has been limited to only setting the language right 

wherever required but retaining at the same time, as far as possible, the typical FB 

impulsive eccentricity and dysfunctionality. Some texts in Hindi, Gujarati and Bengali 

needed translation into English for wider understanding, though some songs have been 

retained in their original scripts. Besides my Introduction, I have also added some texts 

(in italitcs) between posts. 

 

Post-Face 

Exactly two long months have elapsed since my first post on the Migrant Workers 

Discourse series was launched on 17 April 2020 and during these two months, the 

pandemic has taken the toll of 4,35,000 human beings worldwide out of 7.94 million 

confirmed cases. The Indian death score has risen from 500 (from the date the 

nationwide lockdown was clamped) to 13, 254 with 4,10,461confirmed cases (as of 21 

June 2020, 8.00 IST). The Covid-19 pandemic since then has exposed so many strengths 

and weaknesses of the Indian federal state and its constituents; how priorities have 

been placed and misplaced, how just meager half per cent of the total GDP is being spent 

on the basic health care, while many citizens on streets would question the rationale 

behind investing public money on statues and shrines (temples) and not on 

dispensaries and doctors, hospitals and health workers? The crises are always eye-
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openers.In India, the Covid-19 exposed many behavioural and decision-making patterns of 

those at the helm of affairs!  

Even after three months of total or semi-total lockdown in the country, the predicament of 

the migrant worker still hangs in a precarious balance. By the time, Indian state decided 

to provide those railways and buses, almost two months had passed and by that time 

millions of them had started walking – it was not a pleasure walk but the most painful 

and risky. Many might have fatally collapsed on the way, we don’t know but we do know 

that as many as sixteen young walkers were killed on the railway tracks, all in sleep 

when the sun was yet to rise!  We still don’t know their names! The Indian migrant 

workers’ stories are heart wrenching, the images that you see won’t let you sleep, these 

are stories not something you should be proud of – no matter someone would prefer to 

brush them aside branding them as ‘fake’ or ‘engineered’ but all such claims sound so 

hollow and insensitivebefore these gruesome images.   

The tales of the Indian migrant workers are terrible to say the least, the human miseries 

that were direct results of, as many experts and wise men and women have been 

maintaining with their experience and knowledge, the defective, untimely or inadequate 

policies of the government at the top.  

All these dialectical, historical polemics (to the extent here-and-now Facebook permits) 

get reflected in this eBook, comprising and comprehending twenty-one of my posts and 

the debates around them – contextualizing images from films - in juxtaposing montages. 

And in reiteration, I must remember Sergei Eisenstein who gave us the idea of montage, 

the idea that he went on enriching itself through the more complex and deep - the 

Intellectual Montage that he wanted to achieve before his premature death in 1948, at 

the age of fifty.  

Post-Face and Post-Post, I realized that every individual post covered in this eBook, on 

an average, has over 3000 words and that is remarkable, I think. While the MWD series 

was on, several friends strongly felt that I should produce a book out of it. They 

persisted with their advice. This book is the result of their persistence and trust in me 

and whatever I was writing on my Facebook page where the words would enter flying 

like butterflies in a garden, randomly, intuitively, delicately. As the migrant workers 

plight during the Covid-19 pandemic went on becoming graver, I saw myself drained 

emotionally and by the 21st post, there were no butterflies, no words,it was as if the 

word-less void all around!  

Ancestrally, most of these migrant workers are peasants and land-less labourers, most 

of them are young, displaced from their lands and disconnected from their own parents. 

These migrant workers belonging to Bihar, Jharkhand, UP and Odisha have known 

nature and her beautify closely, they have lived on river banks, and yet suffered poverty 

in those mineral-rich states, which is terrible post-colonial Indian irony! They are 

uprooted and impoverished for no fault of theirs. The independent India needs to look 

searchingly into her conscience, into her soul… 
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This eBook in its immediate quest keeps asking such questions, in its quest it walks 

slowlybut solemnly like a glow worm on the road ahead of the migrant worker so that 

her path becomes a little more visible at dark nights of the Krishna Paksha!  

For realization of this book, I owe a lot to Jay Kholia, the young student of mine from 

Surat, who has designed it and put it together – for both of us doing such an exercise 

was the very first attempt, novice that we were, but with technological brilliance of Jay, 

this book could be made. I am also grateful to all the commentators who spared their 

precious time in engaging with my montages and accompanying texts and reflecting 

upon them.Brief biographies (as so kindly submitted by them with little editing if 

required) of all commentators are given at the end of this book, which might help get 

further connected socially or even professionally. 

In the confines of my home, it was my partner Kuntal who lent me her support all the 

time in whatever I was writing or posting on the Facebook though she has kept herself 

away from all such social media, perhaps she is much wiser than I am. She is. I also owe 

a gratitude to my son, Viplav, who took upon himself most of the domestic work, not 

allowing us to step outside in these risky pandemic times; while from far off France, 

little Maia kept igniting our imaginations through her refreshing smile along with her 

parents, our daughter Akanksha and her partner Olivier, both busy scientists.  

And finally to Workers of the World I dedicate this humble book, while constantly 

saluting them, and never stopping in future… May they find happiness in life! May their 

little babies have adequate nutritious food to eat and books to read… 

And lastly to quote one of our eminent contemporary artists Ai Weiwei, “The Covid-19 

pandemic is a humanitarian crisis, it challenges our understanding of the 21st century 

and warns of dangers ahead.” It is this ‘humanitarian crisis’ that the heads of national 

governments in the world, and in India, should pay their attention to while growing 

above myopic party politics,prejudiced dogmas and the desire for more concentrated 

centralized power. (Ai Weiwei is a Chinese contemporary artist and a dissident, his 

quote is from Vandana Kalra’s interview with him, courtesy: Sunday Indian Express, Eye, 

14 June 2020). 

In the same interview, Ai Weiwei, the artist, also warned against the power rigidifying in 

the time of a pandemic or a crisis. “Any kind of crisis may bring about different 

outcomes, but almost all crises allow those in power to increase their strength in 

controlling the people. Over past three months or so, the Covid-19 pandemic has 

apparently changed some power equations in the world. The archetype is still searching 

the source of its anguish and the equilibrium leading to an equitable joy for Mankind… 

 

 

 

Amrit Gangar  

Mumbai, Sunday, 21 June 2020 
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1  
17 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: 1953-2020 VIA ‘CAFÉ DISSENSUS’ 

 
Do Bigha Zameen (1953), Dir: Bimal Roy 
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Six years ago, the journal Café Dissensus had dedicated its issue to the question of 
‘Migrant Worker’ and its 1 August 2014 number had carried my article, Do Bigha Zamin 
/ Two Acresof Landand Migration in Indian Cinematography. The issues that are being 
discussed today about the ‘migrant worker’ though in context of the incognito virus, but 
the mechanics of exploitation operate in the same manner, perhaps much worse in the 
times of ‘neo-liberal’ economic policies that the present governments follow. In 1952, 
independent India was just five-year old and had embarked upon its first Five-Year Pan. 
Revisiting the visionary Café Dissensus…  

“Do Bigha Zamin follows a debt-ridden peasant, Shambhu, who, oppressed by rural 
feudalism, migrates to Kolkata to earn two hundred and thirty five rupees, within two 
and a half months, to save his tiny piece of land from the wily landlord’s clutches. The 
zamindar or landlord whom Shambhu addresses as sarkar (government or 
administrative authority) has wickedly jacked up the amount that Shambhu had to 
repay him. Shambhu and his teenage son, Kanhaiya, come to Kolkata as complete 
strangers, and are caught up in an urban melee. It’s a different world; a world of 
commerce and trade, of urbanite difference and indifference…” 

https://cafedissensus.com/2014/08/01/do-bigha-zamintwo-acres-of-land-and-
migration-in-indian-cinematography 

The nation-wide lockdown was clamped from 24 March midnight and by the Prime 

Minister of India as he came live on national media. Its first phase was for 21 days. The 

time between the proclamation and its effective implementation was barely four hours, 

and it had many serious repercussions on the citizenry as a whole, but impacting more the 

daily wage-earner and migrant workers away from their homes in different parts of the 

country.  

As the days went by, the nationwide economic (more than health caused by the corona 

virus) realities kept raising their heads. In those moments, i remembered the rickshaw 

puller Shambhu and his little son Kanhaiya who migrate from their small village to the big 

city Calcutta in Bimal Roy’s immortal film Do Bigha Zamin / Two Acres of Land, my essay 

published in the online journal Café Dissensus, the idea was to eventually grow into a 

montage in thoughts which was not consciously planned…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://cafedissensus.com/2014/08/01/do-bigha-zamintwo-acres-of-land-and-migration-in-indian-cinematography/?fbclid=IwAR1mB9eHvPILtPpbwfLCp1U2dFczvXitlxGcllbkjVhZu-OEXT1auUA-oUk
https://cafedissensus.com/2014/08/01/do-bigha-zamintwo-acres-of-land-and-migration-in-indian-cinematography/?fbclid=IwAR1mB9eHvPILtPpbwfLCp1U2dFczvXitlxGcllbkjVhZu-OEXT1auUA-oUk
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Amrit Gangar  

Do Bigha Zameen poster by Chittoprosad (Zamin is also spelt as Zameen). 

 

 

Kushal Mehta  

One of the masterpieces of Indian film history, when I came to know that the story is 

written by Salilda (music composer Salil Choudhary), it was a pleasant surprise for me. 

(Paranthesis added – AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

And the title is from Tagore... 

Ranjana Raghunathan  

Fascinating read! The article says you have written a longer piece. May I read it please? 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Ranjana. Yes, let me trace, I will send it to you... 

Ranjana Raghunathan  

Thank you Amritji! 
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Raghunath Phadnis  

There is an article by Uday Bhatia in Mint on the same subject. 

Amrit Gangar  

Yes, Raghunathji. I have read it and as i remember, he has quoted me too from the same 

Cafe Dissensus... 

Raghunath Phadnis 

Yes. 

Manas Basu  

The article in Café Dissensus is too intense, loved it. And regarding migration, it 

continues as peasants of my country can’t restore their "Moribar Moto Thai” (Piece of 

land to die). Reading your article I got to know your love for Bengali Literature. Though, 

here I should mention that the name is from a Tagore poem. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Manas. I have already indicated the title sourced from Tagore. 

Dhumketu Trivedi 

Gangar sahib, I haven’t seen the movie Do Bigha Zameen.... have heard a lot about it. 

After watching it and with your permission, I hope I will be able to write something 

about it...  Madhumati and Mother India had also slightly shown how the poor worker 

was exploited, which is shown even today – of course, the presentation then was 

different, anyway! After watching it.... Thanks, the subject is amazing... for giving me an 

opportunity to think somewhat differently... (Originally in Gujarati, translated by AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Dhumketu bhai. The Do Bigha Zamin poster designed and painted by the 

eminent artist Chittoprasad should also attract your attention. 
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2  
18 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKER DISCOURSE: 1953-2017-2020 VIA ‘ASIAN SIGNATURE’ 

A scene from Do Bigha Zamin (1953), Dir: Bimal Roy 
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The poor migrant worker Shambhu’s son Kanhaiya still lives in Kolkata, old and 

emaciated through malnutrition, he still pulls a rickshaw for eking a living. You can find 

him even today on Kolkata roads. He is the one who could navigate his rickshaw 

through his nimble legs and will of the soul and service – through the narrow lanes and 

bylanes of North Kolkata and carry the ill and sick to hospitals. No other vehicles can 

enter these lanes. Kanhaiya still remembers his parents, Shambhu Mahato, the father 

and Parvati, the mother. 

Indian mythology lives through living men and women and their names – the Trinity of 

Krishna (Kanhaiya), Siva (Shambhu) and Parvati lived in Do Bigha Zamin and every 

morning Kanhaiya, who has now turned 74 from 10 carries this ‘mythology’ on his legs. 

In this country, it is the hungry and the half-fed who works harder, calories-count is as 

offending a term as washing hands with soap as many times a day; it sounds as ugly as 

the term ‘social distancing’. Old Kanhaiya of Do Bigha Zamin doesn’t earn even a single 

penny now. He hasn’t brought the virus from airports – in his life-time he hasn’t seen 

any airport that will not let his rickshaw to enter its precincts and terminals – 

Departure & Arrival!  

PS: Old Kanhaiya (his wife Sita no more); he has a son Nakula. Daughter Sabari is 

married to Sahadev. Both Nakula and Sahadev are ‘mingrant workers’ (potters) at the 

river Hoogly. Kanhaiya’s family has hotched potched both the Epics, the Epics of 

movements and migrations. 

https://asiansignature.com/contemporary-poets/amrit-gangar-3 

Poor Shambhu, with his little son Kanhaiya and wife Parvati kept haunting me through a 

poem that I had written, published in an online journal Asian Signatue. In 1953, when the 

film DoBigha Zameen was released, independent India was barely five years old toddling 

baby.  Just a decade prior to that the Great Bengal Famine had taken away millions of 

human lives, or emaciated them. All those images were to be merged in my montages later 

with the Covid19 pandemic and the way it affected India.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://asiansignature.com/contemporary-poets/amrit-gangar-3/?fbclid=IwAR0t46YS06gDK4j94pZCtAfC4M_ITWHNw7Jexmen2k6LNM4sQZ2_6wCzR5o
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Jayshree Soni  

Yes, quite remember this part, Balraj Sahni was pulling cart. 

Manas Basu  

Kanhaiyas still pull rickshaws in this heartless city. 

Amrit Gangar  

The city cannot be 'heartless' - she carries the burden of history - feudal, casteist, class-

based inhuman states of being, of State's policies - some of these contradictions are 

getting exposed by the Cv. The post-Cv world will perhaps be more reactionary... 
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3 

19 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKER DISCOURSE: “GIRMITIYA” 1879 – COVID 2019; “GIRMITIYA” 2020 

WITHIN THE COUNTRY (DESH) OF COUNTRIES (DESHs) 

 

Image: Top - 19th century: Indian indentured labourers (Girmitiya) who lost their native 

‘homes’, Botton - 21st century: ‘migrant workers’ fleeing on highways, in search of their ‘homes’ 

- history of             continues…  
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At the outset, for whom the term ‘Girmitiya’ (         ) is new, it means in Hindi        

      or in English ‘indentured labour’ (‘modern slaves’) – they were brought to Fiji, 

Mauritius, South Africa and the Caribbean to work mainly on sugarcane plantations for 

the property of the European settlers. “Agreement” is the term that was coined as 

“Girmit” (which, I think, would immediately rhyme with “Permit”). The ‘Girmitiya’ 

“migrant workers” were largely from U.P. and Bihar, so are the ‘migrant workers’ today 

under Cv ‘lockdown’ in Mumbai and other cities… 

Between 1915 and 1917, Gandhiji had held large public meetings in some of Bombay’s 

cinema houses including the Empire and the Excelsior. In these meetings he spoke 

against the inhuman system of the Girmitiya and appealed to people to help abolish it. 

[24 x 7 = Mumbai (in Gujarati), Amrit Gangar, 2011: Arunodaya Prakashan, Ahmedabad] 

Do we hear any sounds or resonances of those terrible ‘Girmitiya’ days in what is 

happening today with the so-called ‘migrant workers’? If we do, where do we find the 

resemblances or reverberations in these resonances? I have attempted to visually 

interpret in a collage or montage of ‘times’ and their ‘victims’ - virus or no virus! There 

are so many viruses floating in the air around – around all animate and inanimate 

objects. The question is how Pandemics existentially affect them –  

And a ‘montage’ is born! Images of Gandhi and his resistance to the unjust, inhuman 

system of Girmitiya captured my mind and my references to Gandhiji addressing public 

meeting to oppose the system towards its elimination in Bombay and that too in some of 

the cinema houses. 

By this time thousands of migrant workers across India had lost hope in getting their daily 

bread, their children starving, their women suffering and Indian State still grappling with 

appropriate policies, the populist measures of thaali bajaao (clanging pots and pans) and 

diya jalaao (lighting lamps) obviously were not to solve the hardcore problems of 

providing daily bread and milk to little babies. Contradictions between stark realities of 

starvation and existential uncertainties had their national toll, on the poor and the 

helpless, homeless migrant worker. Weren’t they like those Girmitiya workers? Wasn’t 

history returning to the midst of independent India after 73 years? 
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Megha Sriram Dalton  

Migrant workers’ misery is much too painful. 

   -                            , 

                         -      , 

                           , 

                      –     ,                               

                                , 

                  भ        , 

                    भ      , 

                      -     ,                               

   -                            , 

                         -      ......                

-                                                   

https://www.facebook.com/prayogamrit/posts/10222316164717049?comment_id=1

0222316170957205&reply_comment_id=10222317897600370 

You can listen to this song (in Avadhi language) sung by Megha Sriram Dalton who is a 

well-known singer from Jharkhand. The song, in nutshell, says how the big capitalists and 

rich hoarders exploit the poor. 

Amrit Gangar   

Girmitiya is how they came to be known over time – the name derived from the term 

Girmit, a corruption of the English word, Agreement. This indentured emigration began 

in the 19th century to meet the shortage of labour supply caused by the abolition of 

slavery in the British Empire in 1833. In the 37 years spanning 1879-1916, nearly 

60,500 labourers from various religions and castes would be transported to Fiji islands 

on 42 ships making nearly 87 trips. These migrants were themselves a part of more 

than one million Indians who travelled to the colonies in the Indian and Atlantic oceans. 

https://scroll.in/magazine/886645/a-teenager-traces-her-indian-great-great-

grandmothers-life-as-an-indentured-labourer-in-fiji 

Lubdhak Chatterjee   

I had first read about them in Amitav Ghosh's Sea of Poppies. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/prayogamrit/posts/10222316164717049?comment_id=10222316170957205&reply_comment_id=10222317897600370
https://www.facebook.com/prayogamrit/posts/10222316164717049?comment_id=10222316170957205&reply_comment_id=10222317897600370
https://scroll.in/magazine/886645/a-teenager-traces-her-indian-great-great-grandmothers-life-as-an-indentured-labourer-in-fiji
https://scroll.in/magazine/886645/a-teenager-traces-her-indian-great-great-grandmothers-life-as-an-indentured-labourer-in-fiji
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Salil Tripathi  

Gaiutra's outstanding book, The Coolie Woman, is worth reading. Amrit, knowing you, 

you probably have read it :-) My review here: https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-

entertainment/books/reviews/review-coolie-woman-the-odyssey-of-indenture-by-

gaiutra-bahadur-hurst-20-8923394.html 

Amrit Gangar   

It is a very precise and moving review Salil. That also brings a certain memory to my 

mind – a memory of my meeting with the novelist M. G. Vissanji and his debut novel 

Gunny Sack weaving multiple narratives about racial discriminations and hatred, etc. A 

few years ago, while in Toronto, I met him in his house and we spoke in Kachhi. 

Satyajit Das  

Enlightening! The comparison is quite apt. The making of the word Girmitiya itself 

arrests my breath. Thanks. 

Madhu Singh  

I have been reading / researching on Girmitiyas. Amitav Ghosh’s Ibis Trilogy beginning 

with Sea of Poppies which narrates the life and struggles of the Girmitiyas who sailed to 

Mauritius to work on the sugarcane / cotton plantations. Literary works by the 

descendants of these Girmitiyas are on the rise. 

Madhu Singh  

Here’s a link to a singer from Suriname. From BBC Hindi. His ancestors came from 

Chhapra in Bihar. Please do listen to the interview interspersed with songs of sadness- 

in Bhojpuri.  

https://www.bbc.com/hindi/media-43362495 

Amrit Gangar  

That's interesting. Being Indentured or Bandhua, being 'modern slaves', being migrant 

workers and the notion of Desh (country) within many Deshs that is India interests me 

and the ongoing Cv pandemic is redefining such living histories. 

Amrit Gangar  

They are also called the Jahaji as you know. A friend of mine has also made a film on 

them. 

Mamta Mantri  

Posting a link from Irfan ji. A girmitiya song. 

https://www.facebook.com/irfan.sm/videos/10220324771645121/ 

Parasher Baruah  

We have had such "Girmitiya" workers in our tea estates in Assam for centuries but we 

tend to forget about them. 

https://youtu.be/IHGm1-YwBfo 

https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/reviews/review-coolie-woman-the-odyssey-of-indenture-by-gaiutra-bahadur-hurst-20-8923394.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/reviews/review-coolie-woman-the-odyssey-of-indenture-by-gaiutra-bahadur-hurst-20-8923394.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/reviews/review-coolie-woman-the-odyssey-of-indenture-by-gaiutra-bahadur-hurst-20-8923394.html
https://www.bbc.com/hindi/media-43362495
https://www.facebook.com/irfan.sm/videos/10220324771645121/
https://youtu.be/IHGm1-YwBfo
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Amrit Gangar  

Good you raised this point Parasher. We never bothered to even know about this fact. 

Until Covid19, we never bothered to know or feel the miserable plight of the migrant 

workers. And precisely this was the point of juxtaposing the historic reality with now. 

Many of middle-classes' and ruling classes' prejudices and mindsets have been exposed. 

My montage was to short-circuit the current of nostalgia which is self-indulgent ateet 

raag (        ), a song of nostalgia… 

Parasher Baruah   

I grew up around tea gardens and yet had minimal contact with the Adivasi community 

in my early years...only later I became aware of this massive internal migration that has 

happened in India. 

Parasher Baruah  

Tea Story  

https://youtu.be/KoBL7X5Hyw0 

Kushal Mehta  

              (The First Girmitiya), a book by Giriraj Kishore on Gandhiji’s fight in South 

Africa for Indian labourers; this book received the Vyas Sanman also. 

Ajay Raval   

Yes. It is translated in Gujarati as                (The First Girmitiyo); translator - Mohan 

Dandikar. (Paranthesis added – AG) 

AmyCatlin-Jairazbhoy  

Every state in India has bonded laborers. Kiran Kamal Prasad is fighting this throughout 

Karnataka with his organization in Bangalore. 

Amrit Gangar  

Ongoing history of Bandhua Mazdur - pre-Indepence India or post... Nationalism 

questioned. 

Amy Catlin-Jairazbhoy  

Kiran Kamal Prasad, 

Coordinator - JEEVIKA, 

1289, ISEC Road, 

Nagarabhavi Village & Post, 

Bengaluru 560072. 

080-23210194 / 23214214 / +919008487287 

www.jeevikafree.org 

Aabid Surti  

Well connected to 2020 and very well informative 

https://youtu.be/KoBL7X5Hyw0
http://www.jeevikafree.org/
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Parasher Baruah  

Girmitiya is a corruption of the word "Agreement" because unlike slavery the migrants 

signed agreement papers before taking such jobs. But the contract was never honoured 

by the bosses. 

Parasher Baruah  

Coolies: How Britain Re-Invented Slavery 

https://www.facebook.com/caribbeanhindustani/videos/831432203940969/ 

Dr.Shridhar Pawar  

Superb. 

Shyama Iyer  

Poignant. 

Bakul Trivedi  

Are you serious!? Comparison of two totally different situations!? Comparing 'bandhava 

majdoor' lifetime migration with people who were expected (pleaded) to stay back to 

help prevent the spread of a potential pandemic for some uncertain time, but did 

not!? Are you comprehending the overall scenario!? 'Kuchh bhi', because of your 

celebrity status!? 

Medha Soni Joshi  

There are no similarities between here. Exploitation? Contrary, they flood cities. In 

villages they can sustain, if cities are money magnets then greed is no good a trait. They 

can afford many things but can't live in villages! Why, today infrastructure and facilities 

available are much much more than ‘better’. 

Salil Tripathi  

There are no similarities if you choose not to see the similarities. Misery in the 

countryside brings people to come to work in cities. They subsidize urban lifestyle, by 

working at what are low wages by any reckoning, and live in slums. They enjoy none of 

the bright lights of the big city or its infrastructure. Dharavi is not the same as 

Lokhandwala, nor as Grand Paradi. And Dharavi is a heaven compared to other slums all 

the way to Kanjurmarg.  

 

What they've left behind is worse. They choose to come to the cities exactly the way 

they signed agreements - Girmits - to go to West Indies, Africa Fiji - there is choice, but it 

is exercised as the alternative is far worse. And they are leaving now for villages 

because in many cases they have no place to stay anymore, no access to food (they live 

on the equivalent of daily wages); some employers are not paying them salaries, some 

have been evicted from premises where they live. Between 'covid' and 'starvation', they 

prefer the risk of covid. These are not really choices. If you see them as rational choices 

all I can say is what Atticus Finch said in To Kill A Mocking Bird – “You never really 

https://www.facebook.com/caribbeanhindustani/videos/831432203940969/
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understand a person until you consider things from his point of view… until you climb 

in his skin and walk around in it.” Thanks. 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

Most of the Hindus in the Netherlands, just like Rajmohan mentioned on this thread (I 

know him) are the descendants of the Girmitiya taken to Surinam. 

Amrit Gangar  

“Bonded” child labour (leave along adult) in post-independent India, Covid19 only 

exposed it! 

Approximately fifteen million children work as bonded laborers in India. Most were put 

into bondage in exchange for comparatively small sums of money: two thousand 

rupees-equal to about thirty-five U.S. dollars is the average amount "loaned" in 

exchange for a child's labor. To India's vast numbers of extremely poor, however, this 

money can be, literally, a life-saver. With scant alternative sources of credit available - 

few rural banks, cooperative credit schemes or government loans - the poor are forced 

to turn to the local moneylender, who extracts the only collateral available: the promise 

of their labor or the labor of their children. 

https://www.hrw.org/reports/1996/India3.htm 

Amrit Gangar  

“Girmitiya” is a ‘condition’ and it continues in Indian history till today. Go to a 

neighbourhood tea stall, who serves you a cup of tea? You never thought he was a little 

child, a ‘bonded’ labourer… 

The Bonded Labour System is modern day slavery and an ill-product of dreaded poverty 

and destiny. The system is inhuman and an affront to the human dignity apart from 

serious violation of Human Rights. The system of bondage in various forms is an 

outcome of certain categories of indebtedness, which have been prevailing since ancient 

time involving certain economically exploited hapless, helpless weaker sections of the 

Society. The system had originated from the uneven social structure, characterized by 

feudal condition based on the inter-relatedness between rituals and compulsions. 

Justice D. Murugesan 

Former Chief Justice of Delhi High Court  

Member, National Human Rights Commission 

(Quoted from the Handbook on Bonded Labour)  

Parasher Baruah  

Another character that completely fascinates me is the Arkati. The recruitment agent 

employed to find such gullible people. They were confidence artists par excellence, 

fooling people with promise of El Dorado. 

http://girmit.org/?page_id=1043 

https://www.hrw.org/reports/1996/India3.htm
http://girmit.org/?page_id=1043
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Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Parasher. All this is happening right now in our times, times of Covid-19 

which becomes a temporal platform that presents this naked dance of democracy and 

poverty right before our eyes. Obviously what you say has a systemic connivance... 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

Historically middlemen have played a crucial role in recruiting labour for plantations at 

home and abroad. 

Amrit Gangar  

Don't blame the middle-man. How could he function with being hands-in-glove with the 

authorities that govern? Had you seen the thousands of little children (bonded 

labourers) at Sivakasi who worked many hours a day to produce fire crackers and such 

items, hazardous also to their tender age and health... would you blame only the middle-

men for that? 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

I am not blaming the middleman - I am just saying that they are part of the system. 

Kiran Desai  

Recently we concluded a study on ‘Migrant Sugarcane Harvesters in South Gujarat'. This 

institution of middle-persons, there are few women also, or "mukadams" who belong to 

the same villages and Tribes from which workers come. They started as workers and 

with ambitious tendency and support from factories elevate their status. Their role is 

crucial... Sugarcane harvesters work and live in pathetic conditions and their only 

support system is this institution of mukadams. So they are important cog in the chain 

of exploitation, but also one coping mechanism. The relationship is as renowned Dutch 

scholar Jan Breman termed for another agrarian relationship, "Patronage and 

Exploitation". Not defending but in order to understand complexity of functioning of 

capitalism at micro level, we need to examine several such institutions. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so much Kiranbhai. Has your Centre collected and analyzed statistics of 

social-economic parameters particularly for Gujarat? What is this so-called Gujarat 

Model that sections of Gujaratis are so proud of? (Or have they really consulted the 

studies made without any biases?) I shall appreciate if you could post some of the actual 

studies made on Gujarat vis-a-vis the extent of poverty, social disparities, infrastructural 

development for whom and who has been benefited, gender imbalances and 

exploitation, condition of the migrant workers in Gujarat, they had revolted in Surat 

some days ago and the news spread to the discomfort of many - but we cannot ignore 

these facts, I am sure your Centre has studied all these aspects pertaining to Gujarat as 

well as other states. This will help contextualizing the discussion in a proper frame. I 

don't know why some people turn intolerant and begin to indulge in personal 

allegations and assassinations. It is so unfortunate. 
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Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, yes, there are few works by eminent social scientists, not all by our Centre. 

Prof. Jan Breman has done extensive research and all published on working people. Will 

send you list. But as you have observed the so called educated middle classes simply 

don't bother to refer to these studies as they go against their stereotypes on labour or 

minorities... And for that they have branded these exceptional scholars as left-leaning or 

Anti-Gujarat. Gujarati nationalism is one of the worst and parochial... especially amongst 

the sections I mentioned. 

Amrit Gangar  

True. It is so unfortunate, the deeper meaning 'Asmita' has been so distorted, turning 

into poisonous and self-righteous nationalism as if to be a nationalist or desh-bhakt is a 

personal monopoly which itself is counter-productive. You are absolutely right. I will be 

interested in not in shallow expressions (there are no substantial arguments) and 

intolerance language that leads nowhere. Thank you for your inputs. 

Amrit Gangar  

This inhuman history still continues in India, Corona virus may be invisible and 

incognito but the facts that it is revealing before us are not invisible, they should hurt 

our eyes and egos… 

“The darkness below the lights” 

70 percent of the children in Sivakasi working long shifts under hellish conditions for 

beggarly wages, are girls in pigtails… 

https://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/the-nightmare-of-child-labour-in-

sivakasi/cid/1677584 

Amrit Gangar  

GIRMITIYA 1879 to GIRLS WITH PIGTAILS "GIRMITIYA" 2020 - WHEN ALL TALKS 

ABOUT INFRASTRUCTURE AND ALL THAT ARE REDUCED TO JUST A HOGWASH. 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

One of my senior colleagues, Prof. Jan Breman has been working on a particular region 

of Gujarat for the last 40 years. He has many publications on the worsening condition of 

workers under neo-liberal politico-economic dispositions. P. Sainath also underlines 

this condition. Whereas previously rural people/ migrant workers were committing 

suicide or dying at home, Covid-19 is a climax when thousands of such people are dying 

/ will die visibly, on streets. 

Amrit Gangar  

I am somewhat familiar with Jan Breman's very significant work in Gujarat. My 

friend Parthiv Shah had worked with him on a project about the mill workers in 

Ahmedabad and also produced a book that I remember Parthiv had given me a copy of. 

P. Sainath's People's Archive of Rural India has done ground breaking work on 

https://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/the-nightmare-of-child-labour-in-sivakasi/cid/1677584
https://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/the-nightmare-of-child-labour-in-sivakasi/cid/1677584
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documenting the hardcore realities - we cannot ignore these facts because they are 

evidential and proven on the grounds level and are not mythical or apocryphal as our 

political times are and expect us to believe in them... It is just unfortunate... Thank you 

for these references. 

Bakul Trivedi  

Bhaswati Bhattacharya what rubbish are you talking of Gujarat!? Come and see for 

yourself. Talk of Mamta's tyranny in WB instead. 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

Bakul Trivedi Sir, have you heard the name of Jan Breman? He has been writing about it 

perhaps from the1960s on the basis of field research he carried out himself. See e.g. his 

'Neo-Bondage: A Fieldwork-Based Account' in International Labor and Working-Class 

History 78(01):48 - 62· September 2010  

DOI: 10.1017/S0147547910000116; books ' Poverty Regime in village India...' (OUP 

Delhi 2007) based on fieldwork in South Gujarat, 'Capitalism, labour and inequality in 

India' (CUP 2019). 

Bakul Trivedi  

Don't pick up one study for generalization. Ours is a developing country wedded to 

Democracy. We have masses below poverty line and in labour work. And still as you see 

yourself in real, there's a perceptible difference in the standard of living of lower 

economical class. This is the scenario all over the country, every corner of it. I have been 

very familiar with village folks and tribals of South Gujarat.  

Apart from that, what it has to do with Girmitiya. There is no more bondage labour 

now!  

And the most ridiculous thing is to compare the exodus of Girmitiya with a temporary 

compliance expected from the migrants under the unprecedented circumstances! What 

nonsense!  

Talk sensibly! Talk either Girmitiya or managing Covid 19! To control a Pandemic in a 

poor country of 135 crore is something once in many centuries, not a joke or a topic of 

gossip! 

Put across some wisely thoughts towards its management, rather than showcasing your 

out of context knowledge about perpetuated poverty over the last 70 years, for an 

absurd comparison!! 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

I didn't cite one study, and if you search you will find many other studies by Breman and 

others. But going by the rest of your statement, it seems you don't like the comparison 

of Girmitiya and the migrant labour now. For your information, the original post 

by Amrit Gangar with the two photos from the past and present makes this comparison 

in order to point out that whether in a distant country under foreign rule or in one's 
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own country after independence, the exploitation of contract workers continues 

unabated, The pandemic is only an indicator of the exploitative nature of this work, 

which otherwise remains invisible, and which you still do not want to see. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so much Bhaswati Bhattacharya for your lucid explanation about my post 

with which I entirely agree, and more also about Jan Breman. As I wrote somewhere 

else on this thread, Jan Breman is internationally acclaimed and respected scholar, 

fieldworker and researcher whose integrity and dedication is beyond any doubt. His 

research papers on Gujarat are of very high reliability and value. 

Coming back to my post, first of all obviously I have developed a ‘montage’ (as stated in 

my introductory text) juxtaposing two images. ‘Montage’ has its own history in visual 

arts as well as in cinema; by its very nature it opens out many direct or tangential 

possibilities of interpretations, producing a third meaning which would mean adding 1 

+ 1 which could be 3 or more. If someone finds such juxtaposition absurd, that absurdity 

is also important in its signification.  

In fact, when I see these two images placed one below another spanning a time period of 

over 150 years on seemingly different geographies but at deeper level on the same, I see 

movement in those static Girmitiya men and women, as if they have risen up and begun 

to walk into the image below of here and now, they are the same men and women in 

genealogy, as if still facing the same miserable fate - even today in independent India! 

How could anyone refute the fact of thousands of ‘migrant workers’ (modern day 

Girmitiya) flung on the road by sudden announcement of a lockdown – they were 

panicked for their life and this existential anxiety cannot wait for any longer or for 

anyone – it has to manifest facing death more by starvation than by the virus, mothers 

with little babies just cannot wait… for them at that moment the word 'compassion' 

would mean hollow nothing... Girmitiyas then had the similar sense and intensity of 

existential urgency... 

This montage juxtaposition has such gut-level feeling and movement in its bowels… it 

opens out to more than one interpretation or meaning, while, at the same time, the fact 

remains that in India and in Gujarat bonded labourers still exist, even child bonded 

labourers and in order to attain an egalitarian just society we will have to accept this 

fact and take hardcore corrective actions.... 

Ranjana Raghunathan  

And this history has persistent echoes in present day Singapore. The Tamils, who were 

the indentured labourers of the past to this part of the world, are the present day 

“migrant workers” (which today also includes people from Bangladesh)... and they are 

among the most affected by cv19 in this glittering city. History persists like a cancer, 

unraveling the many organs of our globalized world, except today, they are all 

unraveling at once. Deeply anguished. 
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Amrit Gangar  

What a stark way of articulation, thank you Ranjana. It is such a fact that one cannot 

ignore and connect it with present times too... 

Jayshree Soni  

Very good, not knowing about event organized by Gandhiji. In South Gujarat this type of 

labourers were called Dhaniyma, means bonded with master for life time with all family 

members; another word also used in practice for this type of labour but forgot it. As far 

as I remember Prof. I. P. Desai did a study on Bonded Labour, once state level 

conference was also held at CSS, Surat by I. P. Desai. Seen many bonded labourers while 

living at my old village of Surat district. Shocked to notice the same method in the US, 

while knowing from very close blood relatives migrated to US and started working in 

Motels, it was and yet, in Motels, only couples can get job, husband and wife both have 

to work in Motels, single can’t get job in a Motel. Same method. 

Amrit Gangar  

In the US the system of bonded labour very much prevailed... and till now the way 

racism exists in this oldest democracy, the largest democracy of the world has its own 

stories to narrate, the less hidden the better... 

Amrit Gangar  

Precisely, thank you Jayshree. Which old village in Surat district? [A little departure, but 

you might be interested in my concept of Panj Tirath and a long essay I wrote about it - 

all around Surat.] 

Jayshree Soni   

I lived at Mandvi village of Surat district, near to Kadod / Haripura, and Kandpar 

villages. 

Amrit Gangar  

Haripura was part of my Panj Tirath - yes I know this area. 

Jayshree Soni  

Ok, now I remember the word for bonded labour, Hali pratha, heard this word so many 

times from Prof. I. P. Desai as a subject. Also heard from Desai community of South 

Gujarat, as a labour, not in a good sense. As observed, both man and woman were 

working for them but wife had a double duty, she has to work in farm as well as at 

house as a domestic servant. Thanks. 

Amrit Gangar  

In a disguised manner all these prathas (customs) are still continuing because of caste-

class oppressive systems that prevail - Cv19 may be invisible but what it keeps 

revealing is not invisible... Swami Anand has also written about such prathas, if I 

remember right... It is also called 'vethiya'. 
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Dhumketu Trivedi  

While at a primary school, I remembered to have studied the ‘Girmitiyas’ in Africa; have 

also read somewhere about Gandhiji’s movement for upliftment of the Girmitiya. As you 

mentioned these labourers were taken to sugar plantations to the African countries to 

work on, to do ‘veth’. Illiterate Indian labourers were packed on steamers like sardines. 

Hundreds of them but where have they gone, nobody has been able to know… 

somewhere I have heard that the owners of the plantations were also from India.  Even 

today, poor migrant workers from Bihar and UP and other poor states have settled like 

the Girmitiyas in other parts of the country and spending their lives. Cv19 has brought 

these facts to light more, I think. You have said it right, "Virus or no virus! There are so 

many viruses floating in the air around – around all animate and inanimate objects. The 

question is how Pandemics existentially affect them –" these poor modern "Girmitiyas." 

Are they born to remain as Girmitiyas only? (Quick translation by AG from original 

Gujarati) 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Dhumketubhai for saying this and asking the pertinent questions, this is 

what I meant, you struck the right chord... 

Himanshu Hiralal Muni  

Though not enforceable, Girmitiyas and their employers were committed. At present, 

migrant laborers are and can be disowned easily. The central govt. requested employers 

not to cut wages without assurances to reimbursement. This is result of utter negligence 

of governments. For unorganized sector; though, it is in majority! 

Amrit Gangar  

Precisely so Himanshu bhai and thank you for re-employing the word 'Girmitiya' in the 

present context... Thank you for your insights... I am sure you know Kiran Desai of the 

Centre for Social Studies, Surat. Jan Bremen is such a senior and dedicated field worker 

and a scholar who has done extremely important research work in Gujarat as Bhaswati 

Bhattacharya mentioned. His studies cannot be ignored. He is internationally respected 

for his integrity and dedication. 

Amrit Gangar  

COLLAGE AND MONTAGE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY 

For one of the most significant Gujarati quarterly Farbas Traimasik, then under the 

editorship of Late Manju Jhaveri I had written a five-part long essay discoursing the 

relationship between a collage and a montage, which comes to my mind now when I am 

juxtaposing two images to trigger a new thought. My FB series on “Mingrant Workers 

Discourse” will enter its Part 5 soon and maybe some more under such dispensation. 

The five-part Montage-Collage series was published in my then ongoing column Deep Focus in 

the Farbas Quarterly, viz. January-March, 2002; April-June 2002; July-September 2002; July-

September 2002; October-December 2002.   
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Kaushal Upadhyay  

If I remember right, in my last lecture to your students, I had shown the famous “Odessa 

Steps” (from the 1925 film Battleship Potemkin) sequence and talked briefly about 

Eisenstein’s Montage Theory. Maybe reading the above articles might help you further. 

Just a thought. 

Amrit Gangar  

CHILD BONDED LABOUR EVERYWHERE IN INDIA, INCLUDING GUJARAT AND THE 

WORLD:  

152 million children forced to work in factories, brothels, and other dangerous settings 

in countries including the U.S….  

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/features/kailash-satyarthi-child-labor 

Kiran Desai  

The issue is that studies do take note of this inhuman phenomenon, but very rarely go 

deep into causal factors... Eradication of Child Labour is never possible without 

eradication of poverty and unemployment, providing quality employment to parents. 

But most of the NGOs too focus solely on Child Labour because they don't want to 

address systemic problem or do not want to ruffle vested interests and political class 

who support them so far as they remain away from causes. 

Amrit Gangar  

Does child labour exist in Gujarat? To what extent?In which areas of occupations? I have 

seen hundreds of children working in balloon factories around Umargaon etc. It is much 

easier to exploit children which one should be ashamed of. But the first step is to accept 

the fact. 

Kiran Desai  

Yes, Gujarat is hub of vulgar or zombie capitalism... So all inhuman and exploitative 

labour practices are rampant. 

Amrit Gangar  

Is this the Gujarat Model? 

Kiran Desai  

You get it right, Amritbhai. 

Amrit Gangar  

A new report, Reducing Inequality: Learning Lessons for Post-2015 Agenda – India Case 

Study by top international organization, Save the Children, with presence in more than 

120 countries and 15 Indian states, has blamed the neoliberal growth model, for which 

Gujarat is being projected as the best example of success, for the current woes of 

widening gap between the rich and the poor in India. The report says, “There is 

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/features/kailash-satyarthi-child-labor
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evidence to suggest that the poorer sections of India were actually further marginalized 

under the neoliberal economic regime introduced in India in the early 1990s.”  

https://counterview.org/2013/06/04/social-and-economic-inequalities-rise-in-

gujarat-which-is-being-projected-as-neo-liberal-heaven-for-india 

Mukund Ghelani  

I am happy that someone has brought forward the chapter of Gandhiji's South Africa 

struggle and especially the indented labour force. The Girmitiya is easy word of 

Agreement. Labour under agreement became Girmit. Once again thanks to author of 

post for recollect history. 

Amit Samrat  

Here in M.P. there is a village dominated by the feudal lords, it is surrounded by many 

smaller villages where families of workers live, feudal lords buy many families for a year 

and they extricate as much work for them as they could by forcing them to do all kinds 

of work for the price they have paid. (This and all following comments by Amit Samrat 

were in Hindi, they are translated into English by AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

Shocking! This is happening in 2020 India. And we keep on chanting Bharat Mata ki Jai! 

Vande Mataram! Mera Bharat Mahan! And all that - it is such an utter shame! Please 

submit more details with hardcore data. Kiran Desai, this will interest you.  

Amit Samrat  

I am working in this area. A village named Nimandad which is a central village here in 

Burhanpur district, M.P. They are land-holders. Land-holders purchase the whole family 

to work for a year. Amount depends on the number of families. INR 50K / year is fixed 

for five or more members of a family. They have to work for their buyer / owner for all 

days in a year, tending their cattle, working on fields, etc. All these laboring people are 

tribals called Bhilala and Korku. As a bank manager in a rural branch of a bank in M.P. I 

do frequent visits to these villagers. Yes sir, all this happening in 2020. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Amit. It is such a vicious circle, the question is why cannot it be stopped? I 

am marking this to my friend Kiran Desai who is associated with the Centre for Social 

Studies, Surat, Gujarat - I am sure he knows about all this but still it is so authentic from 

you and I would still wish if you could write more about it in Hindi. 

Amit Samrat  

More saddening is the custom here that of kidnapping girls for marrying them. The 

price is fixed for the girl to be kidnapped. The man with more money would often 

kidnap 3-4 girls. In this community, to have a daughter is like an asset. Earlier, this 

custom was limited to love and mutual relationship but now it is being monetized. In 

fields most of the labourers are girls, they are also sexually exploited and then deals are 

https://counterview.org/2013/06/04/social-and-economic-inequalities-rise-in-gujarat-which-is-being-projected-as-neo-liberal-heaven-for-india
https://counterview.org/2013/06/04/social-and-economic-inequalities-rise-in-gujarat-which-is-being-projected-as-neo-liberal-heaven-for-india
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made through money. One deal could be made for INR 25K. Many girls who are 

kidnapped are left alone to work. Earlier this was an Adivasi custom but now the rich 

have made it their hobby for pleasure. Even now when I meet them and talk to them I 

feel as if I am watching film. During the past four years, I have seen many evidences. 

They have accepted their circumstances without resistance. 

Amrit Gangar  

These are heart wrenching stories that anger you at the same time and you feel so 

helpless, Amit. And you are so close to all these realities... 

Amit Samrat  

Sir, in this country everybody is a landlord, only people like you and me are labourers. A 

landlord gets a loan on the land owned by Adivasi labourer. Landlord’s house costs at 

least INR 4 crore besides a tractor, trolley, car and three pairs of bullocks. Take the 

example of Pahadsingh, he is carrying a debt worth INR 1 million, he lives in a small hut 

in a remote village. When I met him for recovering bank loans, he was repairing the 

roof. I cannot control my emotions, sir. In the Government administration mostly there 

are systemic failures. If you get an opportunity, do come here, witness the realities 

yourself and leave. Before Holi, the festival of course, people from entire villages would 

go to Telangana to pick chillies there.  

Amrit Gangar 

Horrifying facts Amit. Only yesterday we read the news about 12 year old girl who 

walked from Telangana to Chhatishgarh and died on the way... These realities are 

horrendous and put us to shame, I feel so enlightened (and deeply anguished at the 

same time) by your talk here. As an Indian (whatever does that mean) I had some sense 

of these realities but now I have firsthand knowledge from you... Do write about all your 

experiences Amit in Hindi and I do look forward to seeing you in your place once this Cv 

terror is over. How is the situation there? 

Amit Samrat  

Dada, Burhanpur district is still in Green Zone (during Covid19 Pandemic, the Central 

Government had asked respective States to divide areas into Green, Orange and Red zones 

depending on the intensity of the virus – AG). Despite the fact that it borders 

Maharashtra, the situation here is under control. But after this lockdown, the condition 

of the daily wager-earners is going to further worsen. Rajubhai has a haircutting shop, 

he had taken a loan of INR 0.2 million for building a house from the village committee. 

From whatever he earned from his shop, he would pay INR 6,200 towards monthly 

interest. He won’t be able to pay it for the coming month. Just a thought of this perturbs 

me, but there are so many Raju bhais in this country.  

Amit Samrat  

In the village of Barkheda, people make a local brew. I write this after gathering 

information from the people who are stuck outside. There is a Rathore here who get 

labourers on a contract and then sends them in the groups of 40-50 to different states. 
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Besides this, people from Amravati where sugarcane grows, come here in search of 

labourers. They hire them on different terms and conditions for one month or a 

fortnight. Entire families of labourers would lock up their houses and leave where they 

find the work. 

Amrit Gangar  

Precisely this is going to be a grave economic problem for the poor and lower middle-

classes Amit. The state of Kerala has adopted a much more humanistic approach but 

that's because of the left front government and the process had started right from 1957 

when Kerala had the first “elected” left government in the world. Everybody today is 

talking about the Kerala model vis-a-vis the Covid 19 and wants to replicate it - but that 

is false, you will have to change your economic policies radically. The neo-liberal 

economic policies and zombie-capitalism are going to ruin the poor... 

Amit Samrat  

Both local state government and the central government are trying to promote taking 

recourse to government financial help, but this cannot be achieved in a day. Since I work 

in a bank, I am witnessed to how in the name of Corona, figures have been manipulated. 

Government has deposited to the women holders of Jandhan account an amount of INR 

5,000. I will send you a draft about this aspect.  

Amrit Gangar  

Please Amit. Once all this crisis is over I think I will request Kiran Desai ji to invite you 

to the Centre for Social Studies Surat to narrate your experiences, if you agree. 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, we need to deliberate on several issues... Certainly we would like to hear 

ground level experiences...We have by and largely fathomed how system operates and 

oppresses marginalized groups, but details pertaining to it need to be deciphered. 

Amit Samrat  

Some days ago some of my friends from Delhi had come here. They wanted to report on 

the Sikligar community. I would wish people come here and stay for as many days as 

they like. This village is in the foothill of a gorgeous mountain. I have a spare scooter 

and will provide you with a man; you can do your fieldwork yourself.  

I am here in this district for the past five years and since I am working in a rural bank, I 

have the opportunity to meet many people around. You might have heard about 

‘Pachauri’ which is a hub of the Sikligar community. They are expert weapon-makers. 

My present room is about 10km away from it, the village is across the forest and the 

valley. Priyanka Dubey from the BBC had come here and done some study on this 

community. Now they are being displaced. The entire area has been declared as the 

Tigre Reserve zone. You can do your groundwork research on the Sikligar, Bhil and 

Korku Adivasis.  
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Yes Dada, undoubtedly, I have seen the local people and the systems grow over the 

years and have witnessed the contradictions. We can discuss all this. (Quick translations 

by AG from the original Hindi) 

Sanjeev Ranjan  

The word Girmitiya is a distortion of Agreement over a period of time. During the 

British rule, the British would take labourers from Bihar, U.P. to employ them on their 

coffee and tea plantations in African countries. The bond would be for 3 to 5 years, they 

would be bonded so that they would not leave for any other place. (Quick translation by 

AG from the original Hindi). 

Parikshit Tamuli  

This is really sad and not acceptable. The government is responsible for the conditions 

of the migrant labourers and workers.  
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4 

20 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: THE ‘DIASPORIC CONDITION’ AND ‘BAHU’ -SPORA 
TO Cv - IBRATIONS  

 

Image: Top – from the film Mother India song       घ                       ; Bottom – a migrant 

worker wanting to return to her ‘desh’ (village) after sudden midnight declaration of Cv 
lockdown, pc Wikipedia.  
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When I wrote this essay titled The Diasporic Condition and ‘Bahu’-spora: Wheels within 
Wheelstwenty years ago for the book that Parthiv Shah edited and published on behalf 
of the Centre for Media and Alternative Communication, Delhi, I never thought it would 
find a resonance today with my ‘Migrant Workers Discourse’ (Part 4) in a way that can 
trigger more thoughts, maybe disturbing, maybe reflexive, maybe proximate, maybe 
effectively productive…  

Among several other issues at that time interested me was media’s usage of the term 
‘diaspora’ even for the migrants within one's own country, e.g. “Kutchi or Tamil 
diaspora in Mumbai.” This, and several other urban-political moves replacing or 
displacing the ‘migrant labour’, led me to discover diasporas within diasporas and get to 
the state of being called the ‘Diasporic Condition’. This essay also re-connects with the 
‘Girmitiya’ (Migrant Workers Discourse – 3). 

My paradigmatic ‘bahu-spora’ contains most of these elements (pdf of the entire book is 
given on this thread) in one way or another – “more within socio-economic parameters 
burdened by traditions and beliefs, by the socially oppressive hierarchy and male 
dominated social structures.”  

Deep down all this, there is a certain social brutality at play and in this play the biggest 
victim is ‘woman’ in ‘bahu-spora’; it is the woman who comes out as the most oppressed 
one in the migrant workers’ narratives that have surfaced in the Cv19 scenario. Having 

lost her ‘Babul’ (father’s home), the young bride in Mother India (1957) sings,            

                   ! For her the in-laws’ house is      , a ‘foreign country’. The women who 

walked miles upon miles on highways with babies in their arms and bundles of rags 
(their only belongings) on their heads, are part of my ‘Bahu-spora’ even as remote as 
their ‘homes’; their ultimate hope… “Women had “greater oppression to escape,” as 
Gaiutra Bahadur writes in her book Coolie Woman: The Odyssey of Indenture. 

Media – all online to be seen on smart phone screen or on lap top or computer, on 
television or zoom, it was a new virus-vision that mankind had acquired, virus itself 
invisible but had snatched away all sensuous experience of sparsh, the touch, even your 
own hands could not touch your own face! What kind of world was this? You, the 
privileged one, wondered sitting in the cozy space of your ‘home’ with water, soap and 
sanitizer at hand. And there was the entire sea of humanity that was on road, walking. You 
saw it, you sighed it, you posted an image on your Facebook. The image invariably was of a 
woman! Young newly married wife who had shifted with her young labourer-husband to a 
more liberating space called the ‘city’; the city that suddenly became a strange place 
without the basic ‘provisions’ of life! The images of women walking under the scorching 
sun with no adequate footwear, no adequate food or water, walked miles upon miles with 
babies in their arms and bundles of rags (their lifetime savings) on their head. They were 
beautiful brides and there old hunched women and children on their fathers’ shoulders 
staring blank at you, they had no idea about the pandemic but felt hungry and cried – the 
cry you heard in the interiority of your home was the real, not masked! Their numbers 
were real unlike the numbers of the Covid19 tracker that you saw on the scoreboards and 
suspected.  

https://www.facebook.com/parthiv165?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARBjkicQBFJhTw2JX-VH5H5MEcapUCyhQhqEB0eM-Uu7d5YPL1phYwFNYIOzIorQdBCjqpsdxjqv_f6s&fref=mentions
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The line between the real and the unreal went onto become devilish, you, as you washed 
your hands under the running tap, several times a day, thought was washable. Walking for 
days, the young woman with a baby in her arms has not had enough water for her baby 
not for her... She is not Radha of Mother India but yet she knows what suffering is... She is 
the tiny cog in the big wheel of the displacement machine, a perpetual diasporic 
condition... 

Amrit Gangar  

FIGURES, FACTS, FEELINGS: A Direct Diasporic Dialogue 

https://cmaconline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Diaspora-for-Web.pdf 

Jayshree Soni  

Superb narration and interpretation of Bahu as a migrant Labour. 

Amrit Gangar 

You can download the book and read my complete essay Jayshree. Thank you. It is an 

interesting book; Kiranbhai if you don't have it in your library, you might like to have it... 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, yes we are interested and we will have it once we resume work... Certainly... 

Jayshree Soni  

Hello Amritbhai, seen the book, yet not completed but read your chapter thoroughly, 

very nice analysis and thought; Bahuspora also as it is today. Concept of Mother India 

heard from my grand mom as a very good sanskar of Indian Bahu, sorry to say, even 

today in modern world it remains so as it was. Six months ago met one young newly 

married girl, age 24 years, was talking same language and thought, in the name of 

sanskar (good virtue) our Indian society as heard from grand mom years ago, the young 

newly married girl was expressing same thought as she learned from not only parents 

but all relatives, her words were, “Now I am married, duty of my parents is over, now I 

have to live the rest of my life according my in-laws only, this is my good sanskar and so 

on”. In the name of good sanskar, our Indian society always shut the mouth of women. 

This is not the single case but trend of the society. 

The same feeling expressed by the song from the film Neelkamal, which continued today 

in all masala Hindi movies with modern form only, concept is the same. Will read book 

thoroughly, thanks for the suggestion. 

Panna Naik  

Amritbhai, a new angle for us diaspora writers. Looking forward to reading your essay. I 

will add the book to our Penn Library if not in the collection. Thanks. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Pannaben, thank you so much. I had written this essay two decades ago, 

unfortunately our Gujarati 'Diaspora' writers don't read English and if they do, they 

don't normally acknowledge (the source) as you do. I will indeed be honoured for your 

https://cmaconline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Diaspora-for-Web.pdf
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reading it and let me have your feedback. We are all Migrant Workers, aren't we? But 

we are a bit more privileged than the millions of unfortunate ones that this virus-

incognito has made us aware of. And the 'Bahu' who goes to 'Pardes' after her marriage 

is a sorrowful part of my concept of 'Bahuspora' within the larger universe of 'Diaspora' 

- I have also talked about it in my long radio talk with Yagnesh Dave which has been 

published as a book titled Sugari. Sabari.Cinema. (in Gujarati) by Flamingo Publications 

Ahmedabad. I think you should read it and have a copy in your Penn Library if not 

already - just a thought. Its cover page has Atul Dodiya's painted image of 'Sabari'... 

 

 

Panna Naik 

Thank you, Amritbhai. Yes, I will get two copies. One for me and the other for the Penn 

Library.Also looking forward to reading your essay in pdf file. 

Babu Suthar  

I will have to obtain it. By the way, Atul Dodiya’s series of Sabari paintings were part of 

our Indian art study (in the US). (Quick translation by AG from the original Gujarati, 

parenthesis added). 

Manisha Laxmikant Joshi  

Amrit, this is a beautiful post. Will read your essay. Yesterday saw on British news that 

they got a flight full of workers from Eastern Europe because of the shortage of workers 

created in Britain due to Brexit. Now the ‘jahaji’ travel by havaai-jahaj (steamer to 

aeroplane). (Last sentence translated by AG from the original Gujarati) 
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Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Manisha. Your reading of my essay will indeed be an honour. In fact, this 

process of Eastern Europe workers to other parts of Western Europe and the UK has 

been going on for a long time, and I have seen their plight in some parts of EU. Yes, the 

medium of travel (through water or air) might change but the music of sorrow remains 

the same... Have you seen the film called Jahaaji Music: Indians in the Caribeean a friend 

of mine had made over a dozen years back? 

Manisha Laxmikant Joshi  

No, haven’t seen. Will try to search. 

Amrit Gangar  

Babu Suthar Thank you. You are fortunate to have Atul's ‘Sabari’ series of paintings as 

part of your art syllabi in the US. In India, we don't care about all this. In fact, last year, 

in a university in Gujarat that had invited over a hundred of school children (all upper 

class with ties and bows) I was talking about Sabari (in the context of my theory of 

Cinema of Prayoga and the Rigour of Austerity) to students and you won't believe, not a 

single student (barring one I think) had even heard of or about Sabari. It is not their 

fault; this is how our educational orientation goes... 

Amrit Gangar 

Manisha I will send you the link, it is a Vimeo-on-demand but you can see the trailer 

first... 

Manisha Laxmikant Joshi   

Watched the trailer. Very Rastafarian. 

Asha Gala  

Salute your sensitivity 

Yagnesh Dave 

Excellent discourse. 

Parthiv Shah  

I am posting the link of the catalogue you wrote for. This project is very close to my 

heart. Thanks for evoking it in these times!  

https://cmaconline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Diaspora-for-Web.pdf 

Amit Sengupta   

Remember your fantastic work on textile industry and workers which I published in 

Tehelka. I will still have it. Also with Jan Bremen. And thanks Amrit Gangar for all your 

posts. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Parthiv. You might have read and noticed, some of my friends would like to 

order hard copies of the book - hope you have them. 

https://cmaconline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Diaspora-for-Web.pdf
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Parthiv Shah 

Amritbhai Yes I have them. They can email at cmacindia@gmail.com. 

Panna Naik 

Parthivbhai, how much is the hard copy? I can ask my niece in Mumbai to get two 

copies. 

Parthiv Shah 

Pannaben it’s a soft cover publication. Please do ask your niece to contact me at 

cmacindia@gmail.com. 

Kiran Desai  

Parthivbhai, we at Centre for Social Studies, Surat also need one. I shall write on given 

email. Thanks. 

Shyama Iyer  

Very insightful. Bahu-spora, nice one. 

Neelan Premji 

What about Mallu migrants in Mumbai?? 

Amrit Gangar  

Oh! yes, but I will first talk about the Mallu migrants to the Moon, what is Mumbai - 

nothing for them. What is the latest count of Mallu population on the Moon? I believe 

they have also some settlements on the Mars by now. 

Neelan Premji 

They are fighting Covid 20 in the moon! 

Amrit Gangar 

They are in urgent need of N95 masks and safety kits - hire a space ship and proceed... 

Also some tea supply... On the Mars they have already found a Marx... 

Neelan Premji  

And few bottles of country liquor too if possible. 

 

  

mailto:cmacindia@gmail.com
mailto:cmacindia@gmail.com
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5  

22 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: USA, CANADA – WAVES OF MIGRANTS AND “A TIME 
TO RISE” – UTHAN DA VELA 

 

Image: Left - Punjabi farm workers protesting in Canada; ‘A Time to Rise, Films of Anand 
Patwardhan’; Right - Anti-Trump immigration protest in Baltimore, 2019, Wikimedia commons 
(colour changed to monochrome), from Ramya Swayamprakash’s article. 
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Indian immigrants went to the United States in waves: the first wave consisted 
primarily of farm, railroad and lumber mill workers in California and the Pacific 
Northwest during the late 19th and early 20th centuries; the second wave began in the 
1960s which Indians began to choose to move to the US as skilled workers, without 
being threatening as a social class. A sizable population of the first wave of immigrants 
was from the Punjab. 

In the early 20th century, the West Coasts of both the United States and Canada were 
attractive places for Indian migrants for two reasons: (a) as subjects of the British 
Empire, they could ostensibly migrate to Canada, where logging jobs were plentiful, (b) 
conditions of financial insecurity back in India made emigration a lucrative option even 
if it meant facing hardships in the short and long run. Ramya Swayamprakash’s well-
researched and insightful article Old Immigrants but New Problems? Retelling the Stories 
of Indian Immigrants to North America provides some interesting data too, e.g. Indians 
obtaining lawful permanent resident status from 1820 to 1915 – the figure rose from 
merely 9 to over 5,00,000 in 2009. 

Made four decades ago in 1981, Anand Patwardhan’s film A Time to Rise – Uthan Da Vela 
documents the conditions among Chinese and East Indian immigrant workers in British 
Columbia that provoked the formation of the Canadian Farmworkers’ Union and the 
response of growers and labour contractors to the threat of unionization. Co-produced 
with Jim Monro, and made over a period of two years, the film is eloquent testimony to 
the progress of the workers’ movement in British Columbia (Canada) from the first 
stirrings of militancy to the energetic canvassing of union members. 

Human migration has been a perennial, perpetual, centuries-old inter- and intra-country 
process, human beings don’t have the wings to fly like the birds do and they move, they 
migrate, but human beings found out ways to ‘fly’ and settle where they found work and 
life to live, they found ways to acclimatize and adjust, they also found to resist against 
injustice – because they were not alone! Workers had their sweat to offer to produce food 
crops and machinery for the owners in exchange of money that could buy them necessities 
of life. The struggles of the previous generations of Indian workers particularly in North 
America have not been so smooth and easy-going that their grand and great-
grandchildren hadn’t seen. History keeps documenting realities as they were then and as 
they are now. May Day is the Workers’ Day across the world, and we see an old Punjabi 
woman raising a slogan in defence of her basic human rights all the way in British 
Columbia and a little child holding a banner asserting her rights for the future – to live a 
dignified life, she has yet to learn the politics of the governance and political-economic 
that would impact her life – for the future. 
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Jayshree Soni  

Looking very powerful documentary, I would like to watch, is it available? Please give 

me the link. Thank you so much. 

Amrit Gangar  

It is one of Anand Patwardhan's early documentaries, very powerful, I had shown it in 

my film society Screen Unit in Mumbai and then, it was also shown in the very first 

edition of the Bombay International Documentary & Short Film Festival, 1990. I would 

advise you to write to Anand Patwardhan directly with my reference if you like, he is on 

Facebook. 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Do these labour unions/associations still function independently along the west coast? 

Amrit Gangar 

I will have to check, perhaps Anand knows better... 

Amit Sengupta 

I saw it in JNU in the early 1980s. Thanks. 

Amrit Gangar  

It is all ATM - Any Time Morning - Uthan da vela... 

Manisha Laxmikant Joshi  

Amrit, we visited Canada in 2012. This photo of a monument was taken at the 

Vancouver harbor in which you can see early Sikh migrants and a note about the 

Komagata Maru. 
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Amrit Gangar  

Continuous Journey, is an important film by Ali Kazimi on Komagata Maru history. In 

1914, a Singapore-based Sikh known as Baba Gurdit Singh took the SS Komagata Maru 

on a voyage to transport Indian immigrants over to Canada. On May 23, 1914, the 

Japanese ship arrived in Vancouver with 376 passengers: 340 Sikhs, 24 Muslims, and 12 

Hindus. Feeling confident due to a great portion of the men having war relations to the 

British Indian Army, Gurdit Singh soon realized that it wasn't so easy for his men to live 

in Canada. This was due to an act they weren't yet aware of: the continuous journey 

regulation of 1908, which excluded Indians and South Asians from being able to enter 

the country. 

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/continuousjourney 

Lubdhak Chatterjee   

Thanks for this link sir. 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, thanks for expanding my horizon... 

Amrit Gangar  

And today is also Vladimir Ilych Lenin’s 150th birth anniversary and 30th anniversary 

of Ritwik Ghatak’s film Amar Lenin (My Lenin), 1970. 

This was a 20-minute documentary Ritwik Ghatak made three decades ago; its 

screening was banned within the country at that time. It was, however, allowed 

screening in the USSR. Later it was given permission within the country for private 

screenings only.  

When (in 1987) on behalf of the Mumbai-based film society Screen Unit which I was 

privileged and honoured to head, I had curated and organized a full-fledged 

Retrospective of Ritwik Ghatak films, we were able to obtain a 35mm print of the film 

from Moscow. You don't really find anything objectionable in the film. 

Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (22 April 1870 – 21 January 1924) reading Pravada in 1918; in 

1969, Jean-Luc Godard and the Dziga Vertov Group made a film titled Pravada. 

 

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/continuousjourney
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Jayshree Soni  

Thanks, would like to watch. 

Amrit Gangar  

Exclusion of ‘Hindus’ from America 

“Exclusion of Hindus from America Due to British Influence,” published in 1916, is the 

first-known pamphlet documenting discrimination against South Asians (termed 

“Hindus” at the time) in the United States. It was authored by Ram Chandra Bharadwaj, 

president of the San Francisco-based Ghadar Party.  

Amrit Gangar  

Canadian Farmworkers’ Union: Death of Three Farmworkers, 2007. 

Lubdhak Chatterjee, this might interest you and answer your query to an extent and see 

how it is not so pleasant for farm workers out there in Canada. The link here shows the 

timeline of key events in the history of the Canadian Farmworkers’ Union (CFU), and as 

we go to 2009 (which is fairly recent), we find this history - 

[…] A CFU Punjabi-English brochure lists the jury recommendations from the provincial 

BC coroner’s inquest into the deaths of three farm workers in an overcrowded farm 

labour contractors van. The accident at 6.30am on March 7, 2007 happened when 16 

women were being transported in a 15-seat van on Highway-1 going to a nearby 

Chilliwack greenhouse. Read on… [Kiran Desai, Jayshree Soni - this might interest you 

too.] 

https://www.lib.sfu.ca/about/branches-depts/special-collections/canadian-

farmworkers-union-chronology 

Amrit Gangar  

1980 – The BC Organization To Fight Racism (BCOFR) publishes a brochure Ban the 

Klan, Join Hands For Human Rights and Dignity. “Vancouver Klu Klux Klan sends in 

recruiters; Distributes literature at High Schools and at BCIT. Racist attacks against East 

Indians and other ethnic communities growing.” The BCOFR was a broad-based 

multicultural organization, including representatives from BC First Nations, Filipino and 

Indo-Canadian communities. 

  

https://www.lib.sfu.ca/about/branches-depts/special-collections/canadian-farmworkers-union-chronology
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/about/branches-depts/special-collections/canadian-farmworkers-union-chronology
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6 

23 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: ‘BOMBAY OUR CITY’, CRUELTIES - Cv AND BRUTAL 
EXISTENTIAL INEQUITIES! 

 

Image: Above – a scene from Hamara Shahar (1985); Below - migrant workers waiting for their 
turn; Pc: Wp. 
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Thirty-five long years have elapsed since Anand Patwardhan made his multiple-award 

winning acclaimed documentary film “      श  ” aka “Bombay our City” and since then 

the city has suffered many sorrows (joys too) of her own; and now Cv dealing more 
blows to her, the poor migrant workers bearing the brunt terribly much more; it is 
merciless. 

In 1985, “Bombay our City” informed us that there were 4 million slum dwellers in 
Bombay who made up half the city’s population. “Although they are Bombay’s 
workforce – industrial labourers, construction workers, domestic servants – they are 
often denied city utilities like electricity, sanitation, and water.”  

And today as the global Cv keeps unravelling the contradictions of governance and neo-
liberal, anti-poor economic policies of States, the film becomes a kind of ‘synecdoche’ 
that underlies a certain urgency to look at the socio-economic unjust inequities that the 
nations of the world have constructed around them. The latest (2018) Oxfam survey 
showed the richest 1% in India cornered 73% of the wealth generation. This stark 
inequity holds true of land-holding and water-availability too – Mumbai could be a 
model for study, in the times of Cv, before or after, let the white chalk circles remain as 

reminders… They could perhaps be Bertolt Brecht's “Caucasian Chalk Circles”  -     

       – 

It is all women, little babies in their arms, and the unimaginable fortitude on the furrows 
of their eyes, and men too; workers are workers, men or women. History of mankind is the 
history of the working class and its struggles anywhere in the world. In one of his films, 
through a character, Ritwik Ghatak asks, “Who is not a refugee?” which still resonates the 
question, “Who is not an immigrant?”Marx had the utopia of withering of the state, 
Vinoba Bhave said, “Sab bhoomi gopalki” (All land is God’s). In the times of globalization, 
and after the fall of the Berlin Wall, more walls and barbed wire fences across borders of 
the nations have been built and raised. More dogmas around religions been solidified, 
more dividing lines drawn, call them LoCs or LaCs – Lines of Control or Lines of Actual 
Control, dividing lines do exist and seen. In the past several decades, during the rise of the 
great middle class, the inequalities between classes has become starker and technology 
keeps creating illusions of abundance and accessibility!  
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Anupam Buch  

Grim picture but stark reality, well said, sirji. 

Amrit Gangar 

Thank you Anupambhai, that's the point - these stark realities the nations and city-

states of the world should now urgently address and redress them. 

Amrit Gangar  

Hamara Shahar (1985, 75 minutes) 

http://patwardhan.com/?page_id=205 

Jayshree Soni   

Thanks; opened the link but yet I have to read, thanks for the suggestion. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

During the colonial British rule sir, Girmitiyas were taken away as bonded labourers to 

South Africa and other countries but now the labourers have become Girmitiyas in their 

own country. (Quick translation by AG from the original Hindi) 

Amit Samrat  

Here in M.P. there is a village dominated by the big landlords, which is surrounded by 

many smaller villages. These landlords purchase the entire families for a year in 

exchange of labour, all kinds of labour work. (Quick translated by AG from the original 

Hindi). 

Meera Velayudhan  

Slavery persists - thank you for the Migrant Workers Discourse. 

Amrit Gangar  

Bonded Labour democracies...? 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

The grim reality that a huge percentage of that workforce still remains slum dwellers is 

a testimony to parallel lines of privilege which have separated these people from the 

"vertical city". Ofcrs in Mumbai they have developed "vertical slums" as well where that 

division gets reflected vividly. 

Amrit Gangar  

What do you mean by "they have developed vertical slums?" 

Lubdhak Chatterjee   

For example several people (mostly migrant workers) getting displaced due to airport 

expansion, from chawls to highrise buildings, but only ending up facing woes (no water, 

no lift - some have to get up and down from 10/15th floor for every need), also ending 

up losing jobs that they had in the neighbourhood earlier. The cramped spaces of their 

living while remain constant. This reminded me of Vertical city by Avijit Mukul Kishore 

sir .https://youtu.be/OV-lblwodjM 

http://patwardhan.com/?page_id=205
https://youtu.be/OV-lblwodjM
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Siddhi Rveeyas 

 
 

Amrit Gangar  

Fractured heart needs darning surgery... Even migrant darners have left the city for 

their villages, walking miles upon miles with their babies in their arms and bundles of 

rags (their only belongings) on their heads... 

Siddhi Rveeyas  

And some with babies in their bellies.... theirs are the unheard cries that cause the most 

crushing of heartaches. 

Amrit Gangar  

Even the foley sounds cannot reproduce these cries - Siddhi your words will echo on the 

walls of history, and the invisible 'virus' will appear one day crying in denial for all these 

avoidable tragedies – 

Prodip Kumar Sengupta  

Thanking you Sir for the Migrant Workers Discourse. All we need is social consciousness 

and real work to change the inequalities. 

Amrit Gangar  

TIMES OF NEO-LIBERALISM AND MAKING MUMBAI A ‘SMART’ CITY 

Of late the words such as ‘smart’ and ‘word-class’ are in quick circulation, mostly 

originating from the establishment and its beneficiaries. In order to make the city 

attractive to foreign financiers and multinational corporations, larger and larger 

investments are made on making airports dazzlingly glittering and move limousines on 

roads, privatize medicine and education at the cost of public health care and hospitals. 

In her paper “Hospitals and City Health” published in the book BOMBAY and MUMBAI: 

The City in Transition, Eds. Sujata Patel and Jim Masselos (OUP, 2003), Neha Madhiwala 

provides us some interesting insights in these Cv times.  
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Kiran Desai  

Another such international project, "Resilient Cities" has also been launched, covering 

100 cities all over the world, and Surat has been included. The aim is to make city 

Resilient against all kinds of disaster. There are several issues with such idea. One, 

accountability of social order, especially elite and affluent sections in germinating 

disasters, and secondly, total neglect of marginalised and working people. 

Amrit Gangar  

Are there any efforts to mobilise public opinion against such moves, at least in Surat? 

And what is this 'resilient city'? It cannot even resist Covid19, now or never - all the 

greatest and the smartest cities of the world are locked down... All such projects are 

suspicious by their very nature and origin of idea... So is what is going to happen to New 

Delhi and its core... By the way, how many flyovers the city of Surat has? 

Jayshree Soni  

Only picture is enough to understand the position of Labour. 
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7  

24 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKER DISCOURSE: SIGHS FROM RWANDA, GUATEMALA, ETHIOPIA AND 
ELSEWHERE, SPRINGING UP AS ‘THUNDER’ IN JHARKHAND! 

 

Image: From Sebastião to Sriram, from 1989 to 2019, from Three Coal Miners to Three Coal / 
Uranium Miners and many, from B&W photography to motion pictures in colour, from brutality 
to brutality, history moves on with desire for a just society. [Top, cover photograph of three 
coalminers from Dhanbad in Sebastião Salgado’s book “Workers”; Bottom a screenshot from 
Sriram Dalton’s film Spring Thunder.] 
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Covid19 could be a Consolidator20, it has historically and conjunctionally consolidated 
cries of the marginal, of the migrant worker – young, old, man, woman, girl, boy or baby! 
“Workers”, Sebastião Salgado’s book of photographs comes to my mind at this moment. 
More than those of any other living photographer, Sebastião Salgado's images of the 
world's poor stand in tribute to the human condition. His transforming photographs 
bestow dignity on the most isolated and neglected, from famine-stricken refugees in the 
Sahel to the indigenous peoples of South America. Gabriel Garcia Marquez called the 
book the ‘photography of humanity’ and for Arthur Miller, Salgado unveils the pain, the 
beauty and the brutality of the world of work on which everything rests. 

And again at this moment, Salgado’s workers’ gazes starkly merge with some of the 
poorest and the most exploited workers’ from Jharkhand – from Sriram Dalton’s film 
called SpringThunder. As the quiet, invisible ‘virus’ sprawls and displaces the toiling 
workers; this ‘thunder’ quietly spreads through the dense forests on earth and through 
rivers and fires in the belly! In these strange times, sighs, screams, hopes, despairs, 
optimisms, pessimisms, protests mute and loud, all walk together when intellectuals are 
busy speculating about post-Covid19 scenarios. 

Today is exactly one month of the nation-wide lockdown declared by the central 
government and followed by 28 States and 8 Union Territories in order to control the 
corona virus spread and the mortality rate. On 14 April, there was an extension till 3 May. 
All these days were gradually but grotesquely impacting the lives of the workers and their 
families who had migrated largely from U.P., Bihar, Odisha and Jharkhand to big industrial 
cities in other parts of the countries. The stark and blank gazes of children and women 
were disturbing and the eyes of the coal miners, those eyes blazing in the darkness of the 
black and deep arteries of the earth. These workers who labour in the hazardous 
conditions virtually bonded by the contractors; the eyes hit my eyes, the eyes of the 
legendary photographer Sebastião Salgado merging with Jharkhand’s filmmaker Sriram 
Dalton’s film Spring Thunder – when will this spring arrive? When will this thunder be 
heard? The quiet killer, the corona virus was stalking the earth while these faces blackened 
by the coal soot and the eyes blazing red by the blood... 
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Nabina Das  

Sebastião Salgado is the one I was thinking of the other day. 

Amrit Gangar  

And he is here with you and the coal-miners... In 1989, he was in Dhanbad... 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Sir, at the moment I would like to say just that thank you for Salgado-Sriram. 

Parikshit Tamuli  

Glad to be a part of such a politically important film. Felt like during this film I learnt to 

be caring and concerned about the other person. Water Forests and Land are the basic 

rights of all living being. And everyone deserves an equal share. 

Amrit Gangar  

As a journalist photographer and artist, Sebastião Salgado has been engaged with these 

basic environmental issues that are so closely connected with human lives and rights... 

Parikshit Tamuli  

I seriously hope and pray that not only us but more people should make films which are 

responsible. In the name of entertainment people should not be cheated. Films should 

reflect the problems of a society and talk about possible solutions. Films should not take 

a person away from ground reality. 

Isabela Lleo  

This is very impressive and very sad. I feel like I should have very bad conscience but I 

don't know how I could help. I'm looking at nature and beautiful landscape when others 

are having so hard time. 

Amrit Gangar  

You are an artist Isabela and artists play their own roles being part of society and its 

well-being. 

Isabela Lleo 

Amrit Gangar Maybe. I will. See the world. Now I see the flowers. 

Kiran Desai  

Can this film Spring Thunderbe viewed on YouTube or any other web platform? 

Amrit Gangar  

Yes, but it will be good if you could have a dialogue with either the film maker Sriram 

Dalton or Megha Sriram Dalton, they are on FB or I can give Megha's contact number, 

she will be pleased to hear from you. She is a wonderful singer and was part of my Panj 

Tirath programme around Surat, I am sure they will be happy to share the link with you 

Kiranbhai... 
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Kiran Desai 

Amritbhai I too will be delighted and enlightened. Please give contact number... Thanks 

for introducing me with such creative and sensitive minds. 

Amrit Gangar 

Inboxing right away. 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Really would love to watch this film. Megha Sriram Dalton, Amrit Gangar sir. On another 

note, when we look at another fossil fuel (oil), the manner in which human resistance 

was bypassed… 

Jayshree Soni  

Looking very good film, I will search on YouTube, already watched the documentary of 

Anand Patwardhan. Last year I visited Alberta State of Canada and was surprised to see 

Punjabi population there; felt whether I am in Canada or Punjab? Little bit came to 

know, condition of Labour is not much different as seen in documentary, only form is 

changed. In the US also, agriculture sector is highly dependent on Mexican labour 

though agriculture work is highly done by machines and robots, however, the condition 

of labour is equally same as it was in documentary. Recently watching a documentary of 

aerial America of all 50 states, all states have a history of slavery. Also visited the Bay 

Area, highly based on Information Technology, but not feel happy, except some high 

skilled workers. Thanks for good suggestion. 

Amrit Gangar  

Well, USA is a capitalist society and dispensation but since day-to-day systems work 

there people think it is a great country to live in - perhaps - India as a country of 

countries and polyphonic resonances (languages, religions, et al) has a different 

democratic trajectory... Violence and poverty have so much been internalized... 

Amrit Gangar  

AN ENTIRE WORKING-CLASS ADIVASI FAMILY IS BOUGHT BY LANDLORDS TO WORK: 

SHOCKING REALITIES STILL PERSIST IN POST-INDEPENDENCE INDIA 2020!! 

During the course of a very long and interesting discussion (with record 126 interactive 

and healthy comments) on my series “Migrant Workers Discourse (3): Girmitiya 1879 – 

Covid 2019, “Girmitiya” 2020 (19 April), Amit Samrat] wrote several comments in Hindi 

with facts that he has witnessed personally in the State of M.P., here is a glimpse of 

quick translation of what he first wrote: 

“Here in MP, there is a village of big landlords, surrounded by many smaller villages. 

This village comprised of working-class families is bought outright for a year. In turn 

they are expected to do any kind of work for a year. A family is bought for 50,000 rupees 

per annum. The entire family (which is bought) works in farms, takes care of the cattle, 

cutting crops and ploughing. These people belong to Adivasi communities.” Thank you 
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Amit for your information which I don't think most people in India know in this Age of 

Information and Communication - when, actually, 'news' float and fly like flies.  

Madhu Singh   

Mahasweta Devi worked for the bonded Adivasi labourers of Palamau region. 

Amrit Gangar  

Yes, that's right and Satyajit Ray's film Aranyer Din Ratri was shot there - during my 

interview with his cameraman Soumendu Roy he had narrated some stories about it... I 

had met him in Kolkata at his residence some years ago and our conversation was 

published in Gujarati. In fact, Sriram Dalton, the director of the film Spring Thunder is 

from Palamau.  

Madhu Singh 

Is Spring Thunder available on YouTube? Would love to see it! 

Amrit Gangar 

Madhu would you mind contacting Megha Sriram Dalton, I will inbox her phone number 

to you right away... She, along with her husband Sriram, will make it possible... 

Amrit Gangar  

WORKERS by Sebastião Salgado 
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Amrit Gangar 

‘SPRING THUNDER’, THE FILM 

It is a film that contextualizes ‘sustainability’ and ‘development’ in rural India while 

narrating the story of a Uranium mining tender at the highest plateau of India, enriched 

with think forests and populated by numerous native communities. It exposes the 

conflicts of policy-makers, crime, money, politics and rage at the local level concerning 

land acquisition to environmental concerns affecting the world.  

The film poster: 
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Megha Sriram Dalton  

Thank you sir, I came to know you through my friend Joseph from Kerala who had been 

working with the trolley workers’ union at the Mumbai Airport for a long time. Sadly, he 

passed away last year. I still distinctly remember you had come to our house at 6 in the 

morning to see our film. Because of you, I also started looking Gandhi Baba with new 

eyes. You have presented my song Gandhi Baba kanoon se lade on every possible 

platform. It was difficult for me to think about that. Once again thank you, sir. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Songs to show Gandhi’s impact on J’khand tribals (Report from a local newspaper) 

Friday, 27 September 2019 | PNS | Ranchi 

“To celebrate the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, a programme celebrating 

the spirit of Gandhi.” 

‘Johar Gandhi Baba’ is being organized at Audrey House on September 28 from 6 pm 

onwards. Director, Department of Culture, Deepak Sahi and Megha Sriram Dalton - 

playback singer and music composer gave detailed information about the event here on 

Thursday. 

The programme will include a presentation of songs showing the impact of the 

Mahatma’s life and struggles on the lives of the tribal communities of Jharkhand. Dalton 

along with a group of tribal singers is set to mesmerize the audience with songs in five 

languages of the State including Kurukh and Sadri.  

“To celebrate the 150th birth anniversary after a great film festival, ‘Johar Gandhi Baba’ 

is now been organised on September 28 in Ranchi. This festival is an appropriate way of 

paying tribute to the ideals of Mahatma Gandhi through songs from the tribal 

community of Jharkhand,” said Sahi. 

“For me Gandhi is not just a person but a phenomenon and a thought. I have found 

Gandhi in the tribals of Jharkhand,” said the eminent singer Megha Sriram Dalton.The 

team involves singers and musicians from various places of Jharkhand like Palamu and 

Latehar who have given a modern touch to old desi songs,” said Dalton. 

Film theorist and curator Amrit Gangar along with Anupama Bose - film activist will be 

anchors for the programme. 

Amrit Gangar  

The most poignant moment of this song sung by you came when we reached Dharasana 

in Gujarat during our PANJ TIRATH yatra. Dharasana salt protest was more important 

than even Dandi and the Britishers had killed several protesters at Dharasana. You sang 

Gandhi Baba kanoon se lade just facing the salt pans at Dharasana... What a moment it 

was! Jaise Bharat ki azadi ka itihaas aankhon ke saamne aa kar khada ho gaya! Kya ho 

gaya Gandhi ke sapno ke wah Bharat ka? Why was this two-bone old man murdered?  
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Johaar Gandhibaba... 

 

Amrit Gangar  

FROM SPRING THUNDER TO SALT THUNDER: DHARASANA SATYAGRAHA, OUR ‘PANJ 

TIRATH’ AND MEGHA’s SONG ENLIVENING GANDHIJI AND HISTORY 

Dharasana Satyagrarha was a protest against the British salt tax in May 1930, following 

the famous Dandi Salt March. Mahatma Gandhi chose a non-violent raid of the 

Dharasana Salt Works in Gujarat as the next protest against the British rule. Hundreds 

of satyagrahis were beaten by soldiers under British command at Dharasana, they 

brutalized and killed several satyagrahis. The ensuing publicity attracted attention to 
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the Indian independence movement and brought into question the legitimacy of the 

British rule. 

Last year during our Gandhian PANJ TIRATH yatra (five Gandhian historic places still 

living and active) around the city of Surat, one morning we were at Dharasana where 

the local sarpanch welcomed us so warmly and hospitably. At the Dharsana salt pan 

location, Megha Sriram Dalton sang the song Gandhi Baba kanoon se lade, invoking the 

entire history before our eyes and ears… 

“Panj Tirath” is my conception of taking young students and others around these places 

whenever possible and acquaint them with India’s freedom struggle and the self-less 

work being done by so many committed Gandhians to propagate and perpetuate, what I 

call, Gandhiness (Gandhipanā)… Through her songs all through our “Panj Tirath” 

sojourn, Megha made the atmosphere filled with new energy, shakti.  

Megha Sriram Dalton singing Gandhi Baba songs in front of salt pans at Dharasana, 

2019; pc Jay Kholia. 

 

 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Your imagination and actual walking through ‘Panj Tirath’ also contributed a 

transformation in my life. Girishbhai (Organic Architect Girish P. Parmar, who was one 

of the crucial participants in the journey of ‘Panj Tirath’ or the Five Gandhian 

Pilgrimages, around the city of Surat as conceived by Amrit Gangar) had told me that it 

was ‘mithu’ that had also contributed to India’s independence. Listening to the word 

‘mithu’ I looked at him askance and he explained that in Gujarati ‘mithu’ meant ‘namak’ 

(salt). The air there was different. Visiting Haripura, Dharasana, Bardoli, Vedchhi and 

Dandi was indeed like a pilgrimage for me. I remember after we reached Dharasana, a 
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young girl read some passages from a book about the Dharasana Salt Satyagraha, her 

eyes were moist. Looking at her, I felt good because even today’s youth could cry for 

Gandhi Baba. I hope we will do the pilgrimage of ‘Panj Tirath’ once again with you. 

(Quick translation from the original Hindi by AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

Mithu. Salt Satyagraha in Gujarati is called Mitha no Satyagraha (             ). In fact, I 

was thinking of calling up Binita (Binita Pandya, the Surat-based architect who hosted 

us along with Falguni Desai, another architect) and tell her that we should have another 

round of ‘Panj Tirath’ soon. 

Jayshree Soni   

Dandi, the famous historical place is only 10kms away from house at Navsari. Feel 

proud to a residence of this place. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Johar to you Soni ji. It is amazing to see that around Surat there are five extremely 

significant places that have deep relations with India’s independence, particularly 

Dharasana’s. We only know of Dandhi, but last year during the cultural journey of the 

‘Panj Tirath’ I was fortunate to know so much about all this part of our history of 

independence. (Quick translation by AG from the original Hindi) 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Yes, Amrit sir, once this lockdown gets over, I am very eager to dedicate myself to the 

cause of Gandhi Baba once again. (Translated from Hindi) 

Jayshree Soni   

So good, would be pleasure to join whenever you make you all are planning to visit this 

place, thanks. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Thank you Soni ji. I will ask Amrit sir to keep you inform about it. Indeed, the ‘Panj 

Tirath’ pilgrimage is so wonderful, you will also like it. 

Sriram Dalton  

Thank you Amrit sir, and please forgive me, I don’t write or speak much, my energy 

works only with the visual medium, but I am quite focussed while reading your posts 

and comments. (Translated From Hindi) 

Amrit Gangar  

Sriram No problem, thank you - Ab to Spring Thunder to Salt Thunder to Sewage 

Thunder bhi ho raha hai...(now it is only from Spring Thunder to Salt Thunder but also 

Sewage Thunder). Aaj ki meri post dekhiye aur padhiye "Migrant Workers Discourse 

(9)" (Please see and read my post 9 about the Migrant Workers Discourse) 
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Sriram Dalton  

Yes Amrit sir, I am reading it and will always be reading, please keep guiding us. We will 

participate in this cultural movement. 

Amrit Gangar  

SPRING THUNDER AND SALT THUNDER have to come together to create a new people's 

movement in these times of crony capitalism, ugly revivalism and anti-poor neo-

liberalism –  

Megha Sriram Dalton  

I agree with you, sir. I do hope that even from this crisis something worthwhile will 

emerge.                                 (Let the land belong to all, so does the sky) 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, we know the ailments and remedies... But the system has become so strong 

and ruthless with support of plutocratic and authoritarian, fascist, religious supremacist 

state on one hand, and on the other atomisation of group or sections that despite radical 

ideas ground level movement has to face several obstacles... I am not cynical but at the 

same time, we can't close our eyes from cruel reality. We must know the Social reality 

that we wish to change.  

Amrit Gangar   

All the same - that precisely is the reason to resist in the presence of Gandhiji - hope you 

see these young boys and girls around... No matter small in number... But they are 

there... In just two days of our Panj Tirath yatra and mind you people of Surat never 

realized the living and inspiring presence of these five Gandhian places in their close 

proximities before me and my saathis took up this unique Panj Tirath yatra just over 

two days, we had nothing, no funds no resources whatsoever but we did it - thanks to 

the energy and inspiration given by the young students... and you won't believe just 

during this short sojourn there were palpable change of minds and hearts, change of 

views against all these systems' foes that you have been always talking about...  

Megha Sriram Dalton 

My mother would say “once you have determined to take over some work, you have 

accomplished almost 50 percent of it by that determination.” ‘Panj Tirath’ was your 

determination and we joined and we were hosted so hospitably well by Binita ji. At 

every nook and corner, there were people to receive us, inviting us for breakfast or 

lunch. The just two days’ journey was as if we had spent ten days! On return, I felt so 

fulfilled, as if something very valuable was added to my life. (Quick translation by AG 

from the original Hindi) 

Amrit Gagar  

Absolutely, and there was also Falguni Desai to support all of us with her insights, 

energy and unbounded enthusiasm. 
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Amrit Gangar  

VAISHNAVA JAN… SUNG BY YOUNG STUDENT SHEETAL THAKORE IN DHARASANA 

MEMORIAL DURING OUR “PANJ TIRATH” YATRA, 2019 

Sheetal Thakor, a young student from Gujarat Vidyapith established by Mahatma Gandhi 

in 1920 in Ahmedabad (celebrating its centenary this year), in her unusual voice sang 

Gandhiji’s favourite Narsinh Mehta song Vaishnava jan to tene re kahiye… and 

everybody present there joined her… 

In the photograph taken by Jay Kholia you can see the youngest participant from Gondal 

Anuj Tank, young architect Nikhil Shah, Amrit Gangar and Megha Sriram Dalton 

(another young architect in the background I am forgetting his name)  

 

 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Only yesterday I was talking to Sheetal, she possesses a strong personality. 

Amrit Gangar  

In Karnataka, our friend and a very eminent theatre person (from NSD) Prasanna 

Heggodu is doing great work following Gandhian philosophy, next time I will invite him 

to be with us in our PANJ TIRATH yatra. By the way, I have written a long essay on our 

Panj Tirath...   

Amrit Gangar  

STATE TO HAVE GANDHI BHAVANS IN EVERY DISTRICT 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/state-to-have-gandhi-bhavans-in-

every-district/article25108581.ece 

  

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/state-to-have-gandhi-bhavans-in-every-district/article25108581.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/state-to-have-gandhi-bhavans-in-every-district/article25108581.ece
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8  

26 April 2020  

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: 1955 – RAJU HAD WALKED ALL THE WAY FROM 
ALLAHABAD TO BOMBAY! 2020 – BUT NOW IN REVERSE MIGRATION 90-YEAR-OLD 
KAJODI DEVI WALKS BACK TO HER VILLAGE!! 

 

Image: Above – Raj Kapoor (Raju) and Lalita Pawar (Lady Kelewali) in the Hindi film Shree 420 
(1955) when she offers ‘maaibaap sarkar ka foot path to the migrant worker Raju’; Below – 90-
year-old Kajodi Devi fleeing Delhi for her village panicked by the sudden pandemic lockdown; 
Pc: Salik Ahmed, Outlook; Wp.)  
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There is a difference – between 1955 and 2020! There is a difference – between nation 
building then and nation building now! The invisible virus has turned many hidden 
realities visible – even our own self’s! Imagine, way back in 1955 young Raju had almost 
nothing on him when he walked 1400 km via Agra National Highway and now 
existentially affected by the sudden pandemic lockdown, 90-year-old woman also has 
nothing on her when she walks from Delhi to her village hundreds of km. In a fiction 
film (Shree 420), Raju had gone to Bombay from Allahabad all the way walking to earn a 
living – now in ‘reverse migration’ the old woman faces a probable ‘death’ on both sides 
of the road – ‘virus’ or ‘want’! 

The year 1955 was important as independent India had embarked upon building big 
industrial plants and highways across cities for movements of motor cars of the rich and 
trucks for goods. Of late, more highways were built and countless flyovers, but not so 
many footpaths for the ordinary pedestrians. I am told the city of Surat has over 100 
flyovers, creating a massive ‘neecha nagar’ underneath! It shows the state policy 
towards the nature of ‘development’ and the so-called infrastructure without the ‘base’! 
And for whom? 

“Lady Kelewali” (the wayside woman selling banana) outside one of Bombay’s textile 
mills has disappeared because the textile mill itself has been ‘locked down’ since long, 
forever! Thousands of migrant workers were mercilessly displaced and many 
disappeared forever. Public space of the foot-path still belonged to a home-less migrant 
worker as his open nocturnal bed-room, now the private vehicles need more public 
space, the migrant worker is further pushed out. As middle-classes we never bothered! 
Has this self-centeredness been really exposed by the invisible, incognito virus? Ask old 
Kajodi Devi if she survives, if she does! You needed her once, and you will! 

India’s First Five-Year Plan (1951-1956) had ended in 1956, during these five years many 
basic developmental projects were taken up including national highways, the 1400km 
Bombay-Agra. It was on this highway, Raju (Raj Kapoor) of the film Shree 420 had walked 
all the way from Allahabad to Bombay in search of a job. He was one of independent 
India’s earliest migrant workers in reel life, real not excluded. At the end of the First Five-
Year Plan, the Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) were started as major technical 
institutions that would attract India’s best young minds who in turn would contribute to 
nation building. Nobody could deny the gigantic contributions made by these institutions 
of the Nehruvian era, which still not only survive but also nurture the youthful brilliance. 
Many silent economic, social and cultural revolutions have happened in independent India 
since 1947. But somewhere the paths of political economy took to populist turns and 
investments from public exchequer poured into priorities away from grassroots healthcare 
and employment. Covid19 pandemic exposed many contradictions of Indian State at centre 
and individual States forming the federal republic; and its claims to development and its 
character. Images of stranded migrants on their long arduous journeys back home will 
remain seared in our collective memories of this pandemic. The Economic Survey of India 
2017, estimates that the magnitude of inter-state migration in India was close to 9 million 
annual between 2011 and 2016, while Census 2011 pegs the total number of internal 
migrants in the country (accounting for inter- and intra-state movement), at a staggering 
139 million. Films such as Shree 420 in juxtaposition to facts could illumine with some 
significations.  
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Megha Sriram Dalton  

Sir because of this Covid-19 many bitter truths of life have been exposed, like in 1995 

Raju’s coming to Bombay from Allahabad and in 2020 the 90-year-old Kajodi Devi’s 

migrating to her village is very reverse. 

Amrit Gangar  

1955 (not 1995) - you will have to connect the economic policies of the Indian state in 

1955 and now - and then you will be able to see some linear linkage perhaps - there is 

always some historic / temporal link somewhere as I believe and perceive... 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Yes, sir. 

Raghunath Phadnis  

Gandhi used to say, "Go back to villages." 

Amrit Gangar  

Black '”Corona” humour! It is not Gandhi's... First of all Gandhi never asked anyone to go 

to a city so there was no question of asking anyone to go back... Completely false 

attribution to Gandhiji... 

Meera Velayudhan  

Gandhiji was for village development as the focus of national development. Also the idea 

of self- reliance. Of course, his ideas on caste - the basis of feudal agrarian relations - 

was the each caste had its assigned caste based work but that dominant castes should 

have a change of heart. Babasaheb Ambedkar, on the other hand, argued that caste 

discrimination was embedded in rural social set up - So quoting Gandhi selectively does 

not help. Self reliance and village development has to go along with equality and non 

discrimination and democratisation of village institutions and people’s participation 

and devolution of funds to that level, as in Kerala.  

Amrit Gangar  

ALMOST EVERYONE IN METROPOLITAN BOMBAY IS AN OUTSIDER, AN IMMIGRANT 

WHO HAS OFFERED HIM/HERSELF TO MUMBĀ-I…  

“Almost everyone in metropolitan Bombay is an outsider, an immigrant who has offered 

him/herself to Mumbā-i, the city goddess. This is a city of migrants among migrants, the 

daily migrants who leave their abode in Dahisar or Mulund (distant Western and 

Central Railway suburbs within the municipal limits) to pour themselves into Nariman 

Point (the city’s prime business area located at its southern tip; Bombay’s Manhattan) 

and go back home for a night halt. Bombay doesn’t allow development of a deep 

relationship, there is no time for it. The little cracks of human consciousness are filled in 

by the films that Bombay produces. Lived experiences of the monstrosity and 

indifference of the city are captured in vivid cinematographic images.” 
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[“Films from the City of Dreams,” Amrit Gangar in “BOMBAY: Mosaic of Modern 

Culture”, Eds. Sujata Patel and Alice Thorner, OUP, 1995] 

Amrit Gangar 

MUMBAI 

My father came down the Sahyadris 

A quilt over his shoulder 

He stood at your doorstep 

With nothing but his labour… 

[First stanza from Narayan Surve’s Marathi poem “Mumbai” Tr. into English by Abhay 

Sardesai and Jatin Wagle in “BOMBAY: Mosaic of Modern Culture”, Eds. Sujata Patel and 

Alice Thorner, OUP, 1995] 

Naryan Surve (1926-2010) 

 

Amrit Gangar 

MUMBAI 

We live in hell-holes 

And clean your streets; 

Yet like stray hawkers 

Cops drive us out. 

[13th stanza of this 30-stanza long poem by Narayan Surve’s Marathi poem “Mumbai” 

Tr. into English by Abhay Sardesai and Jatin Wagle in “BOMBAY: Mosaic of Modern 

Culture”, Eds. Sujata Patel and Alice Thorner, OUP, 1995] 
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Meera Velayudhan  

Reverse migration during Covid19 in India needs study... and documentation. Today 

report of 30 or more migrant labour arrived by sea in Orissa from Tamilnadu. 5 day 

journey by boat. They were received by Orissa govt officials with water and bananas, 

their temperature recorded and taken for quarantine for testing. 

Amrit Gangar  

Absolutely Meera, you are so right. To my mind, never in India’s history of working class 

or labour, such a mass-scale reverse migration ever happened; it needs to be studied 

with all the details. Hope there are individuals, scholars and filmmakers, institutions 

and organizations engaged with this work to document this historical heart wrenching 

phenomenon.  

Lubdhak Chatterjee   

Sir I dont think the story of reverse migration will stand immune to ephemerality since 

the keys of flow of capital rests in the city, or at least the strong perception of it which 

can eclipse every other reality. The city plays the "lehra" which fixes the contours of the 

cycle within which the jargons of oppression are forced upon thousands of these 

migrant labourers through rhythmic intraforms devised by opportunistic urban elites. 

The only thing which this digression has shown is how fragile they are, no matter how 

inextricable their labour remains in mainstream urban life. 

Are we more sensitive to plight of the poor? 

Does the sensitivity go beyond tokenism of one or two incidents? 

Are we going to at all reform even in our private lives in our outlook towards migrants? 

The cynicism reflects our mentality and reality and only a matter of time the "regularity 

of urban bourgeois life" is restored. The penchant for this regularity will resist any 

reformation if at all feasible. 

Amrit Gangar  

I think there is some misunderstanding, the point was not whether Cv-lockdown-caused 

reverse migration would stand immune to various other factors or not. They would 

return to the cities eventually is too simplistic way of looking at more complex realities 

– they obviously would because there lies their daily bread. 

The immediate question, nevertheless, is whether this panicked feeing of the thousands 

of hapless migrant workers could have been avoided to a large extent, had the order of 

declaration itself been ‘reversed’ – had they been assured of certain basic securities of 

staying back in the cities they were and clamp down the lockdown! I think that would 

have made a great difference. It was unfortunate for the migrant workers on the 

highways and roads walking miles towards their village homes… 

Leave aside the cities’ or states’ own temperaments and treatments of the migrant 

workers, if you think of Kerala, even their vocabulary was more dignified and different, 
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they said ‘guest workers’, and some of the documentary visuals showed us MLCs taking 

gunny bags full of food grains and carry them to these guest workers. 

The deeper question is that of economic policies of the state that uproots people off 

their land and livelihood. All these aspects would need deeper economic, sociological, 

cultural and political studies. But right now, the ‘reverse migration’ is phenomenon, 

again not as simple as it seems on the surface, but it needs to be documented properly 

for the progeny.  

Lubdhak, I am in agreement with you on most the points you raised and commented 

upon. 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Very true sir. 

As you mentioned, the state was extremely laid back in their attitude of assuring the 

migrant labourers of min safety and security. There is no question regarding that and 

the mighty state is well equipped to at least convey this message. 

Meera Velayudhan  

The construction industry is based out of migrant labour. NDTV had conducted 

interviews of labour camps in Delhi including a complex by Trump, interviews of those 

who could not go to their homes owing to sudden lockdown. They were all waiting to go 

back to their homes first - it was harvest season - so they take part in that and then will 

return to Delhi. A talk with construction work industry / employers, it was revealed that 

employers had contributed to the state construction welfare boards and the amount 

was substantial. What Govt of India had done is that the economic package announced, 

the funds would be drawn from this for construction workers but noting had 

materialised. Secondly, the employers wanted state governments to keep / detain the 

labour in Delhi so that when lockdown ends, construction work could start. Otherwise 

labour would leave for their homes and owing to harvest season, would not return for 

some time. Punjab and Haryana had already begun agricultural season and hence 

directed the stranded labour to work in the fields. Hence, employers / owners / farmers 

wished to stop migrant labour from returning to their homes while labour wished to 

first go home. Some of the migrant labour from BJP ruled states such as Haryana, UP, 

Madhya Pradesh have been provided buses to return to their homes since past two 

days. However, migrant labour in Kerala who are being looked after with dignity, cannot 

take buses but will need train journeys to Bengal, Jharkhand, Assam, North East. 

Shyama Iyer  

Very insightful. 

Kiran Desai  

Yes, Amritbhai, the problem is Development Paradigm especially being conceived and 

designed by elites and "educated" middle class babus in nexus with corrupt political 

section. The flyovers denote these paradigms which are constructed for those owning 
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four-wheelers. And on the other hand, migrant workers living in slums were evicted and 

pushed out on margins of city. Also the old Surat with unique cultural flavour had been 

pushed beneath away from view. Well, it was Ambedkar who advocated that Dalits and 

marginalized groups must leave villages to get away from oppression of higher castes 

and upliftment through education. Gandhi indeed glorified villages to counter 

modernity propounded by British colonial rulers. But both have different reasons for 

their perspective and which requires separate discussion. Point is whether migration 

toward cities with hope of betterment of life or reverse-migration compelled by 

pandemic marginalised groups have been victims due to oppressive and exploitative 

capitalistic system. 

Amrit Gangar  

That's right Kiranbhai, but the absence of any resistance or protests from the locals also 

puzzles me, one reason could be the increasing loss of 'belonging'; with migrant 

workers, the city has a different relationship more immediate and existential and that 

leaves ample ‘space’ for the employers and in turn builders and contractors who would 

be interested in building more and more flyovers, automobile dealers in hands and 

banks will lure middle class families to buy cars and more cars and then they will need 

more flyovers and parking spaces – and in absence of any feeling of ‘belongingness’ the 

city becomes a self-centric space for personal happiness which in compliance and 

cooperation with politicians and bureaucrats make profit-making exploitative coteries.  

This is the cruel system that gets resuscitated over time, some manifestations of which 

are visible now in these ‘Corona’ times. The State keeps boosting up the levels of 

possessive ‘desire’ which is both in conflict with Gandhi and Ambedkar. The point you 

raised needs a re-visit and a renewed study. 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, the "original" city-people, mostly middle class, entrepreneur neo-rich and 

elites are staunch supporters of this paradigm, as they are to authoritarian, plutocratic, 

rightist, religious fundamentalist regime. They enjoy this 'new' city and the deprived, 

marginalised locals are engaged with their struggle of survival. 

Amrit Gangar  

Kiranbhai Anyway the classes that you refer to won’t protest or resist but what about 

young students and academicians, young workers and their unions?  

As i understand, Surat has many different historical trajectories. She was ransacked and 

looted by Shivaji so many times, she was ruled by virtually all the foreign powers 

besides the Mughals – whenever I visit Surat or think of Surat she looks to me like a 

violated woman.  

At this time I think of Calcutta / Kolkata along with her. Do you think any poet from 

Surat could write a poem like this (quoting only a couple of first lines), I am sure you 

know this well-known poem… 
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Calcutta if you must exile me wound my lips before I go 

only words remain and the gentle touch of your fingers on my  

lips Calcutta burn my eyes before I go into the night 

Meera Velayudhan  

Yes, the peaceful long march of migrant labour, is notable. It’s more of desperation to 

get home, helplessness and uncertainty. It also brings to the fore the failures of trade 

unions to encompass wide sections of migrant labour and give space for their voices. 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, so far as students are concerned they lack comprehensive understanding of 

political economy and hence, consciousness... Same is the case of academic world and 

most of them are pro-establishment and share parochial religious and rightist 

fundamentalist ideology of ruling and hegemonic classes. Workers are segmented and 

atomised and unions exist but ineffective. Well, you know better about literary section 

than me who with few exceptions lack Social concern and catering to middle class and 

elites sensibility. 

Madhulika S  

Two things... you really think sir that middle class doesn't care? If middle class ever feel 

any belonging with any class it's the Labour class because they came from there. And 

Labour class is migrating not because of uncertainty of work. They will come back. Like 

ants... Once the rain will disappear, they will come back... They are going back not 

because of lack of work and uncertainty about work... They are going back because they 

don't want to die in strange place, they want to assure that they are with their families 

just in any case any one dies... It's not some social movement in Labour class that need 

to be study in economics but a case study of psychology. 

Amrit Gangar  

I really don’t know what you mean by “they will come back like ants…” Whether they 

will come back like ‘ants’ or ‘elephants’ – this is not the game of victory or defeat for 

them. This is just the game of survival when state left them in the lurch by sudden 

declaration of ‘lockdown’. This ‘reverse migration’ is a story filled with untold sorrows – 

do you think going back to their own villages was so easy? Even there their own village-

mates asked them to go back for the fear of ‘virus’ infection.  

These are not ordinary times of visible calamities such as famines or floods, 

earthquakes or avalanche – these are so unprecedented times and needed 

extraordinary and forewarned, farsighted steps – though difficult in Indian conditions 

but Cv has exposed many of our state’s faulty or biased economic policies that did not 

care for public health care or public housing etc. and that is a warning perhaps to 

prioritize investment not on tall temples or statues but on a nation-wide chain of PHCs 

that were already there, revitalize the public hospitals in cities and not just privatize 

them.  
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Where will the poor migrant workers go? They will return to the cities where they find 

their daily bread. Middle-class is a meta-tendency, an attitude and this class becomes a 

wall between the working class and the rich, a kind of cushion, and it has a crucial role 

to play in times of such crisis as Cv – and it does to a large extent. 

The question, besides large-scale urbanization in India, is post-industrial times when 

textile mills employing thousands of migrant workers have closed down, big factories 

have closed or locked down forever, and substituting service sector, I don’t think, can 

absorb millions of migrant workers. The unemployment level during these Cv times has 

gone up to over 26 per cent, and I am sure this includes the so-called middle-classes 

(who are not single-black monolith) too… Our knee-jerk, simplistic responses stand 

inadequate and inane. But do read my introductory text to this post... 

Madhulika S 

Amrit Gangar I did sir... That's why I felt I had something to say. And when I used ants to 

represent them I meant the hardwork not some pests. 

Amrit Gangar 

Had you read it a bit more carefully, you would have noticed my context of 'middle-

classes' was in respect in public spaces to cities and how the migrant worker is further 

pushed outside the margins, and they are largely service providers (as the fruit and 

vegetable sellers - as it is their lives are becoming more precarious when in these neo-

liberal economies even big corporates are selling vegetables - it is simply brutal... In 

short it was in a much broader context and critique... The psychological studies of the 

migrant working classes are emergence of their survival criticalities... I believe all the 

big corporates have their own psychiatrists to examine and treat workers - for obvious 

reasons... 

Madhulika S 

Amrit Gangar have you read Godaan sir? 

Amrit Gangar  

Yes, i have, long back... 

Madhulika S  

What a middle class is, I learned from there. The one who can't cry openly, can't even 

beg even though have nothing to eat is middle class. They are more miserable then 

Labour class but the norms of society don't let them out of the veils. They have the crap 

to carry, of the society they have built. So I don't understand your blame on them for the 

push of Labour class (if you implied that, 99% chances I get that wrong but that's what I 

understand from this"... You didn't mentioned anything about the upper class... That I 

don't understand. Why? 

Amrit Gangar 

Last evening while discussing this subject, my wife had the same arguments to offer as 
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you do now. They are quite oft-quoted and not wrongly so. My critique (‘blame’ is not a 

correct word) of the class is within much broader context where ‘state’ foregrounds as 

an operative agent of a certain ideology and it is in the context of post-independence 

India, which, as we know was pushed into neo-liberal market-economy during 1980s 

and has by now become a big octopus, caring less and less for the already oppressed 

working class that has been driven away from its classical bargaining power. All 

through the discussion with others this has been the vein – upper classes are not 

excluded but then this will be too narrow a view liming ourselves.  

For me Premchand’s Godaan offers a trenchant criticism of oppressive patriarchy and 

social institutions in clutches of a certain privileged class… 

Anyway, this discussion can go on and on and on… Let’s eschew ‘blaming’ and engage 

ourselves in ‘critiquing’ within our limited understanding that could expand through 

‘charcha’ like this. Otherwise narcissistic space called ‘Mukhpothi’… 

Madhulika S  

Debating wasn't I aiming for, I won't dare. I just didn't like the convenient use of middle 

class in the context of Labour class's troubles. And the absence of the rich class from this 

important topic. I apologise for my half baked ideas but it takes time to heat the oven… I 

end my critiquing here sir. 

Jayshree Soni  

Agree, reverse migration is not easy for them, what they will do for their livelihood? 

More over are they accepted by larger society of their hometown? Even me in the US 

constant thinking; what will be the reaction of people when back to my own house? 

Hidden fear in my mind of isolation from the society though I am fully capable to 

manage everything, even financially. 

Aabid Surti  

An eye opener even for us who have lived for decades. That scene from 420 is 

unforgettable. Thanks for sharing. 

Amrit Gangar 

Thank you so much dear Aabid. Your words are inspiring... 

Amrit Gangar 

In the times when public spaces are increasingly shrinking and appropriated for private 

vehicles and beautification or such, the homeless marginalized migrant worker and his 

/ her family is pushed outside the margin, the ‘lady kelewali’ no longer has disappeared 

long back with the textile mills from the city, the workers’ chawls have been replaced by 

consumerist malls, where a single chimney would stand like a designer’s piece and you 

will hear a sigh of an unemployed textile mill worker who had committed suicide… The 

city is full of sorrows… And hopes too as there is always a general and kind working 

class woman like the ‘lady kelewali’ to offer succour and shelter…  
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Aabid for you... 

https://youtu.be/e7H9cPZzduU 

Siddhartha Shastri   

Amrit, I have been a "migrant worker" throughout my adult life. First it was Mumbai, 

then different places in several countries. The first instance left a far deeper impact on 

me than the others.  

Much later, a few of years into retirement, I had the opportunity to recount that first 

experience as a migrant worker. The occasion was the 50th wedding anniversary of an 

NRI couple I have developed a deep respect for. These extracts from my 

speech/message may be relevant to the topic at hand...  

"Every time I think of you, I end up reflecting upon what Mumbai has taught me since I 

migrated there at the start of my career. Most newcomers to Mumbai begin by 

complaining. About the crowd; the cost of living; the sweat, the pollution, the dirt and 

grime; the hours that we are obliged to spend commuting; the exhaustion that follows; 

the frustration of having left behind a cozy life... Then time passes. We begin to belong. 

We see and appreciate the many strengths that Mumbai had silently inculcated in us, 

Qualities and values like resilience; the never-say-die spirit; the strong work-ethic; 

virtues of punctuality, discipline, tolerance, respect for physical and emotional 

individual space of others amidst the crowd; empathy; finding something to be happy 

about in everything and anything ... I don't know exactly when either of you came to live 

in Mumbai. But from everything that I have seen of you across over three decades, you 

must have belonged to Mumbai for generations. You represent everything that I have 

come to admire, respect, and love about Mumbai!" 

Amrit Gangar  

This is what Mumbai does to us, the migrants (this is how the cities are formed and 

shaped) - so beautifully expressed. Aai Mumba has certain inbuilt motherly instinct that 

gradually develops a sense of belonging despite all the hardships of living... The 

Janmabhoomi soon gets transformed warmly into Karmabhoomi and then you 

surrender yourself to her... Your words are so eloquent and elegant Siddhartha. 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, Mumbai is a melting pot that gives eclectic and metropolis sense of highest 

degree. Of course difficult to generalise as ours is heterogeneous Social order and such 

feelings can't be common in every Mumbaikar. But every city or place has its distinct 

culture and language. Mumbai has that spirit that uplift a person in terms of capacity, 

without instilling sense of arrogance, that for instance, can be discerned in Kolkatavasi. 

However, I am not sure about majority migrants of MUMBAI regarding the traits and 

qualities that your friend have glorified. I believe these masses are toiling for survival, 

without any distinct sense of belonging as Mumbaikar. 

https://youtu.be/e7H9cPZzduU
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Amrit Gangar  

To me personally, cities affect sensually and sensorially by their immediate response to 

you as you step in at railway stations or airports.  

Almost two decades ago I had made a short film Harbourline Stories, Etc. in which 

among other aspects, I had posed a question to several young students and artistes 

about their love for Bombay / Mumbai. A young Kolkata student from St. Xavier’s 

College said, “Bombay is like New York, it has a waterfront! Also when I arrived here 

from Kolkata, Bombay hugged me like New York does.” A young theatre person said, “I 

cannot live in any other city but Bombay because of its light.”  

Some of my own experiences of cities of the world (wherever I have been able to travel) 

are enduring in different senses, Toronto, for example, never saw straight into my eyes 

and when I said to this my white Canadian friends, almost all of them agreed with my 

experience. On the other hand, New York just hugged me as I stepped outside the 

airport, so did Tehran, so does Kolkata, but my experience to several other cities of 

India including Delhi and Ahmedabad are different. Delhi still holds on to her feudal 

mindset, I thought.  

Bombay / Mumbai by her temperament is outgoing, she stretches her arms to you to 

embrace you, not many cities do this. As you live in, she envelopes you within her; and 

as the young Kolkata student who came to Bombay to study said, Bombay hugged her 

like New York did…  

Siddhartha Shastri   

Thank you Amrit - we seem to be in sync on this personification of metropolises and the 

identity they confer upon its masses. NYC and Mumbai *are* indeed similar in character. 

New Delhi has a personality too, but perhaps by virtue of being the Capital City, it gives 

out vibes that are not exactly charitable. Unless you can thrive in a highly politicized 

ambiance, it is not the place you want to settle down in. When you lie down on your bed 

at the end of an honest day's work, you want to fall asleep effortlessly. I had grave 

doubts that I would have been able to do so in New Delhi.  

That naturally brings me to Suketu Mehta's epic, "The Maximum City". After several 

voluminous chapters that paint before us a gruesome and devastating picture of the 

mega city that most of us would simply revolt against, the final chapter brings out the 

redeeming essence of Mumbai's character. I do not believe any of India's metropolises 

has been so precisely eulogized.  
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9  

27 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: BEING A ‘DALIT’ AND A MANUAL SEWAGE WORKER 
IN MUMBAI DURING CRUEL Cv TIMES AND A MEMORY OF AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
‘BALUTA’ VIA “BOMBAY NOVELS” 

 

Image: Top – Front cover of Mamta Mantri’s book (color changed to monochrome and cropped); 
Below – a photograph by Sudhakar Olwe from his significant series of such unique photographs; 
source: BBC News, 16 September 2015. This image also occupies the cover page of Olwe’s book 
of photographs In Search of Dignity and Justice. Olwe’s visual documentation of the subaltern 
city (Mumbai) is one of the most significant. 
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I was fortunate to have personally known some eminent Dalit writers and poets such as 
Narayan Surve, Namdev Dhasal, Daya Pawar and others as they were members of 
Screen Unit, a Bombay-based film society that I had headed. They saw films from across 
the world that I presented and wrote about in my monthly program notes. Other leading 
artist-poet-writer-friends including Arun Kolatkar, Ashok Shahane, Satish Kalshekar, 
Prakash Vishwasrao, Sudhakar Borkar and others were frequent or infrequent 
‘travellers’.  

In Mumbai, my city, all manual sanitation workers and sewage cleaners are Dalit 
migrant workers from Maharashtra countryside. During these Covid-19 they are the 
most crucial workers on the Frontlines of the Pandemic but largely remain overlooked 
and unprotected as several reports reveal (about which tomorrow). Some of these 
stories are startling. 

1978: Dagdu Maruti Pawar (1935-1996) aka Daya Pawar’s autobiography “Baluta” is 
published and during my student days, I read it then in its original Marathi, overnight. 
Set in Mumbai and rural Maharashtra of the 1940s and 1950s, it describes in shocking 
detail the practice of untouchability and caste violence, a major reason for the Dalits to 
leave their villages for cities.  

2019: Through her book “Bombay Novels”, Mamta Mantri brings back the memories of 
“Baluta” (which was later so sensitively translated into English by Jerry Pinto). In her 
book, Mantri explores and analyzes Bombay / Mumbai through four works of literature, 
viz. Anita Desai’s ‘Baumgartner’s Bombay’, Kiran Nagarkar’s ‘Ravan and Eddie’, Gregory 
David Roberts’ ‘Shantaram’ and Daya Pawar’s ‘Baluta’.  

Each of Pawar’s words in ‘Baluta’ will look straight into your eyes that have known 
‘social distancing’ and ‘isolation’ over centuries and in these ‘Corona’ times, a sewage 
cleaner in your city is still stuck deep down in the gutter – without any ‘protection’ – 
PPE or whatever; PPE, for him, would be Pee, Petrification and Excreta! Mantri’s 
‘Bombay Novels” brings back some “Baluta” realities of my city in these times of the Cv… 

The city of Mumbai where I have been living and working for many years is a macrocosm 
of India, somewhere in my article I described the city as Ruralopolis, as her ‘urbanism’ still 
carries rural behaviourism, sense of sharing and cluster-neighbouring, the city still having 
Saturday-lemon and chillies and all the vulnerabilities at stake as hordes of migrant 
families would pour into work in homes, in shops, in factories, small and big, in 
municipalise – finding, searching, aspiring, making the city as she keeps speaking many 
more languages and tongues, inventing and innovating ways of being and sustaining the 
pressures quotidian.  

During the pandemic, Mumbai braved the numbers of corona tested and affected; she had 
a still better historical back-up of public hospitals, and idealism still intact among young 
medical students and resident doctors but the overall policies of the state still fledgling as 
they were not formulated with vision on public good and welfare at large. Literature – 
prose, poetry, reportages – have mirrored Mumbai in a multiple ways, the legendary that 
never sleeps saw her nights hushed up even during days under the blazing sun, it surprised 
a dog and a dog, a cat and a caterpillar as privileged people cocooned themselves 
watching great debates on the pandemic’s aftermath...  
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Megha Sriram Dalton  

Sir, johar, greetings. Until women carry human excreta on their heads all these talks 

about development are dishonest. For quite some time now, your posts have become 

very special, you should possibly bring out a book on the migrant work.  

PS: A professional singer, Megha Sriram Dalton is from Jharkhand living in Mumbai uses 

the Hindi word      (palāyan) for the migrant worker, for whom another Hindi word 

used is ‘pravāsi mazdoor’ (pravāsi – migrant, expatriate, non-resident). The Sir Monier 

Monier-Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary finds the root in ‘Palay’, which as ‘Palayin’ is 

found in the Mahabharata. The meanings given to the word Palay and its products, 

Palayitum, Palayaka, Palayana, Palayaita, Palayin are more or less the same – fly, run 

away, escape, vanish, fleeing, fugitive, flight, escape, flown, fled, defeated, et al. 

Some other meanings attributed to the word Palayan, include ‘exodus’, ‘hizarat’ etc. which 

get closer to the workers’ migrating from their villages to the cities elsewhere in large 

numbers. What happened during the Covid19 lockdown as clamped overnight by the 

government at the centre had unprecedented impact on the lives of the migrant workers 

and daily wage earners, and consequently thousands of them either alone or with families 

started walking hundreds and thousands of miles to their villages since there was no 

transport available, and living in the cities where they worked provided them with no 

salary no daily food no rents for their habitats wherever they lived. To call them as 

‘palayan mazdoor’ somehow doesn’t sound dignified a term. - AG 

Amrit Gangar 

Ek "Migrant Workres Discourse" - ka granth Hindi mein kare Megha and Sriram. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Definitely sir. 

Amrit Gangar 

Descent into hell: Mumbai's dehumanised sewer workers 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-34105691 

Amrit Gangar 

FROM SPRING THUNDER TO SALT THUNDER TO SEWAGE THUNDER: SEBASTIAO TO 

SRIRAM TO SUDHAKAR 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

               

                    

               

                  

                   श    

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-34105691
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                        भ    

                   

       #        

                           

 
 

Mamta Mantri  

Coincidentally I am working on a project for design of PPE (I like calling them safety 

gears) for desludging workers (as I would like to call them). I am very intrigued by the 

way how septic tank and sewers are clubbed as one category across law. Since the state 

doesn't understand the difference between the two, the rehabilitation measures have 

not taken off and they have remained in the same profession. 

Mamta Mantri  

Your version of PPE is very intriguing again Amrit Gangar Sir. 
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Amrit Gangar  

It is 'stinking', unfortunately a photographic (or even cinematographic) image cannot be 

olfactory... This is the PPE the sewage cleaners work in and with; I have seen them with 

all the 'smells' around and the dirt - I just salute them with all my humility... Shall we call 

it 'intriguing realism'? But for whom?State and the authorities? 

Mamta Mantri  

Yes. The smell of hydrogen sulphide hits you when the lid of the tank opens. You don't 

even know what happens to you, the gas is so intoxicating. 

You just keep working and working. You come home, take a shower and run for your 

daily dose of alcohol. This is my story also. 

Amrit Gangar 

Mamta, sounds very shocking and these workers are paid much much lesser than many 

others... They are not even treated as they should be in these dangerous Cv times and 

we don't even think of them! Who keeps our city clean and the environs liveable? 

Migrant Workers' stories are more shocking than we think or imagine, aren't they? 

When you are back in Mumbai, we will talk about your ongoing work... 

Mamta Mantri  

Yes. There is so much to say about migrant workers engaging in desludging, who engage 

in this profession for certain durations in a year. Will talk more when I see you. 

Amrit Gangar  

Yes, certainly... 

Meera Velayudhan  

The caste link - how do migrant workers move into a caste-based work. 

Parikshit Tamuli  

Down with the anti poor, neo capitalist government. 

Sunil Kothari  

The Pendamic has made us aware of them. How we take things for granted… 

Amrit Gangar  

Indeed so, don't we Sunil? But like you everyone should become aware of these stark 

realities and know who is serving us the most and who is taking away all the cream... 

There is something wrong in the way politics and political-economy work here and 

many places elsewhere... Covid-19 is also Contemplate-20 - a time to think and get 

traumatized, enlightened and agitated... 

Anil Zankar  

Thanks for the reference Amrit. I read the blurb in the cover. It refers to Baluta as a 

novel. It is an autobiography actually. 
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Amrit Gangar  

Many consider it as an autobiographical novel too... I don't think it is a serious error... 

But I have mentioned it as an Autobiography that I had read in original Marathi 

immediately after it was published, I knew Daya Pawar personally and he often came to 

see films in Screen Unit in Mumbai...  

Mamta Mantri 

Anil Zankar, autobiography written in the form of a novel employing the technique of 

biomythography and therefore I am alright with the use of the word 'novel'. 

It also helps me in explaining city and identity in the context of spatial criticism. 

Anil Zankar 

Mamta Mantri, thanks for the reply. I do not know about biomythology, so I won't say 

anything, but I understand the next point. 

Amrit Gangar 

PASSAGES FROM MAMTA MANTRI’s BOOK “BOMBAY NOVELS” 

In presenting a world of scavenging women, alcoholic men, gambling, theft, and his 

early introduction to deprivation, sex, and death, Pawar discusses sociability along the 

borders of Kawakhana. When the people of his community choose to live in the chawl as 

opposed to the empty tall buildings, he says: 

“They didn’t want to be bothered with climbing the stairs, they said, so they chose this 

single-storey chawl... When you spent your life collecting the rubbish of the city, sorting 

it and selling it, who would let you live in a flat in a building? But what a hell they chose 

instead!... During the rains, every house leaked. All night we would place vessels and 

cans under the leaks. And when sleep came unbidden, it was to the music of this 

jaltarang” (Pinto 10- 11). 

Mamta Mantri 

His mother wanted him to become a 'bada sahib'. He writes, 

“Aai paid no heed to this. She decided to educate her son, make him a big sahib. I 

wonder: who could have inspired such aspiration in her in those times? Babasaheb 

Ambedkar used to say: ‘What dreams do the women of Maharwada have for their 

children? That their sons should become peons or sepoys? A Brahmin mother’s 

ambitions are different: My son should become a Collector, she says’. Why do Mahar 

women not harbour such longings? Did this speech have some unconscious effect on my 

mother? Either way, I started trudging to the taluka school, three miles there and back 

again” (Pinto 61). 

Meera Velayudhan 

I had attended a meeting of about 300 ‘widows’ of sweeper caste and sewer workers- in 

Mehsana, Gujarat few years back through Navsarjan (Gujarat). Women from ages 20s to 

70s - they were demanding widows’ pension - but the discussion revealed more. 
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Allowed by predominant Darbar caste to live in the outskirts of the city, none had any 

ration card nor security of housing - threatened by Darbars with eviction if they did not 

clear garbage, clean toilets of households, the women said that many of them who came 

to the area after marriage, not all of them were sweepers before marriage, now a days, 

the parents were reluctant to marry off their daughters in this area, and there were 

divorces too, as such work was unbearable. Their hands had turned rough. There was a 

kind of self revulsion in showing their hands and when I tried to feel the same. When I 

said, I was a Dalit too, they allowed me to touch their hands. At the meeting , it was 

decided that apart from widows pension, security of pattas ( house), ration cards, the 

women were keen on alternate livelihood avenues. Gujarat is one of the worst states in 

terms of prevalence of caste based violence and practices. The new education Policy 

(draft) calls for zoning in school education and now schools for Dalit children have 

started recently in Gujarat. Dalits too, at the receiving end of violent discrimination, hold 

that at least their children will study, even if in segregated conditions. 

Amrit Gangar 

Thank you Meera. Let me translate your text into Gujarati and post it for my friends in 

Gujarat. Mamta, please translate this into Hindi and Lubdhak, into Bengali, if you don't 

mind. 

Amrit Gangar  

Meera, please translate your text into Tamil and post here, right here. Neelan, would you 

like to translate this into Malayalam please? 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Mehsana 

Viswagram, Sewagram Collective, Johar Gandhi Baba 

And Panj Tirath 

How much you have given me Amrit sir 

Amrit Gangar  

Meera Velayudhan ki baat Mehsana ki hai, main unki text ko Gujarati mein post karta 

hoon thodi der mein...Megha Sriram Dalton Baaki mitro ko bhi kaha hai ki woh Hindi, 

Bengali, Malayalam mein anuvaadit kare and Meera khud Tamil mein... Iis desh ka 

durbhagya hai ki hum duniya ki bhashaye jaante hai lekin apne desh ki nahin, Gandhiji 

ne iis liye Hindustani bhasha ki kalpana ki thi... 

Amrit Gangar 

[Gujarati translation (by AG) of Meera Velayudhan’s comment in English]  

                        (      )                                                     ભ  ૩૦૦ 

         એ   ભ                      .                                                               

       ,                                   .                                                

                       .                                                        .      એ                       
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                                                                                   .     એ                   

                                 .                                   .         -           

                                                  .                          .                        

                 .                                                                                .           

                                       એ      એ                               .    ભ     એ                    

                          (  )         ,                               ,                              

                   .                                                એ        (ભ      ) એ            

        .                   (    )          ભ               (            )                                

                                     .       ભ  ભ     ભ                              ભ       

                                          ભ          . 

[Hindi translation by Mamta Mantri] 

                                  ,                              ३००                         

              २०    ७०              औ             श                          औ               

                                    श                                               श         ,    

   घ   औ                                                                            ,      

                         औ                श                 औ                      ,              

                                                                             श               

              भ                                                                                

  ,                                                                                        श ,   श  

     औ  घ                              ,                                                भ          

           

         औ                                                      श                   श            

                औ                                                                                  

                                       , भ                    

Meera Velayudhan 

Although a Malayali, I am more Hindi speaking as I was born and grew up in north India. 

I speak and read Malayalam but my writing is not good enough. I live in Kochi. 

Jayshree Soni 

Amrit Gangar Heart touching reality. 

Neelan Premji  

Write in whatever Malayalam you know Meera. No translation can do justice to the 

original. So please. Amrit are you listening, my friend? 
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Amrit Gangar 

Yes, i am - over to Meera Velayudhan. 

Amrit Gangar  

When Pawar returns to Bombay and unsuccessfully tries to find a job, his mother: 

“… went back to the grind of daily work; scavenging and sorting scrap… The women of 

the area always knew where things could be sold: any old iron here, glass there, copper 

and brass at a third place. When she returned, Aai would always bring strange things to 

eat. She knew where to get cake crumbs or broken biscuits cheap. The restaurants 

would dry their used tea leaves and sell them cheap. We used these to make tea at 

home” (Pinto 216). [“Bombay Novels”] 

Mamta Mantri  

And that's how we move on with most of the burden carried on by women. 
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10  

28 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: GREAT DEPRESSION TO GREAT MIGRATION, 

‘MODERN TIMES’ TO THE EERIE TIMES OF THE        PUNCTURING ‘EGOS’ OF MEN 

AND NATIONS 

 

Image: Top – a scene from Modern Times; a dissolve encourages audiences to compare the 
working class to sheep, idea and image courtesy: Myisha Soraya; Bottom – An empty subway in 
Brooklyn, New York in Coronavirus times, pc: from Tim McDonnel’s article “Global Disruptions: 
Globalization, automation and inequality.” 
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       (vishānu) is poisonous bacteria, which was always presumed to be ‘visible’ and 

vulnerable to be vanquished easily and quickly by human intelligence and power! The 
‘novel’ microorganism has disproved many tall claims of the human-centric world 
without any ‘Disclaimer’! Baffled, leaders of nations and scientists in labs find remedies 
in ‘lice’ and ‘disinfectants’ – every utterance, every spectacle seems so Chaplinesque! 

When Charlie Chaplin made Modern Times in 1936, it was in the wake of the Great 
Depression in the super-power United States of America. He wanted to tell the ‘machine’ 
and the ‘controllers of Capital’ to be humble. My reading of this film is also about great 
migration that was taking place in the USA – from countryside to the cities, from farms 
to factories! And those stories were quite brutal as they are now ‘exposed’ to be so – in 
both democracies, oldest and the largest! 

Modern Times, the film, begins with these lines “Story of industry, of individual 
enterprise – humanity crusading in the pursuit of happiness” and opens by contrasting 
herded sheep with the masses of workers leaving a subway, and then entering a huge 
factory. These workers in the subway have travelled west from the drought-ravaged 
Midwest, American-born migrants were viewed as disease-ridden intruders. And as 
Patrick J. Kiger says in one of his articles, they are ‘American refugees in their own 
country.’ 

The United States of India (USI) is as big a nation as the United States of America (USA) 
and they say, the USI is better placed in the times of Covid19 than the USA – parameters 
cited are various! These are modern parables in modern times that teach humanity 
lessons of life! 

The story of the ‘migrant worker’ is a historical continuum, we, the so-called social 
animals, birds, animals, reptiles and insects every living being is a ‘migrant’ even lemon 
and the chilly, vegetables and fruits migrate via birds and winds across geographies and 
settle, get acclimatized. They are also affected by the endemics and pandemics we, the 
consumerists and the killers, never care for. The Covid-19 pandemic nakedly exposed the 
nations and their governments, their egos and arrogances, where the mighty Pentagon, 
the symbol of the US military, when the deadly nuclear missiles and marauders stand in 
help-less witness, where the intelligent CIAs and KGBs cannot even detect the tiny 
incognito bacteria. It is the Theatre of the Absurd being played on the global stage where 
the first bell had rung in China’s Wuhan in December 2019 and since then the scoreboards 
of the numbers of symptomatic and the asymptomatic and the eternally disappeared are 
flashing across, media have been busy just on this virus. And Chaplin’s America, the United 
States of India is a-blazing post-George Flyod’s brutal killing by the state police. An 
American Tragedy is being re-written all over again by Theodore Dreiser, and turned into 
a film by Sergei Eisenstein, Chaplin joining with his sheep and the ‘migrant workers’ under 
subways, while An Indian Tragedy is writing its ‘unprecedented’ script...   
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Megha Sriram Dalton 

‘American refugees in their own country.’ 

Manisha Laxmikant Joshi  

NYClive 

https://vm.tiktok.com/WVuKU1/ 

Mamta Mantri  

In these last days of April, I also remember T. S. Eliot's famous lines, "April is the 

cruelest month" and "a crowd flowed over London bridge, so many, and I had not 

thought death had undone so many". 

Manisha Laxmikant Joshi 

It’s tough for ‘American refugees’ in America.  

“Food banks nationwide are squeezed between short supplies and surging demand 

from needy families as the Coronavirus pandemic has put more than 26 million 

Americans out of work.” 

Amrit Gangar 

But here everything is 'portrayed' as fine, economy doing well and all that... 

Manisha Laxmikant Joshi 

There are many Americas. For some people nothing is changed but for many a lot has. 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Our edifices are so fragile in reality that they might get more exposed in the face of 

bigger cataclysms. The reference to Chaplin is also crucial in another way... In the last 80 

years, how many films in fiction have we really tried to address the theme of migration 

and displacement in fiction films (directly and not obliquely)? Most of them have been 

tagged under the genre of non-fiction only. There are more Azadgarh colonies (Meghe 

Dhaka Tara) everywhere waiting to be heard. Some filmmakers like Bela Tarr have tried 

to reflect upon late soviet days in eastern bloc, but still remains a minority. The way 

identity has featured in feature fiction, the theme of migration is still seldom explored. 

We all must introspect.  

Note: Meghe Dhaka Tara (The Cloud-capped Star) is a 1960 Bengali film directed by 

Ritwik Ghatak. When seen with his other subsequent two films, viz. Komal Gandhar (1961) 

and Subarnarekha (1962), it would form a trilogy deeply signifying the human tragedy of 

being a ‘refugee’, being ‘partitioned’ and ‘divided’; it shows the traumatic conditions the 

Partition of Bengal and of India in 1947 which also brought in the wake the ironic 

Independence, so to say. Who is not a refugee? the films seem to be asking eloquently as 

the poor, displaced Indian migrant worker walks on the road with babies in arms and 

bundles of rags (her life-time saving) on heads walking under the scorching sun thousands 

of miles towards ‘home’ – not knowing reaching when or whether thrown back by her own 

village-mates. Everyone is afraid of death-by-touch, the invisible virus... - AG 

https://vm.tiktok.com/WVuKU1/
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Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Jia Zhangke on the displacement due to large scale construction, a familiar trait in 

several countries. 

https://youtu.be/w-KN65PpLSo 

Amrit Gangar 

This is what I told you the other day, migration is also disguised and forced 

displacement for various reasons, chhinnamul or uprootedness is a tragic process of 

history that affects all living beings, we also don’t talk about the extinction of many 

other species impacting balance of Nature and hence human life, there are scientists 

who believe Cv is Nature's response to human arrogance, and hence in my Introductory 

text I used the phrase 'human-centric'. 

Shyama Iyer  

True. The flora and fauna we have unscrupulously over used and destroyed has 

impacted all globally; in one way or the other. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Shyama, presume you have read this -

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/27/halt-destruction-nature-worse-

pandemics-top-scientists?CMP=share_btn_fb 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Thank you Sir for sharing this article. 

 
 

Isabela Lleo  

Amrit Gangar dear Sir: there are still in our planet indigenous people living in forest or 

other natural areas who are not human-centric but nature-centric. I would please ask 

you to speak about them too. 

Amrit Gangar  

Of course, they are the indigenous, the original claimants to the planet, the Adivasis, but 

since the immediate issue of my focus now was largely the 'migrant workers' and their 

plight in this country vis-a-vis the coronavirus... In a pertinent way, a concern has been 

directly shown to them when I referred to the film "Spring Thunder" and in a larger 

context Jal,Jungle and Jameen - Water, Forests and Land... but you are right dear. 

https://youtu.be/w-KN65PpLSo
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/27/halt-destruction-nature-worse-pandemics-top-scientists?CMP=share_btn_fb
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/27/halt-destruction-nature-worse-pandemics-top-scientists?CMP=share_btn_fb
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Amrita Shah 

Fabulous series on migrant labour, Amrit Gangar... Thank you. 

Amrit Gangar 

Thank you too dear Amrita... 

Amrit Gangar  

Today was the 10th edition of my Migrant Workers Discourse Series and Charlie Chaplin 

walked in quietly like the penguin bird... 

Mamta Mantri  

Government has buses and flights for reaching their religious tourists back to their 

respective homes, but not for these migrant workers. 

Amrit Gangar  

Entangled in the 'machine' - 

 

Rajesh C Doshi  

Migrant workers who are they? Are they citizens of India I doubt. 

Jayshree Soni  

Brilliant, Comparison of two pictures, too good to understand. 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

Poignant, as usual. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so much Bhaswati 

Isabela Lleo  

Maybe it's not the right moment because the confination and crowded humanity is the 

main preoccupation in these moments. But the issues of priorities of human pre-

occupation are changing very fast.  
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11  

29 April 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: MACHINES (1936) TO “MACHINES” (2016), MODERN 
TIMES TO MODERN TIMES, SURAT TO ‘SURAT’, MAHĀMĀRI TO SARVAVYAPI 
MAHĀMĀRI, 1994 TO 2020 

 

Image: Bed of soft cloth to the bed of metal stones, migration in to mills to migration out to 
nowhere; Top – a scene from Rahul Jain’s film Machines, workers work 12-hours-a-day; Bottom 
– no work, uncertain future, migrant workers sleep on stones alongside rail tracks on their way 
‘home’ or somewhere...  
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       is still restricted to the English word ‘Epidemic’ while pandemic would be more 

globalized in these times of ‘globalization’ and hence                !! Most Indian cities 

have suffered the former in the past, particularly the city of Surat, and now in these Cv 
times, she is 'scoring' high both in terms of infections and casualties.  

My today’s MWDiscourse will deal with two time-zones comprehending Charlie 
Chaplin’s ‘machines’ to Rahul Jain’s ‘machines’ through his film called Machines and they 
span over 80 long years and yet have the same red blood flowing through history’s 
veins. Another time-zone comprehends the city of Surat over almost three decades, 
from plague (1994) to Covid19 (2020). 

“Machines” is the film that springs out of cinematography’s own ‘svabhāva’, its 
temperament that is temporal and hence, imbued with the filmmaker’s own ‘svabhāva’ 
and sensibility, it becomes so deeply warm and empathetic. Here are migrant workers, 
young boys to old men producing metres and metres of cloth, having come to Surat from 
miles and miles of distance, from Bihar or Jhar-khand or whatever ‘khand’ (continent) 
within the so-called sub-continent, upa-khand – India. Surat has both inter-and intra-
state migrants. 

Thousands of migrant workers had fled the city of Surat during the deadly plague 
epidemic in 1994, but then there were trains moving, and now with no trains and 
uncertainly of joblessness, they sleep somewhere, they are offered unsavoury food and 
they protest. They did. From “Modern Times” to “Machines”, the migrant workers’ tale 
has grown more terribly traumatic... 

Bharat desh is a fascinating continental - sized (not sub) land and the population of over 
1.3 billion; within her body we find inhabiting khand (continents), nadu (lands / 
terriroties), pradesh (regions) and even rashtra (nation) – Jhar-Khand, Uttara-Khand, 
Tamil-Nadu, Madhya, Andhra, Arunachal, Himachal and Uttar-Pradesh, Sau-Rashtra, 
Maha-Rashtra! What a fascinating place with hundreds of languages (written and spoken) 
and religions (theist, atheist, agnostic, ritualistic, non-ritualistic, monistic, non-monistic, 
animistic, et al)! All that formulates into a great nation and multitudes and multiplicities!  

And her massive working population, organized and unorganized represents this great 
polyphony, as working class they know no religious division, it is paradoxically the 
‘parliamentary politics’ that divides them, often violently so. Machines in factories that the 
worker operates are neutral, so is the sweat and labour! The little children perched on the 
migrant workers’ shoulders looked at us blank... socially distanced we with safety masks 
and sanitizers and unlimited supply of water to wash our hands, mankind had never 
before in its history of existence washed hands so much soap and sanitizer and if the 
sweats of all millions of migrant workers were to be collected it would turn into an ocean 
with unseen tears pouring in...  

It is these blank gazes that we gaze at while the machines lay idle in the lockdowns and 
the virus stalks our land incognito. 
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Megha Sriram Dalton  

Thank you Sir for this post and for connecting me with it. Firstly, Jharkhan and Bihar are 

primarily agrarian states that depend on agriculture which in turn depends on the grace 

of god since the irrigation system is not well developed. Secondly, the land ownership is 

concentrated in a few hands, the rest are agricultural labourers, who, in search of 

dignified living move towards cities. The cities basically depend on the blood and sweat 

of these workers, whether it is 1994 or 2020, they are the one who are pushed into the 

grinder. I would like to recite a line from my song –  

     -                                     

                                          भ     

Their bodies maybe weak but they are steelier than the steel 

They might look weaklings but never dare to challenge them! 

(Quick translated by AG from the original Hindi) 

Amrit Gangar  

As I said Surat (textile and diamond cutting industries) has both inter- and intra-state 

migrant workers from all over Gujarati and other parts of India, mainly Bihar, 

Jharkhand, UP, Orissa - the question is about poverty and exploitation and not about 

where are they from - workers are workers and they migrate to earn a living, Cv has 

exposed the hollowness of our State's capitalist, exploitative ways of dealing with 

economics as also environment... And there are young boys and girls who work and live 

like cattle, this is not the India we want to build and be proud of...  

Megha Sriram Dalton   

Yes, sir you said it right that it is the failure of our governments, this situation is the 

result of their economic policies. I hope and pray for the better, turning impossible 

possible. 

Jayshree Soni  

Good point, would like to add little bit regarding Diamond cutting workers. Mostly 

diamond cutting workers are from Saurashtra and Nothing Gujarat, including South 

Gujarat areas. Workers from north Gujarat and Sahaurstra are workers shifted from 

agriculture due to water scarcity of the region. Day by day water table of ground water 

goes down due to over exploitation of ground water. Moreover, more and more land 

was converted in barren land due to water salinity. This is also one of the reasons 

people migrated to Surat for employment in diamond cutting work.  

As noticed little bit difference between diamond cutting workers and textile workers in 

terms of living condition. Diamond cutting workers have little bit better living condition 

rather than textile workers whom are from out of Gujarat. Mostly they are slum-

dwellers, Thanks. 
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Amrit Gangar  

Thank you for this clarification and additional information, you are right, and it is 

getting more and more pathetic and complicated... 

Jayshree Soni  

Spelling mistake, North Gujarat instead of Nothing, sorry. 

Amrit Gangar 

Yes, I noticed that... You might like to listen to this video interview with the former 

Gujarat minister Jay Narayan Vyas and how views that obviously don't toe the official 

line (the conversation is in Gujarati)  

https://youtu.be/hKOmkR4MTuk 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai, it's traumatic and tragic. But the apathy and ruthless as well as insensitivity 

of owners, state and local elites and middle class are disturbing and annoying. As if 

these large masses don't exist or they are nuisance... This is also shameless ignorance 

because the prosperity of city that these arrogant sections keep on harping is due to 

these masses who are inhumanly exploited. So much can be written, but as Ghalib has 

said, “                    ,                              ”(It isn’t so easy to shed tears of 

blood / Where is the strength in the heart, balance in the liver?) (Quick translation by 

AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

So well said Kiranbhai, thank you...  

Shyama Iyer 

Such graphical images. Sobering for sure. 

Amrit Gangar  

“Machines”, 2016; India/Germany/Finland – Dir. Rahul Jain. In Hindi; EST, 71 min. 

Trailer 

https://youtu.be/Vm0gxjao36E 

Ajay Raval   

Just by looking at its trailer, I can imagine how different its overall treatment would be, 

in the context of our times, I like Rahul Jain’s thoughts; I saw his interview on YouTube 

and find their resonances, I really appreciate your reference to such an important film. 

(Quick translation from the original Gujarati by AG) 

Sunita Malpani  

Seen Machines, I left but that film never left me. 

Amrit Gangar  

GREAT FILMS ARE NOT MADE BY WRITING ‘SCRIPTS’ BUT WE ARE LIVING IN THE AGE 

OF THE SO-CALLED ‘SCRIPT-LABS’ AND PITCHING SESSIONS! 

https://youtu.be/hKOmkR4MTuk
https://youtu.be/Vm0gxjao36E
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A dialogue with Rahul Jain: 

Did you write a script for Machines? 

[Shakes his head to indicate ‘no’]. 

But you want to write a script for this film? 

No, I just want to see my thought process tangibilised [sic]. Writing things down helps. I 

mean my father still takes notes, and he's one of the most successful men I know. And he 

went to school till Class Eight. 

[“In India, inequality, stares back at you,” ‘First Post’, Trisha Gupta, 15 November 2017] 

Reference to "this film" is about RJ's film about pollution... 

Lubdhak Chatterjee 

Watched Machines at a fest in Delhi... Great that you referred to the film in this series 

sir.Extremely relevant. There was also a scene where what the mill owner was saying is 

a true reflection of our attitude towards the workers.... Violence inflicted standing naked 

in front of us. 

Amit Sengupta  

This should become a book, and a still and moving docu film. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so much Amit Indeed, I would really like to turn this into a book and a 

document for future references - I will need your help in realizing them... The sooner the 

better... 

Amit Sengupta   

It will be a great honour to work with you. This is epical in its expanse and objectivity, 

and its infinite narrative of suffering and resilience. Nothing like this has been 

cinematically or in terms of visual and text has been documented in recent times. You 

tell me, I will give my heart and soul to it. Thank you and take care. 

Lubdhak Chatterjee 

Yes this should really become a book sir. 

Amrit Gangar  

1994: SURAT THE CITY OF MIGRANTS WHERE 80% OF THEM LIVED IN SLUMS 

Surat, a popular industrial hub for textiles and diamond-cutting units, attracts migrant 

workers from across the country. When the pneumonic plague outbreak took place in 

1994, 40 per cent of its 1.4 million population were migrants, 80 per cent of whom lived 

in the slums. Kiran Desai 
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Amrit Gangar 

This 'migrant' worker has come to Gujarat from far away - as far away as 1600 km... 

 

 

Sohail Ahmed  

Sir, your discourses on migrant has been illuminating to say the least... I am reading and 

re-reading to grasp so many trajectories within... 

Daksha Sheth  

No words to describe! 

Is there a way out? 

Amrit Gangar  

So nice to see you here Daksha. So many years ago I had seen you in Mumbai I think 

after one of your dance concerts at the NCPA; and as I understand your entire artistic-

thinking life has been invested into exploring such profound and baffling questions as 

you have raised now. 

What is the way out? 

“Long years ago, we made a tryst with destiny, and now the time comes when we shall 

redeem our pledge…” as I believe, these words were spoken in right earnest and with 

complete integrity by Jawaharlal Nehru on the midnight of 15th August 1947. And New 

India was on her way to take shape. It was a India of many ‘Indias’, a continent and not 

sub-continent – of many religions and languages, when literacy rate was barely 12 per 

cent India was largely an agrarian country with very high levels of unemployment. 
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Mahatma Gandhi wasn’t there in Delhi to witness the birth of independent India and a 

year later he was physically eliminated. India partitioned into two nations – these were 

the traumatic trajectories of our country’s birth out of colonial yoke.  

Gandhi had very wisely said, “there was sufficiency in the world for man’s need but not 

for man’s greed.” He is still right and eternally so. But – 

The world tried both the extremes ‘capitalism’ and ‘communism’, independent India 

chose the middle-path, a mixed-economy. On the way, market economy and neo-

liberalism came in and took us over in a massive consumerist way, toppling Gandhi’s 

vision.  

It seems to be a point of no return now, but hope wanes but never vanishes.  

What is the way out? 

Mahatma? Marx? For quite some time, I have been thinking of this integrated 8M theory 

– combining Mahavira, Maitreya, Mohammed, Moses, Mahadeva, Mazda, Mahatma and 

Marx. All of them put together might show some ‘way out’ towards greater happiness 

for all living beings (not just human beings and living beings will even include the 

vegetation, flora and fauna).  

Jainism’s principle of ‘Aparigraha’ echoes what the Mahatma said, and when this echo 

multiplies with other Ms – it becomes a cosmic call, a Brahmanaad…  

Just a thought sharing with you since you are the first one to raise such essential 

enquiry, Daksha. 

Amrit Gangar  

I had also had the fortune of seeing one of your daughter Isha's dance performances in 

Mumbai - just one - next time when I am in Kerala, I would like to see you. Dakshaben 

with prior appointment, if you would permit... 

Lubdhak Chatterjee   

I think the 8M theory really reflects the core idea of India which you have been writing 

about since long time... A union of different ideas reflects respect and eagerness to 

"listen" to others, whereas the one singular path is only dogmatic which only wants to 

"speak", and not "listen." 

Amrit Gangar 

Thank you Lubdhak. India's has always been a polyphonic civilization 

Ajay Raval  

Probably, your 8M theory could help towards finding ways out. (Quick translation from 

the original Gujarati by AG) 
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Megha Sriram Dalton  

Your 8M theory sounds good, sir. Mahatma, Maitreya, Mahavir, Mohammed, Moses, 

Mazda, Marx and Mahadeva – they all together could show us a new direction, where we 

could also see and care for our surrounding besides human society. (Quick translation 

from the original Hindi by AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Megha. We will do something about it... 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Sure sir. 

Jayshree Soni  

Last year I was in San Francisco, seen thousands of homeless were staying on platform, 

some were in small plastic tent and some were in under the open sky with same bed 

spread in second pic, my image for US was broken when saw the people with little bit 

household items. The same scenes at Mumbai and Surat. 

Jagdish Patel 

Jayshree Soni I, too, saw this scene in SF when I visited last October. I posted some pics 

on my FB wall. In 2015 we carried out a small study of textile workers in Surat. (Report 

available in English and Gujarati on request.) Study compared results of similar study 

carried out 40 years and there was little change in their working conditions. 

Jayshree Soni  

How nice, would like to read, please, share it if possible, thanks. 

Amrit Gangar  

He is using a piece of cloth to close his mouth and nose not against any corona virus but 

against chemical stench and hazardous particles... Today the whole working is chanting 

the mantra of the 'mask'... all kinds of masks... Pc: Machines Wp. 
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Amrit Gangar  

Metres of cloth on body so unclothed.... A scene from the film Machines. 

 

Jayshree Soni  

This is the daily scene seen at Surat textile market, perfect reality. 

Amrit Gangar  

Yes, I know - only if the workers are treated and compensated well... But how could that 

be ensured? 

Mamta Mantri  

My father began his career in the cloth Market of Kalbadevi. His colleagues, also 

migrants, slept in office on grey cloth bales. Just a picture from my memories. I also 

remember my uncles and cousins who work in Surat and I saw labourers around textile 

markets. Bhiwandi, too. Ichalkaranji (Maharashtra), Burhanpur (Madhya Pradesh), 

Kishangarh (Rajasthan), relatives and migrants!!! 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Mamta for these memory sketches - these are the realities we don't seem to 

have thought before, at least through these FB columns we are trying to comprehend 

the extent of inhuman realms that are existing just around us - and what has gone 

behind the food we eat and clothes we wear - and all these certain cry for a just 

equitable human society - yesterday the eminent Dance guru and practitioner Daksha 

Sheth had raised a very pertinent point "What is the way out?" I don't think not the way 

the affairs of the nation and the globe (under 'globalization') are conducted at the 

moment... The Thesis and the Antithesis have to find the just Synthesis / Equilibrium 

somewhere, somehow - without resorting to violent means! 
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Amrit Gangar  

MARINA ABRAMOVIC, MULJI JETHA MARKET, ME AND LONG CLOTH IN MUMBAI – A 

MEMORY 

Almost a decade and a half back, I was working with the well-known performance artist 

Marina Abramovic on Michael Laub’s dance-theatre project Total Masala Slammer 

(produced by Berlin’s Hebbel Theatre) and one day I had taken Marina to Asia’s largest 

textile market, Mulji Jetha Market in Kalbadevi, South Mumbai. She wanted to buy 

hundreds of metres of white cotton cloth for an installation that she wanted to mount in 

Japan, and if I remember right, in presence of Dalai Lama. We walked through the 

massive market, through its bhul-bhulaiya gullies, Marina was amazed by her 

experience of this market.  

And she bought over 100 metres of white cotton cloth in one piece that I had shipped in 

a consignment to Japan. 

The very same cloth (sold in what they call ‘taakaa’) in this wholesale market reminds 

me of the labour put in by the migrant workers in the textile mills in Surat and 

elsewhere you mention in your comment Mamta. 

Mamta Mantri  

And to answer the question of 'greed' that impels certain human beings to exploit other 

human beings! Violence is definitely not the answer, but can equilibrium be found? For 

some reason I am reminded of religion here, that was supposed to instil humility and 

compassion in a person and obviously done the opposite. 

Mamta Mantri  

Wow! Memories! Sometimes I don't know what to do with them. I remember them as 

happy memories of childhood, but don't know any more. Like Ravan thinking of Byculla 

in 'Ravan and Eddie'. 

Amrit Gangar 

It is not the religion that has done the opposite. I personally believe India has no 

institutionalized religions, they are Darshanas - Hinduism is a great Darshana, so is 

Buddhism and Jainism. To turn the Darshana of Hinduism to nefarious politics of 

Hindutva is to destroy its basic fabric - I don't know how far these so called religious-

political forces will be successful.... Mamta 

Jagdish Patel 

It’s not only Greed but the insecurity for the future lead to accumulation and 

accumulation is not possible without exploitation. Exploitation itself is violence. But we 

need to define this term - Exploitation. Thank you, Amrit Gangar and other friends for 

this discussion. 
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12  

1 May 2020 

MAY DAY 2020 SPECIAL 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: CHENNAI TO CHICAGO, PROVEDENCE TO PROTEST, 

       (SLAVERY) TO       (DIGNITY), PANDEMIC TIMES DON’T STOP AMERICAN 

WORKERS TO OBSERVE THE MAY / LABOR DAY, BUT INDIA? 

 

Image: Top - The “Triumph of Labor” statue at Chennai’s Marina Beach, photographed by Amrit 
Gangar (2014); Bottom – Chicago, Hay Market Memorial in memory of the Haymarket massacre 
that took place in the aftermath of a bombing at a labour demonstration on 4 May 1886, Wp. 
[colour of both images changed to b&w.] 
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Today on the historic 'corona-masked' May Day, in different parts of the USA, nurses 
and workers, teachers and students will be raising their voices for just demands on 
various platforms; they will also plead for the low-paid frontline workers risking their 
lives in these pandemic times. Media there will ask some embarrassing questions to the 
Head of State. On Indian highways, many migrant workers would still be walking with 

their babies in arms, bundles (of rags) on heads, and bellies full of fire (      )! Two 

sculptures – in Chennai and Chicago – will remind us – 

CHENNAI: “The Triumph of Labour” aka “Labor Statue” at Chennai’s Marina Beach that I 
photographed many years back still remains with me and springs up every 1 May – 
though most Indian cities of the working class don’t witness rallies and marching songs 
now as they did before. This gorgeous statue sculpted by Debi Prasad Roy (1899-1975), 
the first Indian Principal of the Madras School of Arts & Crafts reminds us of the 
triumph of labour, which will always remain so – even in these Coronavirus days, the 
‘migrant’ frontline workers are sweating and risking their lives and it is their ‘triumph’, 
the state-apathy acknowledges it or not…  

CHICAGO: In Paris in 1889, the International Workingmen’s Association (Second 
International) called for worldwide demonstrations on 1 May 1890, commemorating 
the struggle of Chicago workers. The International tradition of May Day was born and it 
still continues to be alive… Its history of origin (dating back to 1886) wasn’tso smooth 
as we would imagine! 

The historic May Day entered our universe and India when the plight of the migrant 
workers walking on the roads has aggravated amidst the Covid19 crisis and when the 
language being used around it sounds quite offending to basic human dignity! The 
language that this virus has produced is deeply anti-poor and so bourgeois, so to say – 
wash hands with water and soap or sanitizer often, remain confined to your home, mall 
and restaurants will remain closed, no transport and the ‘palayan’ mazdoor (the worker) 
never waned to flee nor leave her place of work, she never was a ‘palayan’. Who has 
created this vocabulary? Words, proverbs, idioms and phrases are not produced in vacuum 
or outside social milieu! And once in circulation, they get acceptance even by the so-called 
progressive forces – everybody is a victim somewhere. 

May Day is the only day that unites human beings and human beings not by the identity of 
religion or caste or creed, it is the only day that unites humans by their sweat, by their 
labour, it is the only day when oppressed human being expresses his right to live and right 
to wages, right to equities. Googleshwara says in 1889, May Day was chosen as the date for 
International Workers’ Day by the organizers of the Second International to 
commemorate the Haymarket affair in Chicago. International Workers’ Day is also called 
“May Day” but it is a different celebration from the traditional May Day. India has some 
glorious monuments dedicate to the dignity of labour – one on the Madras’s Marina Beach 
is an example and so are the great sculptures made by Ramkinkar Baij. 
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Megha Sriram Dalton 

From Chennai to Chicago 

From gulami (slavery) to dignity (garima) 

Raise your voice and say 

We are one 

Shyama Iyer   

Yes. Hum ek hain. Ladeinge, Jeeteinge!  

Imran Ali 

We all are tied by common thread of humanity. Thanks for mentioning here. 

Amit Samrat  

Historic corona masked May Day. 

Shyama Iyer  

Salute May Day! To our migrant labourers. What and where would we be without them. 

Amrit Gangar  

FILIPINO ARTIST JOHNNY GUARIN STANDS IN SOLIDARITY WITH WORKERS 

EVERYWHERE ON THIS LABOR DAY 

His latest painting honours frontliners who are risking their lives in fighting the 

pandemic and in keeping society afloat in this time of crisis. India? 

Image source: Twitter [May Day 2020]. 
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Amrit Gangar  

Chittaprosad (1915-1978) and May Day. 

 

Aklesh Kakodiya  

Greetings for the May Day which is the pillar of the strong economic system. Sustain 

yourself with strength, you are the production, without production there cannot be 

construction, without construction there cannot be development, without development 

there cannot be strong economic system. But if there is anybody to claim its 

achievement, that becomes the cause for sorrow. (Quick translation from the original 

Hindi by AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

MAY DAY 2020 SPECIAL: What type of 'mask' is this? [artist: Chittaprosad] 
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Amrit Gangar  

MILL CALL, a sculpture by Ramkinkar Baij (1906-1980) at Santiniketan, photographed 

by Amrit Gangar. 

 

Amit Sengupta  

Long live May Day. 

Amrit Gangar  

May Day mubarak... 

Parikshit Tamuli  

A day when the society is supposed to celebrate the life of a Labourer, overcoming all 

the socio political challenges. It is the systems job to bring a 'Labourer' at par with every 

other working professional in the country. A Labourer is also entitled to all benefits, 

opportunities and privileges like all the fellow citizens. A Labourer must also be 

considered as a humanbeing just like the rest of the citizen in the country. Long live the 

Labour. 
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Parikshit Tamuli  

The migrant workers and labourers and the low pay scale workers. Landless farmers 

and all the low pay frontline workers.The day these people also have a better standard 

of life.The day their lives are upgraded. That day we can call it a developed society and a 

developed country. Long live the Labour. 

 

 

Shraddha Mehta 

Revolutionary greetings.... 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Filmmaker Ekta M on the plight of migrant workers associated with Bengaluru metro 

construction during covid crisis... Thought about sharing with you Amrit Gangar sir. 

https://youtu.be/6D32bZGH9vA 

https://youtu.be/6D32bZGH9vA
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Amrit Gangar  

INTERNATIONALISM TO GLOBALIZATION 

Over the years, and cleverly-quietly, the few controllers of capital and technology / 

intelligence turned the wheel from humanitarian / working class integrating 

Internationalism to Globalization for controlling matters and minds across the world. 

With their resources they succeeded by giving us ‘free’ communication technologies to 

people (largely the youth) and stopped them from asking uncomfortable questions.  

The philosophy and the world view of internationalism were different from the 

globalization that has gripped the world now through neo-liberal economic policies 

affecting all spheres of life. 

On this May Day, it would be interesting to listen to the Internationale – the song of the 

First and Second International, it was written by a transport worker Eugene Pottier in 

June 1871, in Paris, and set to tune in 1888 by Pierre Degeyter. Its English version came 

later. 

Here is Pete Seeger singing the Internationale 

https://youtu.be/v85NWc0RIKc 

Frans Manjali  

Home and migrant workers' May Day today... 

Jayshree Soni  

Very nice and meaningful comparison of Labour. Thousands of Labourers migrated to 

their home town in India but hardly any industrialist/corporate houses have expressed 

any sorrow on even on Labour day. Very good post, thanks. 

Jayshree Soni  

In connection to second para of US, y’day many workers raised their voice against giant 

Amazon’s for their rights, yet not know what was the response but there was a protest 

for their jobs. 

Amrit Gangar 

Jayshree Since you are based in Chicago, I am sure you can provide us with more inputs, 

maybe with some pictures and excerpts from newspapers - it is quite saddening to see 

that there is no May Day voices from anywhere in India, not even from Kerala or West 

Bengal... 

Jayshree Soni  

Sure, would like to share information whatever I came to know. 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/v85NWc0RIKc
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Amrit Gangar  

This story (2017) continues ... the inter-nations story there becomes inter-states story 

in India. 

 

Jayshree Soni  

As watched on CNN, sizable people from Michigan were protesting with gun for reopen 

the work and lift from stay at home. Poor people thinking, better to die by Corona virus 

rather than unemployed. Probably they have a hope to save from corona but no Hope 

from unemployment. 

Amrit Gangar  

So eloquently said and so sad it is - at least they have come in open to protest and 

express their views - in the USA - and perhaps that makes democracy a bit more vibrant 

than elsewhere, thank you so much Jayshree for this information and I am sure many 

must be reading this, a matter of fact... MAY DAY 2020: Protesters pour into Michigan 

Capitol calling for end of state of emergency. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/michigan-stay-at-home-protest/index.html 

Jayshree Soni 

Amrit Gangar sure, will share. My pleasure. 

Jagdish Patel  

Today I learnt that it was Chennai where first time May day was celebrated in India in 

1923. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/michigan-stay-at-home-protest/index.html
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Amrit Gangar  

A MAY DAY “GIFT” TO WORKERS FROM INDIA’s RICHEST TEMPLE  

https://www.news18.com/news/india/tirupati-balaji-temple-indias-richest-shrine-

ends-contract-of-1300-workers-amid-coronavirus-2602441.html 

Jayshree Soni  

Is this a place of God? Even than people will continued the worship. 

Amrit Gangar 

The place will remain and it had already been but who will protect workers' rights? God 

also wants an alternative power to challenge Him. 

Kumaraguruparan Ramakrishnan 

Chicago to Chennai! (Sorry AG, due to faulty phone I couldn't see your postings 

immediately.)  

  

https://www.news18.com/news/india/tirupati-balaji-temple-indias-richest-shrine-ends-contract-of-1300-workers-amid-coronavirus-2602441.html
https://www.news18.com/news/india/tirupati-balaji-temple-indias-richest-shrine-ends-contract-of-1300-workers-amid-coronavirus-2602441.html
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13  

2 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: SURAT TO SAN FRANCISCO, SKYSCRAPERS TO 

LOWER DEPTHS, FLY-OVERS TO FILTH-UNDERS, STORIES OF       , श    AND 

( )      – PROPERTY, EXPLOITATION, INEQUALITY! FRENCH REVOLUTION ECHOED 

IN REVERSAL! 

 

Image: Bottom – a slum in San Francisco (California, USA); Top – a slum in Surat (Gujarat); 
sources: Dwags blog, it says “San Francisco has been declared one of the world’s filthiest slums, 
with conditions dirtier than slums found in third world nations such as Kenya or India”, and 
Counterview - Wp. [color changed to b&w] 
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Surat, the city of flyovers has its over half the population living in slums underneath - 
they are migrant workers! Having migrated from thousands of miles away from their 
homes, they contribute to generate wealth in this city of Gujarat. These are tales of the 
dire needs of life as also the way human societies have been developed and structured 
around hierarchies, hegemonies and harvesting happiness & misery. Reasons are right 
here, before our eyes, on this very earth... 

Slums in Gujarat’s Surat or California’s San Francisco, besides difference in weather and 
odorous olfactory, would not look or feel different. Human misery has the same 
suffering in ‘dialectical materialism’.  

Maybe there are no ‘sanctuary cities’ here in Surat but San Francisco in the world’s 
super power (whatever it means) was reportedly declared as one of ‘filthiest slums’ in 
the world, comparable to ones in India or Kenya; which in human terms would mean 
the kind of miserable life people live there. In Surat, the city of flyovers (with virtually 
no public transport), reportedly, and to reiterate, over half of Surat’s population (mostly 
migrant) lives in slums when more and more agricultural land is being occupied for 
building skyscrapers… 

There are as many myths about Manhattan as Mumbai, Calcutta as California, San 
Francisco as Surat and amidst the urban glitter there are also slums everywhere, poverty 
and misery, where will the poor worker go to find work and livelihood? The city provides 
them. The city also provides her the necessary freedom from the narrow rural shackles of 
feudalism and the oppressive class-caste hierarchies. That’s why Ambedkar wanted the 
Dalits to leave their villages for cities in opposition to Gandhi who wanted them to return 
to villages. Ambedkar had a reason and the logic, Gandhi his own vision of building India 
from the grounds up but not without romantic idealism. The caste-hierarchies at the 
village level are still (in 2020) are as (or more) oppressive than in the 1950s, in the 
immediate post-independent India.  

Like any other industrial urban centres, the cities of Surat and San Francisco are built on 
the migrations-by-oppressions. And as the crony-capitalism developed in the neo-liberal 
market economies, the ruling powers found developmental excuses, often under 
automobile lobbies, to build flyovers – the city of Surat provides a prime example, where 
there is barely any public transport for the poor, the glittering cars need to usurp more 
public spaces at the cost of foot paths, the poor vendor squeezes herself with an inaudible 
sigh! Sigh it is! The migrant worker who has found her karmabhoomi against 
janmabhoomi (place of work against the place of birth) has lost her say in the matter of 
the former where she contributes her might to build. In the latter, she has been thrown out 
of the margin. She has been reduced just nobody in the great democracy that is India 
except casting vote… 
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Amrit Gangar  

Noam Chomsky: Neoliberalism Is Destroying Our Democracy 

https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/noam-chomsky-neoliberalism-destroying-

democracy 

Shyama Iyer 

Oh yes. You bet. 

Anupam Buch  

Human misery has the same sufferings... What a statement! 

Shyama Iyer  

Evocative like anything! 

Amrit Gangar  

Slum Dwellers in Indian Cities: The Case of Surat in Western India, Biswaroop Das 

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/6759458.pdf 

Jayshree Soni  

Seen both slum areas, Surat and San Fransisco, both cities are called as a Silk city and 

golden city respectively. I am an eye witness of the study done by Prof. Das, at that time 

was working at CSS, closely connected with daily update of the project work. More over 

daily traveling from Surat railway station to the Centre for Social Studies, (11 km), was 

the daily lives seen at slum area, entire area was full of slums. 

Jayshree Soni  

My daughter has a Little bit different interpretation regarding slums of San Fransisco . 

As she told there are two reasons for the higher level of slum dwellers concentrate at SF. 

1 - weather of SF, throughout the year SF has a moderate weather, which attract 

homeless people from entire US. In winter it is not possible to live under the sky.  

Sometimes SF becomes temporary migrated city. 2 - little bit liberal policy of state, CL 

remains democratic throughout the history. Attitude towards the local authority is also 

liberal, they allowed homeless to stay at road side and on platform, while another parts 

of US there are homeless in sizable numbers but they are spending their nights in 

different lonely area of the cities, and always facing clash from police and they are living 

on mercy of them, while at SF they feel little bit safe. It is her interpretation. Thanks. 

Amrit Gangar   

Interesting interpretation / argument – somewhat like ‘the seasonal migratory’ birds - 

the fact, however, remains that the cut-throat competitive capitalist American society 

remains, as they say, an ‘ulcer society’; the poor ‘migrant worker’ is often the victim.  

Income inequality in the US is the highest of all the G7 nations according to OECD data, 

also the black-white income gap in the US has persisted over time while the wealth gap 

https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/noam-chomsky-neoliberalism-destroying-democracy
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/noam-chomsky-neoliberalism-destroying-democracy
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/6759458.pdf
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between America’s richest and the poor families more than doubled between 1989 and 

2016, according to reports. 

All these are ugly realities eventually spilling over on streets and rail stations, Indian 

situation is much more tragic and poverty so obscene. The ongoing Cv times have 

exposed many realities on grounds while State will use ‘mask’ for ‘masking’ them… USA 

has another startling fact i.e. the age-ratio – very high number of aged people vis-à-vis 

young… 

Jayshree Soni   

Yes, income gap between black and white is clearly visible in slum area of SF and other 

parts. Distribution of wealth is also applicable. Baby boomer creates high number of 

aged people. 

Amrit Gangar  

And also the way cities are built, e.g. why the city of Surat needs as many as 109 (I am 

told by a local) flyovers? All this is compounded into much graver global crisis - climate 

change... There has to be a holistic humanitarian economic (including political economy) 

policies of State - neo-liberalism has to go... 

Amrit Gangar  

Air pollution kills more than 1,00,000 Americans every year... Leave alone millions who 

suffer respiratory ailments... They are innocents. I, for example, in principle use public 

transport and fortunately Mumbai has still retained good suburban train services and 

BEST buses - increasingly threatened by the privatisation. Imagine, Surat has virtually 

no public transport and it has 109 flyovers - nobody is bothered, everyone rushes to buy 

a four wheeler or a two-wheeler and that's all... Again the poor migrant worker suffers 

because s/he cannot afford private transport, s/he walks all the day to the place of work 

and back and is underfed and malnutrition... 

Jayshree Soni   

Not sure but now Surat started city bus service, including BRTS. Obviously frequency is 

very less and yet not much accepted by people. I have to check. Ya, agree with your 

points. 

Amrit Gangar  

I know about it - but you really don't find its presence and use - it is so lackadaisical - 

the city should have to possess that inclination and tendency to develop public 

transport and if she had that I don't think she would have allowed so many fly overs to 

be built on her fragile body - for whom? Who made the money?  

Jayshree Soni  

Right, since last some years visiting Surat once a year and by own vehicle, not much 

idea, I have heard only. Thanks for the correction. 
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Amrit Gangar  

Every 'Surati' wants to have her or his own vehicle - and that is the problem... 

Amrit Gangar 

Surat has nearly 15 lakh migrant labourers, working mostly in textile units. They have 

been restive over the last few weeks due to the lockdown, with at least three incidents 

of violence sparked by workers demanding that they be sent home. 

https://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-coronavirus-lockdown-migrants-

workers-train-surat-6391156 

  

https://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-coronavirus-lockdown-migrants-workers-train-surat-6391156
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-coronavirus-lockdown-migrants-workers-train-surat-6391156
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14  

3 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: GREAT DEPRESSION TO GREAT MIGRATION, 
WRETCHED BELLIES OF CHILDREN, “THE GRAPES OF WRATH” 1939 TO “THE GODS OF 
WRATH” 2019 TO THE INVISIBLE-VISIBLE 'VIRUSES' OF NOW… 

 

Image: Top – a scene from the film ‘Grapes of Wrath’ (1940), Dir. John Ford; Bottom – migrant 
workers walking hundreds of miles to their villages, pc: Telegraph, 10 April 2020, Prabhat 
Patnaik’s article “Unforgivable ignorance”. The ‘Grapes of Wrath’ seem to be looking at the 
Indian realities of migrant workers.  
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Eighty years is a long time and perhaps not! There is a difference between the Great 
Depression of the 1930s in the United States of America and the looming Great 
Depression of the 2020s via the invisible virus that makes rest of the realities visible, 
including starving migrant workers walking on highways under scorching sun. 

In his novel The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck talked about the wretched bellies of 
children of a man whom you could not frighten anymore because his hunger is not only 
in his cramped stomach but in the wretched bellies of his children, you cannot scare 
him… 

Set during the Great Depression, the novel narrates a story of the Joads, a poor family of 
tenant farmers driven from their Oklahoma home by drought, economic hardship, 
agricultural industry changes, and bank foreclosures forcing tenant farmers out of work. 
Hopeless situation! In part they are trapped in the Dust Bowl and set out for California 
along with thousands of other ‘Okies’ seeking jobs, land, dignity and a future. Reaching 
California, they find the state over-supplied with labour, wages terribly low and 
workers exploited to the point of starvation. Starvation of the migrant workers and 
their children is looking straight into our eyes... 

GLOSSARY: (a) THE DUST BOWL – the name given to the drought-stricken Southern 
Plains region of the United States, which suffered severe dust storms during a dry 
period in the 1930s. (b) OKIE - a resident, native, or cultural descendant of Oklahoma. 
(c) GRAPES OF WRATH – an unjust or oppressive situation, action, or policy that may 
inflame desire for vengeance; an explosive condition, unforgivable ignorance. 

These montages came in instant flashes every dawn, never planed or researched or 
structured but they popped in eloquent images, and images cannot be without life of their 
own. Covid19 crisis in India has produced untold misery for the poor daily wage-earner 
and the so-called migrant worker. Why not tell them just ‘workers’? Every morning I will 
wake up to new linguistic offence to humanity, damage to dignity, Any small policy lapse 
or mistake could lead to a colossal cruelty to millions of little babies and their mothers. 
India witnessed it, saw it, suffered it. The privileged middle-class can never imagine what 
that poor walking migrant woman carried in the sack on her head. How she walked miles 
and miles under blazing sun and the moon-less night? What did the baby perched on her 
father’s shoulder think with her gaze in a space we never cared for? They walked, without 
water, without food, they collapsed on the way, unreported. They never complained. Why? 
They never protested against state or oppression. Why not? History has never recorded 
their silences but heard them... 

While the coronavirus keeps stalking silently and stealthily, the migrant-worker is 
threatened more by the virus of poverty and starvation. She faces death both ends of the 
road and is uncertain whether she will be accepted by her own village-mates?  
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Amrit Gangar   

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE ELITE KNOW NOTHING OF THE WORKING POOR’s 

PROBLEMS 

https://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/coronavirus-the-government-and-the-elite-

know-nothing-of-the-working-poors-problems/cid/1763605 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Hunger / Virus  

Jayshree Soni  

Perfect comparative study. 

Amrit Gangar  

Migrant workers' families on road, “The Grapes of Wrath.” 

 

 

Amrit Gangar 

Migrant workers and their family members walk on a highway to go to their village 

during a government-imposed nationwide lockdown as a preventive measure against 

the Covid-19 coronavirus in Ahmedabad on March 28, 2020. (Photo by Sam Panthaky / 

AFP) Deccan Herald, 29 March 2020. 

 

https://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/coronavirus-the-government-and-the-elite-know-nothing-of-the-working-poors-problems/cid/1763605
https://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/coronavirus-the-government-and-the-elite-know-nothing-of-the-working-poors-problems/cid/1763605
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Siddhartha Shastri  

That was a superb movie, and Henry Fonda's portrayal powerful. The great depression 

gave rise to Keynesian economic theory where Government spending was considered 

essential to overcome the problems intrinsic to laissez faire economics. Many 

Economics Nobel Prizes later, we need some new economic theory that will help us 

survive pandemics. ;) 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so much Siddhartha for saying all this, my implicit idea behind this part of 

the Migrant Workers Discourse was precisely this - in fact and I am afraid, a strange 

kind of Great Depression (or Recession?) could start in the aftermath of the present 

pandemic... Let's see how many economists or epidemiologists win the Nobel Prize 

now... What kind of weird times are we witnessing!? 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

I see an excellent documentary on migrant workers in the making. 

Amrit Gangar 

Wow! Thank you Bhaswati. You won't believe I was visualizing it in my reverie this 

noise-less Mumbai noon... 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya   

I am glad I saw it too! 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

The photos speak for themselves. Accompanied by your commentary on the oppression 

of the working class spanning spatial and temporal zones, they will provide fascinating 

reading material too. 

Amrit Gangar  

You have such sharp observation and inspiriting too. This idea of 'spatiality' and 

'temporality' has always engaged me with reference to cinematography as also the 

subtle difference between fact and fiction, and hence I find the term 'documentary' 

contentious, e.g. today's fiction could be tomorrow's fact - in 1902 Melies sent men on 

the moon as fiction of science and in 1969 it becomes the fact with Neil Armstrong and 

his colleague walking on the moon. And to me the most violent image in the history of 

(early cinema) is Melies' moon blinded by the deadly rocket - I have written a long essay 

about it, would you like to read it - if not already?  
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15  

4 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: DRUMS TO CEMENT MIXERS, ‘CHANDRALEKHA’ 
WARRIORS TO ‘COVIDLEKHA’ WARRIORS, VĀSTAV (REALISM) TO ATIVĀSTAV 
(SURREALISM), ESCAPING CITIES TO OWN HOMES - DESPERATE DEATHLY STORIES 
OF INDIAN ROADS 

 

Image: Bottom – the drum scene from Chandralekha (1948); huge drums were arranged in rows 
in front of the palace, Chandralekha joins the dancers, who dance on the drums that carry within 
them soldiers; Top – one of 18 migrant workers coming out of the cement-mixer, Wp. 
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Even a fiction-writer will shudder to narrate such stories that are happening in India in 
the wake of corona-lockdown! Of all 182 countries of the world affected by Covid19, 
India must be the only country to produce such unbelievable and unbearable stories of 
human beings crammed in a cement-mixer container just to reach their own homes! 
This inhuman state of being is beyond any sickening imagination. We are living in 
‘corona’ times and not ‘criminal’! 

These scenes of 18 migrant workers emerging out of a cement-mixer near Indore would 
not let you sleep at night; even the alcohol-drinking Ujjain Kal Bhairav would choose to 
get doubly inebriated to blur such terrible memories. 

Unfortunately, these poor desperate migrant workers had no privilege of having big 
drums to hide and get transported as the Veerasimhan’s soldiers had in S. S. Vasan’s 
super-hit 1948 Tamil film Chandralekha (also made in Hindi). These miserable migrants 
had no fortune of having beautiful Chandralekha to dance on the top of the cement 
mixer they were so dangerously hiding in, instead they had policemen waiting outside. 
Taking such grave risks to life, these 18 could be compassionately seen as ‘corona 
warriors’.  

Montages are strange similes, they could be moody metaphors emerging, as if, from 
unexpected spaces and temporalities. A simile is a figure of speech that compares two 
different things in an interesting way; the object of a simile is to spark an interesting 
connection in a reader’s or listener’s mind. Simile is one of the most common forms of 
figurative language, while metaphor, unlike the simile, states the comparison without 
using ‘like’ or ‘as’, but both could be juxtaposed to bring out a stranger mix.  

Under the draconian, sudden and prolonging lockdown conditions, the migrant worker 
was desperate to reach home to escape the imminent starvation and existential 
uncertainty, the migrant worker found means of movement, means as dangerous as hiding 
in a cement-concrete mixer. This was not a noble conspiracy to defeat a tyrant as in the 
blockbuster Chandralekha, but the spatial simile slithered into the mind one dawn 
moment – through ‘containers’ – drums or a pulveriser that, if rotated, could reduce 
human bodies to minced meat. It is so dreadful image that when mixed with sound would 
shame human civilization. Covid19, in India, has led to such horrifying happenings and the 
buck stops at the people who govern and manage... 
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Amrit Gangar 

Chandralekha dancing on a big drum in which a soldier is hidden – he is alone and not 

18 in dark single hole! Drum inside is not as unbearable as the cement-mixer – 

Eerything is fact there is no fiction. 

 
 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Interesting juxtaposition sir.Extremely tragic and disturbing. 

Amrit Gangar  

Even animals will refuse to go into such terrible holes as cement-mixers... But what 

makes these poor migrant workers do this? It is not for pleasure, why were not they 

able to go back to their own homes freely and safely with all precautions taken? Why 

such fear and inhuman circumstance caused? 

Amrit Gangar  

Coronavirus: 18 migrant workers found travelling inside cement mixer in Madhya 

Pradesh 

https://scroll.in/latest/960862/coronavirus-18-migrant-workers-found-travelling-

inside-cement-mixer-in-madhya-pradesh 

Jayshree Soni   

Y’day I saved this picture to share with you but later on thought, is it real picture or 

fake? I had a doubt. So avoided it. So shocking! Morning will read it thoroughly. 

Amrit Gangar  

This was widely reported and televised... 

Jayshree Soni 

Ok, I have not seen; thanks. 

Shyama Iyer   

Such a horrific image. 

https://scroll.in/latest/960862/coronavirus-18-migrant-workers-found-travelling-inside-cement-mixer-in-madhya-pradesh
https://scroll.in/latest/960862/coronavirus-18-migrant-workers-found-travelling-inside-cement-mixer-in-madhya-pradesh
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Rajesh C Doshi  

Govt. has no idea or plan for this mass exodus of migrant workers and insensitive to 

their misery and we are living in largest democracy. Shame on us. 

Bakul Trivedi  

Rajesh C Doshi These are unprecedented times. Not easy to address every need of 

everybody in every corner of the country. Of course we are the largest country, but we 

are the second most populous, developing and poor country too. 

And yet we have been able to contain the pandemic better than most other countries. 

We have a distinction of being the only country where Government has to cope with 

section of people which is interested in spreading the disease. It's time to stay united, 

support, contribute, and the least, emit positivity. 

Shyama Iyer  

Rajesh C Doshi Correct. 

Rajesh C Doshi  

Bakul, you must have seen videos where women carrying small children with them 

hungry and thirsty on highways going to their native places. Aren't they citizen of our 

country? They have to pay railway fare to travel and at the same time we are sending 

planes and buses to bring rich people and their children from abroad and from other 

towns. This disparity of attitude is hurting us. Unfortunately there is fear amongst 

masses to speak against failure of govt. You just can't remain silent to govt. failure. 

Amrit Gangar  

You said it so right Rajeshbhai. 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Also the fact that they are made to buy tickets at sharp prices even during the present 

scenario is baffling... If the news is true, this is shocking. Problem is issues regarding 

migrant labourers never affect political discourse of middle and upper classes and 

hence people remain in denial. 

Amrit Gangar  

That could also be one of the reasons leading to these kinds of desperate actions... No 

matter this could be on a previous day or so but there is so much existential fear along 

with the curse of poverty... Cv has exposed so many aspects of State's policies and 

tendencies, human failures and irreverence of the upper classes, where will humanity 

move to in the aftermath of Covid19 - to bestiality? To class wars? To State becoming 

more and more dictatorial and tyrannical with middle class connivance and 'let the poor 

die' attitude? All these thoughts are terribly frightening... Anything could happen... 

Manas Basu  

Who is going to hear the plight of these people? They are just some "Ballot Papers". 
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Jagdish Patel  

I hope such sacrifice may lead to change the society looks and treats migrant workers. 

Migrant workers have attracted the attention of the international community. Again, I 

hope the political class takes opportunity to learn from these experiences. With 

Chandralekha I also remember TROY (Horse of Troy). Several novels can be written on 

the Great PALAYAN by migrant workers back home (PALAYAN is a Hindi term used for 

migration; this is reverse migration.) 

Sunil Kothari  

Awful... 

Kumaraguruparan Ramakrishnan  

Yes, AG. The migrant workers' coming out of the giant cement mixer, one by one, is 

horrible sight indeed! The very photographs created the dramatic Miltonic 'bottomless 

perdition' - hell imagery, thanks to his Paradise Lost / Book 9, within me... AG analyzed 

in another angle, the unsung heroes V Chandralekha drummers! 

Cathy Greenhalgh  

Unbelievable and appalling. Thanks very much for these stories and news Amrit. 

Surabhi Modi  

The comparisons are unbelievable. The analogies you've drawn are extremely 

observant and clever 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so much for this affirmation Surabhi ji. Reassuring... 

Jayshree Soni  

True and bitter face of our society where people have preferred to travel by ready mix 

machine knowing the risk factor of their life. Another side, yet they have a hope of save 

from corona virus but not any Hope from society, so they preferred to take risk, 

otherwise who will preferred to travel by dangerous dome.  

In second picture, it was an attempt to save the people in drum but in first pic there is 

no any guaranty of life saving; very nice research-based reality. 

Amrit Gangar  

Degrees and intensities of human vulnerabilities differ but I was also interested in 

examining the subtle difference between 'fact' and 'fiction', from 'reality' and 'surreality' 

and the existential trauma of poverty and fear - it is so disturbing.... In fact, here 'fact' 

appears like 'fiction' ('fake' if you will, and you did). Strange times! Director-Producer S. 

S. Vasan minted millions through his blockbuster Chandralekha which was the first film 

in Hindi from a Southern studio that took over the entire North just in the next year of 

India's independence, it was also a similarity of 'space' and 'darkness' - but I just cannot 

imagine how could 18 human beings holed up in that impossible space called 'cement-

mixer' - I just shudder and shiver to think if by any accident the mixer had started 
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rotating! For the poor migrant workers of India it is like facing 'death' all around - as if 

challenging and vanquishing the 'virus' by taking such risks - in order to be with their 

dear ones... But what is the role of State? How does it behave with its own citizenry? 

These questions are looming large and will for a long time... Thank you. 

Jayshree Soni  

Totally agree, when saw the pic, was speechless for the moment and thought must be 

fake, mind was not ready to accept it, but when saw in your post, accepted with heavy 

heart. Thanks. 

Kiran Desai  

Frankly Amritbhai, I have become speechless, wordless, expressionless, whichever term 

one may use. Are we part and witness of this cruel, dark reality? Is it surrealism or 

realism? We have been knowing their wretched conditions but this endurance capacity 

against all odds, just for sense of survival, without expecting any support from anyone, 

state is useless and monstrous, so are elites, middle class. We seek terms for our 

narrative, for them it's way of survival, anyhow; in closed drums or construction drum... 

I am really wordless... ashamed... weak and wicked... 

Amrit Gangar  

True Kiranbhai, it is also so disturbing to find so much 'ideological' middle-class 

insensitivity around... frightening... What makes human society 'Modern'? And 

'Civilized'? There can be no excuse to take even a single incident like this in a stride and 

ignore it... It is a disgrace on humanity... You put it so rightly and bluntly... 

Sohail Ahmed  

Sir...the image keeps coming... when you are both awake and half-asleep... 

Frans Manjali  

And now, cement mixer tragedy facing migrant workers... 

Amrit Gangar  

CHANDRALEKHA - Raudra rasa in waiting... 
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Cathy Greenhalgh  

Lokesh Ghai, please join or follow Amrit as I don’t think I introduced you. Amrit, Lokesh 

is an artist designer and teacher. He’s crossing country right now from high Himalayas 

weaving NGO to Ahmedabad (with pass to travel). Amrit is a film and theorist curator 

writer. His posts at the moment detail migrants. Perhaps I have. Amrit knows Adipur 

where you’ve worked with Judy well. 

Cathy Greenhalgh 

You are the only person I know doing a big journey through the villages then cities. 

Amrit Gangar 

Thanks Cathy. I know Lokesh. Some years ago he was part of my film workshop at 

Navjeevan in Ahmedabad.  

Cathy Greenhalgh 

Of course! He’s sending amazing images when he gets WiFi. 

Amrit Gangar  

Meera Velayudhan, introducing you to Cathy Greenhalgh. 

Lokesh Ghai  

It was a complete shutdown in most of the major cities I crossed thorough. Except 

Ahmedabad Vastrapur was a MELA unfortunately! 
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16  

5 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: AHMEDABAD, THE CITY OF MIGRANTS, SMART-CITY 
DISPLACEMENTS, UNREST IN THE TIMES OF ‘CORONA’ NOVEL OR NOT! PARADOXES 
PIERCE HERE IN THE VEINS – IN SEARCH OF TEARS OF BLOOD! 

 

Image: Left - cover of the book by Amrita Shah, right – migrants waiting to board a train in 
Ahmedabad bound for Agra, pc: AP / Ajit Solanki, 4 April 2020. A future of uncertainty looms 
over them in these strange and risky times of the virulent ‘virus’ and the curse of poverty.  
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Like Surat in Gujarat, Ahmedabad is also a massive city of migrant workers, with around 
1.7 million in the total metropolitan population of over 6 million. The servicing 
workforce consists of tribal migrants from M.P., U.P., Rajasthan, Odisha and from within 
the state. “A large majority of them hail from historically marginalized such as the SCs 
and STs, which adds an additional layer of vulnerability to their urban experiences.” 
And as Krishnavatar Sharma, Co-Founder and Director of Ajeevika Bureau mentions in 
one of his articles, “India has 139 million internal migrants, they must not be forgotten.” 

Amrita Shah, in her extremely significant biography of Ahmedabad, provides us many 
paradoxical insights into the city’s brutalities and beauties, cruelties and charms, whims 
and violence – disturbing sighs of the poor buried under cacophony of the limousines. 
Reading some of the passages from the book, your eyes will turn moist and mind 
askance. Is the ‘kite’ flying in the city’s sky, ‘paper’ or a ‘pouncing’ bird? The veneer of 
opulence and the ‘development’ of Indian cities has been bared open by the ‘invisible’ 
virus!  

“Every once in a while one sees the knocked-down remains of tin and loose brick 
shanties. The story is the same: a notice and then the bulldozers. And people, hundreds 
and thousands of people wafted, like the cottony seeds of the Calotropis in the summer 
breeze, from their shacks to make way for the developing city.” [Ahmedabad: A City in 
the World, Amrita Shah, 2016: Bloomsbury, USA] 

Yet another book creeps in juxtaposing now the city of Ahmedabad through the insightful 
and incisive narrative written by Amrita Shah, She is a wounded city that still bleeds, she is 
an accommodating city that still efflorescence euphoria of the past, she was once the 
Manchester of the of the East, the great textile city employing thousands of migrant mill-
hands. She is a city in the world that is now endangered by the invisible virus called the 
corona. Here on the River Sabarmati’s banks Mahatma Gandhi built an ashram that still 
survives and attracts more tourists from abroad than the locals and Indians. Gurudev 
Rabindranath Tagore visited Ahmedabad in 1878 at the age of 17. During those days, his 
elder brother Satyendranath Tagore was the commissioner of Ahmedabad city. 

While in Ahedabad, Tagore stayed at ‘Motishsahi Mahal’ built by the Moghul emperor 
Shahjahan in 1622. In fact, Ahmedabad, through him, produced some of the best writings 
of Tagore. The city was engulfed by the incognito fatal bacteria and the migrant workers 
in big hordes rushed to bus stands and railway stations to catch them to reach their 
homes. The sights were heart wrenching and the pandemic had its toll on human lives.  
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Cathy Greenhalgh  

Profound (not that it isn't always) series on these recent migrant stories Amrit, thank 

you. 

Jayshree Soni  

Good narration, would like to read the book of Amrita Shah. Little bit confusion in mind 

looking to the boarding pic of train, how passenger will maintain social distance in train 

after seated? Concept of social distance is only looking joke for the poor people. 

Amrit Gangar  

Remember Jayshree - You have a 'mask' on your mouth... No questions - 

Amrit Gangar  

Poor Indians flee to villages as coronavirus measures take heavy toll  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-india-migrants/poor-indians-

flee-to-villages-as-coronavirus-measures-take-heavy-toll-idUSKBN2180KL 

Amrit Gangar 

‘I can’t even express my anger’: Confusion reigns as migrant workers in Mumbai 

struggle to get home 

https://scroll.in/article/961041/i-cant-even-express-my-anger-confusion-reigns-as-

migrant-workers-in-mumbai-struggle-to-get-home 

Bakul Trivedi  

There are inherent weaknesses of DEMOCRACY, which is the price you pay for freedom. 

'Inequalities' is one of them. It's going to stay and coexist with mutual benefit.  

Developing cities and migration is a saga of human race since the societies have chosen 

materialistic growth and lifestyle, worldwide. Your migrant discourses are directionless, 

as it has failed to comprehend the horrifying nature of the current, unprecedented 

calamity. 

This is an ideal 'rat' that fits in 'beating about the bush', selectively picking up titbits 

from 'social science', 'political science', 'economics', 'history' and 'literature', aimlessly 

weaved to defeat the administrative efforts! Yours is a worthless spinning, which just 

throws 'cotton dust' of your political ideology around! 

Rajiv Shah  

Can’t be so worthless if you felt the need to comment, right? 

 

 

 

 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-india-migrants/poor-indians-flee-to-villages-as-coronavirus-measures-take-heavy-toll-idUSKBN2180KL
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-india-migrants/poor-indians-flee-to-villages-as-coronavirus-measures-take-heavy-toll-idUSKBN2180KL
https://scroll.in/article/961041/i-cant-even-express-my-anger-confusion-reigns-as-migrant-workers-in-mumbai-struggle-to-get-home
https://scroll.in/article/961041/i-cant-even-express-my-anger-confusion-reigns-as-migrant-workers-in-mumbai-struggle-to-get-home
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Amrit Gangar  

WORKING CLASS – a page from Amrita Shah’s book “Ahmedabad: A City in the World” - 

[please enlarge it for easier reading.] 
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Shyama Iyer  

Tragedy of epic proportions. 

Isabela Lleo  

Thank you for informing us Sir. 

Amrita Shah  

Thank you Amrit for including my book in your fascinating series. The pandemic has 

provided an opportunity to reflect on the Malthusian pact we have made with our 

development model and your evocative series provides valuable context. 

Amrit Gangar 

So true, and as you will remember today (5th May) is Karl Marx's 202nd birth 

anniversary - a coincidence...  

Amrit Gangar  

How Bill Gates Monopolized Global Health - 1 May 2020 

https://youtu.be/uMo3s_8xPAE 

Meera Velayudhan 

Delayed Tests, Ramshackle Quarantine Centres: Mumbai Slum Residents Allege Caste 

Discrimination  

https://thewire.in/caste/covid-19-mumbai-dharavi-slum-caste-bmc 

Kushal Mehta  

Interesting sir 

  

https://youtu.be/uMo3s_8xPAE
https://thewire.in/caste/covid-19-mumbai-dharavi-slum-caste-bmc
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17  

6 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: PUSTAK TO PAINTING, KITĀB TO CRUELTIES OF ALL 
KINDS, “MIGRATION” TO MILLION MIGRATIONS PASCHIM TO DAKSHIN - UNDER 
DURESS AND DESPERATION, THE LOSS OF ‘INNER EYE’ AND YEARNING FOR A 
‘VISION’… 

 

Image: Top – “Migration”, water-colour (size 19 x 34 cm, date not known; found on internet, its 
authenticity is yet to be reconfirmed) by Benode Behari Mukherjee; Bottom – migrant workers 
walking on roads to their homes in the wake of Covid19 lockdown, Wp.  
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‘Migration’ is one of Benode Behari Mukherjee’s unusual water-colours! The 
‘Prajnachakshu’ painter’s inner-eye could see and feel the pain of the displaced, of the 
migrants many years ago and now in our times, as if, those very people have returned in 
a ‘reverse migration’ to walk miles on roads with bundles of rags on their heads to their 
homes! In these ‘corona’ times even ‘home’ is awaiting re-definition… 

How many junctions shall we find on the platforms of human history? Junctions of 
disjunctions and displacements, of sorrow and serendipity, of viral velocity and 
frightening ferocity, children-on-shoulders look at the sky, on earth, on faces of their 
mothers, fathers, siblings under scorching sun! Those bundles of nothingness on heads 
have no food, no milk, no water – on their tender feet babies too walk… 

In the painting “Migration” there are children and an old woman too – walking to their 
destination where livelihood is! Not socially-distanced, were they displayed by the 
Bengal Famine? One of our greatest painters, Benode Behari Mukherjee (1904-1980), 
born with a severe eye-problem, has been immortalized by Satyajit Ray’s short film 
titled Inner Eye! 

Stream of Consciousness! The blazing sun on the highways creating mirage-like vaporous 
visions and these realities of thousands of women, children, men, old, young, babies still 
suckling their mothers’ breasts – walking so determined, not caring for long distances that 
even automobiles, the machines would need rest on the way, to be watered and fed. Where 
do these women get their energies from? From starvation?From existential anxieties?From 
desire to live? Live for their children and families? They have no adequate footwear on 
their feet, no water carriers or food packages – how would they survive long days and 
nights before they reach their villages and homes! And this pandemic even made their 
entries uncertain, there are policemen stopping them, intimidating them, humiliating 
them. Why don’t they protest? Make demands? Why do they live their entire lives on just 
tentatives? And why call them ‘Palayan’, who has produced this word? 

The great blind painter at Santiniketan, the guru to our legendary filmmaker Satyajit Ray 
(who made a short film on him called The Inner Eye) had painted a work called The 
Migration – are these women from his painting? What are their names? They must be Sita, 
Draupadi, Urmila, Gandhari, Satyavati, Kunti, Amba, Urvashi... These women from the 
Mahabharata, the war being waged in perpetuity in this country of countries. 
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Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Thanks for posting this sir. Literature and theatre did respond strongly to the cataclysm 

of 1943 in Bengal, I hope we as students should learn a lesson and not stay in denial. 

Amrit Gangar  

Imagine, how painters, sculptors, writers, playwrights, poets were responding to the 

cruelest Bengal Famine - and what great works they have left behind! It is staying in 

'denial' as you said, Lubdhak, that will not be forgiven by history... 

Jagdish Patel  

Thank you for this post. It is educative in a sense that I did not know about Binod Behari 

Mukherjee. Karnataka Government has canceled trains taking migrant workers under 

pressure from real estate lobby which did not want them to go back. This is not Crony 

capitalism but Criminal capitalism. 

Amrit Gangar  

Both. 

Neelan Premji  

Those who made films on famine, partition and migration, were not spiritually affected 

by this huge human tragedy. The one who got psycho somatically affected was Rwitik 

Kumar Ghatak. It made him an alcoholic. People generally saw the outer self of the man 

like Mrinal Sen (read his book Montage) but none saw the burning inner self. "Am 

burning, the whole universe is burning"!! 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Sir, I would like to contextualize Jharkhand here. About 70 years ago, our Adivasi 

brethren had migrated to Assam, Bhutan, Bengal to find work to survive. They are still 

there, even today they are working like daily wage-earners, which is such a sad state of 

affairs. As a matter of fact our land is so mineral-rich, coal, mica, iron ore, uranium, all 

kinds of minerals are found here and that has benefited the government but the masses 

have not been directly benefited. Consequently, people migrate to find work in other 

states. During this Covid-19 they are in a situation of neither here nor there. It is about 

20 years since the state of Jharkhand was formed but till now there is no scheme or plan 

that provides work to the daily-wage earning families. Just two-three days ago, the 

Government of Jharkhand has announced three schemes for the migrant workers, I 

hope they will work and help. 

Rajesh C Doshi  

There is an article on Kaifi Azami a revolutionary gazalkar by Sanjay Chhell in today's 

Divya Bhaskar. Let's have one such revolutionary man in present situation who can do 

justice to these migrants. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you for your suggestion Rajeshbhai - let me think... It has to be a comparable 
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visual leading to a montage and then interpretation... That's how the film Gaman 

entered and we talked about Shahryar and Makhdoom Mohiuddin, the lyricists, and 

the great Gummadi Vittal Rao or Gaddar in 'A Time to Rise'... The PWA (Progressive 

Writers' Association) writers and poets, including Jan Nissar Akhtar, Kaifi Azmi and 

others had an immense impact those days and they were also committedly associated 

with theatre and cinema... I really appreciate Rajeshbhai with respect your engagement 

with this series and the concern for humanitarian causes... How terrible times when 

State has to be really compassionate and genuinely generous... 

Meera Velayudhan  

We were settled in Bhuj, Kachchh for about 7 years and my study of artisans - Khatri 

Ajrakh Block printers and lohar metal bell makers, show the impact of migration in their 

craft work - design, patterns, etc. In fact these are the embedded traditions in labour 

although they innovate for current market. The patterns show sometimes, the varied 

stages of migration and the environment around them. 

Amrit Gangar  

So true. I am from Kachh (this is how my linguist friend would like to spell the word, 

phonetically correct). You might be knowing Judy Frater, local artisans call her Judy ben. 

Meera Velayudhan  

Oh you are from Kachh. We used to say we are Kachhi not Gujarati. Yes, Judy helped me 

a lot and gave many insights into all this. 

Meera Velayudhan  

Will share my study. 

Amrit Gangar  

Meera you should meet Cathy Greenhalgh, she also knows Judy, and done lots of work in 

Kachh. 

Amit Samrat  

In Assam’s Silchar there are tea plantations, in the district of Cachar. There Uday Yadav 

owns the Silcoorie Tea Estate, he is from Bihar. The people inhabiting the village of 

Silcoorie are from Bihar and Jharkhan. They all work on the tea gardens. They are 

citizens there and still retain their musical and singing traditions in their original forms 

– they sing devotional songs (bhajan), Ramdhuni, Bhojpuri wedding songs etc. During 

my travels over four years, I had to visit this village for singing bhajans and kirtans. 

There are many places like this in Assam. (Quick translation from the original Hindi by 

AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you Amit, all this is so fascinating. In fact, in the third part of my series of Migrant 

Workers Discourse (19 April 2020, which attracted as many as 129 comments and 33 
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shares) Parasher Baruah had talked about the migrant workers working in Assam’s tea 

garden – they are like ‘Girmitiya’ within the country.  

It is not the material poverty that makes the Indian workers’ life poor and emaciated, 

they have immense strength to work and fight but it is the way State treats them, the 

way controllers of capital exploit them and cheat them. They don’t want anybody’s 

charity, they want to live with dignity and they are extremely sensitive to the facts of life 

– all this is expressed in their music and songs, the way they live and treat fellow human 

beings.  

The controllers of capital and the feudal lords along with State’s support (crony + 

criminal capitalism as bhai Jagdish Patel described it today) along with technology 

(controlled by a few in the world hand in hand with their Indian comprador) that 

allures their younger generations – that is breaking their back.  

The urgent need is how could they be saved from the present crisis of the pandemic, 

they are the worst sufferers – all of them little babies, young boys and girls, women, 

men – and Indian government has to take care of them as citizens contributing to the 

country’s wealth calculated in the percentage of GDP growth, everybody contributes… 

Amrit Gangar  

Reverse Migration Of Labour Is A Recipe For Health And Economic Disaster; The Indian 

State’s Inability To Communicate Clearly Is To Blame 

https://swarajyamag.com/ideas/reverse-migration-of-labour-is-a-recipe-for-health-

and-economic-disaster-the-indian-states-inability-to-communicate-clearly-is-to-blame 

Amrit Gangar  

It’s time to address internal migration 

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/the-backlash-against-internal-

migration/article26250756.ece 

Jayshree Soni  

How to express my feelings after looking at painting by Pragnachksu Mukerji, Inner eye, 

not finding any words. Only the persons whom have inner eyes only feel the pain of 

migrant Labour of corona, it is beyond reach for the even middle class whom are seated 

in front of TV and watching Ramayan. It’s also beyond reach to feel whom are only 

expressing their sorrow. Thank you so much for the post of inner eyes. May share this 

picture, please? 

Jayshree Soni  

“What will happen at the most? Death while walking?” The tabloid Mid-Day from 

Mumbai narrates stories about migrant workers leaving cities because of the lockdown. 

28-year-old Rajesh Pawar has left the city to walk on foot, typing his two-year-old 

daughter on his back, and with his wife to walk 928 km to reach his home in the district 

of Gondia. He is a construction worker in Thane near Mumbai. He says, “I pray God not 

https://swarajyamag.com/ideas/reverse-migration-of-labour-is-a-recipe-for-health-and-economic-disaster-the-indian-states-inability-to-communicate-clearly-is-to-blame
https://swarajyamag.com/ideas/reverse-migration-of-labour-is-a-recipe-for-health-and-economic-disaster-the-indian-states-inability-to-communicate-clearly-is-to-blame
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/the-backlash-against-internal-migration/article26250756.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/the-backlash-against-internal-migration/article26250756.ece
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to make anyone else suffer such misery. I have no money for buying ticket or food. We 

have to reach our village because for us the safety of our daughter is important.” Mid-

Day had covered 1000 women, men and children from Thane-Kalyan Junction, walking 

on Mumbai-Agra Road and interviewed some of them. (Quick translation from the 

original Gujarati by AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

LABOURERS a painting by Benode Behari Mukherjee 

 

 

Shyama Iyer  

Evocative and how relevant is this today! 
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18  

7 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: PANDEMIC AND THE MAHA-BHISHAN-KRAMANA 
(GREAT HORRIFIC DEPARTURE), FLUNG ON THE ROADS, POOR ‘SUJATAs’ IN SEARCH 
OF THE ‘BUDDHA’ – NO BOWL OF MILK & RICE BUT THEIR BUNDLE OF FAITH ON 
HEADS… 

 

Image, a triptych – Left – Sujata; Middle – the Buddha, both sculpted by Ramkinkar Baij and 
installed at Kala Bhavana, Santiniketan (both photographed by Amrit Gangar). Ramkinkar had 
nothing, no marble, no wood, no resources, but he created these immortal sculptures out of 
available resources whatever he could gather; Right – a migrant worker woman, a 'Sujata', on 
the road, walking... If alive, Ramkinkar Baij would have responded to this unprecedented 
tragedy…  
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FOR RAMKINKAR BAIJ ON THIS DAY OF THE BUDDHA PURNIMA 

In Tagore’s Santiniketan, you will find one of the world’s greatest sculptors’ creations, 
the tall-slim ‘Sujata’ with a bowl of milk and rice on her head moving towards Gautama 
Buddha seated and meditating a little away! Only the sculptor such as Ramkinkar in his 
most inspired moment could create these immortalities! In the serenity of shanti, you 
will find and feel the sublimity… 

In the wake of the pandemic, a momentary decision of the Indian state could fling 
millions of poor citizen - Sujatas on road and make them walk miles upon miles to reach 
their homes – the Buddhas – where they could find some solace without hope for future. 
In Indian history, this is also an ‘unprecedented’ pandemic predicament!  

And how in this predicament, we need the Buddha more and more, the One we could 
surrender to and follow the path to peace, equanimity and the basic human happiness. 
In every woman on the road with a bundle of rags on her head (she cannot afford to 
have the legendary golden-bowl), I see a Sujata. A Sujata in search of her Buddha, a 
Sujata, poor and unlettered but intelligent enough to know life, she is neither illiterate 
nor uneducated! She is a human being with wisdom! Respect her. 

Where have you reached Sujata? How long will you walk? The fasting Buddha will wait 
for you even without milk and rice… 

Today is 7 May, the Buddha Purnima. How many such auspicious days have been passed 
during the nation-wide lockdown clamped officially by the Head of Indian State on 24 
March 2020? And thousands of migrant workers walking on highways towards their 
homes – in distance they measure hundreds of miles, in time they measure hundreds of 
days! In my Stream of Consciousness enters yet another legendary woman, Sujata, joining 
with those great women from the Mahabharata - Sita, Draupadi, Urmila, Gandhari, 
Satyavati, Kunti, Amba, Urvashi. These women of grit and will walk on roads facing death 
on both ends – death by corona virus or death by starvation, the latter can take away their 
children first and they won’t let that happen. Sujata had known how skeletal and 
emaciated the Buddha had gone due to long fasting (penance). She is the one who fed the 
Buddha milk and rice, ending his six years of severe fasting. The porridge had given a 
sustenance to the Buddha. 

I saw Sujata in a migrant worker woman carrying a bugle of rags on her head, I saw in 
that bundle a pot of milk and rice and she walking towards the fasting Buddha. Is that 
giving her unimaginable strength to walk with baby in her arms and burden on her head? 
Whose decision has flung them on the roads, in such pathetic predicament? Who is 
responsible for turning the pandemic in such a large-scale human misery? Who will 
answer these questions or they will be consigned in the silent vaults of history? 
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Bhaswati Ghosh  

Thank you for this, Amrit ji. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Today, many Sujatas, instead of kheer (milk and rice) have started walking on roads 

with their children, their families, their happiness and misery, but where is the Buddha? 

(Quick translation from the original Hindi by AG) 

 
 

Amrit Gangar  

Where are you Siddhartha Gautama? 

Amrit Gangar  

THE 'FASTING BUDDHA' IN LAHORE MUSEUM 

 

Rishi Barua 

A human tragedy of a magnitude one cannot imagine! Buddha would be waiting many 

more years to come... 

Amrit Gangar 

Indeed so Rishi... And can you imagine the insensitivity around? 
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Jayshree Soni  

Superb, what a coincidence, I also posted a post on same subject. Sujata the most liked 

character in story of Buddha, because she narrates the importance of food for healthy 

body to achieve the goal of life instead of fasting, which leads Buddha towards the 

enlightenment. You rightly said, thousands of Sujatas are wandering on road in search 

of bowl of rice only. Very good post. 

Amrit Gangar 

Thanks. You don't seem to have noticed my coining a new phrase Maha-Bhishan-

Kramana!? You know from where it is derived. 

Jayshree Soni 

Please explain. 

Amrit Gangar  

Mahabhiniskramana - I hope you know it at least on this day of the Buddha. 

Jayshree Soni  

Yes it’s Maha Bhisan but never lead to Enlightenment, poor people not in search of 

Enlightenment, they need only bowl of rice to survive the life. 

Amrit Gangar 

It is Horrific Departure - from livelihood even from their own homes as you know some 

Indian state's decision - forced bhookh can only lead to misery and consequent mrityu 

not enlightenment, hence, Maha-Bhishan-Kramana. 

Amrit Gangar  

Even its forced denial – 

Amrit Gangar  

RAMKINKAR BAIJ (1906-1980), who made me feel the presence of ‘Buddha’ and ‘Sujata’ 

during my short sojourn to Santiniketan… 

“I paint what I observe in daylight in the garden of life; I sculpt what I feel in darkness,’ 

said the sculptor. 

[from Benode Behari Mukherjee’s interview, “Ramkinkar Babur Katha,” 1973; 

“Ramkinkar Baij: Self-Portrait”, Monfakira, 2006]  
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Madhusree Chowdhury  

Really moved!!! 

Amrit Gangar  

When Indian state remains largely insensitive to the poor migrant worker or confused 

with the overwhelming situation, millions of 'Sujatas' are flung on the roads walking 

hundreds of miles away to their homes with no future ahead, they have nothing except 

bundles of rags on their heads, their lifetime's savings! The corona pandemic has 

produced such vocabulary so offensive to the poor, e.g. 'sanitizing', 'washing hands with 

water and soap several times over', 'social distancing', 'sitting at home', even the 

abbreviated 'etc.' refuses to be tagged at the end of a sentence... 

 

Mariam Lahmar   

Tragedy. 

Amrit Gangar  

Indeed, unprecedented and inhuman - when the apparatus of the State is challenged to 

function and this is anywhere in the world, but the Indian tragedy makes you stunned - 

and we don't know how the aftermath is going to be... Empty bellies cannot be filled 

with promises and prayers... 

Amrit Gangar  

Mariam, Kerala is the only state in India that treats its “Guest” (not Migrant) Workers or 

Labourers with dignity and respect. Kerala Calling Labourers 'Guest' and Not 'Migrant' 

amid Coronavirus Crisis Has a Lesson for Us All. 

https://www.news18.com/news/buzz/kerala-calling-labourers-guest-and-not-

migrant-amid-coronavirus-crisis-has-a-lesson-for-us-all-2553179.html 

https://www.news18.com/news/buzz/kerala-calling-labourers-guest-and-not-migrant-amid-coronavirus-crisis-has-a-lesson-for-us-all-2553179.html
https://www.news18.com/news/buzz/kerala-calling-labourers-guest-and-not-migrant-amid-coronavirus-crisis-has-a-lesson-for-us-all-2553179.html
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Mariam Lahmar 

Oui je sais car 70% de mes amis fb sont du Kerala et donc je suis informée..mais je vous 

remercie. (Yes I know because 70% of my fb friends are from Kerala and therefore I am 

informed... But thank you.) 

Sadasivam Mp  

It's really painful to read this in the backdrop of deaths of migrants on the track today. 

Manas Basu  

You reminded me about the great man, the great sculpture and the serenity of the place 

juxtaposed with the horrific incidents happening now. 

Bhaswati Bhattacharya  

I really appreciate the way you combine art with insights from Indian philosophy and 

social science to highlight the harsh reality of the times we live in. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so much Bhaswati. For me your words are extremely valuable and inspiring... 

Amrit Gangar  

LOCK DOWN ON AND A LONG WALK HOME... HOW LONG AND HOW FAR WOULD YOU 

WALK 'SUJATA'? WHERE WOULD YOU FIND YOUR 'BUDDHA'? 

 

 

Santanu Roy  

Wonderful! 
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19  

8 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: MELANCHOLY TO BREAKDOWN, HISTORIC 
ANGUISH TO EPIC ALIENATION, E PAAR PODDA O PAAR PODDA, INVISIBLE 
BACTERIA’s VISIBLE VAGARIES, BABIES HAVE STOPPED CRYING AS INSENSITIVITIES 
GROW… 

 

Image – top - Bhrigu and Anasuya unable to reach once their own land across the river Padma 
(Podda), bottom – a migrant worker woman walking miles with her baby unable to reach her 
own village…  
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Ritwik Ghatak’s film Komal Gandhar (1961) is essentially about ‘uprootment’, about 
being a ‘migrant’, about being a ‘refugee’. Unfortunately, today this state of being is not 
between nations but within one’s own country. In its narrative, Komal Gandhar has a 
play within the film. To the question “Why must he uproot himself and become a 
refugee?”, the answer: “For food”, “For survival”. In this film, Ghatak’s complex, self-
referential drama explores the emotions, spaces, and sounds that serve to ‘partition’ 
human beings politically, geographically, and aesthetically. And how this trauma he 
brings to us so poignantly and poetically when Bhrigu and Anasuya are stopped at a rail 
track that once connected the two Bengals. For Bhrigu, his own birthplace across the 
river Padma (Podda) has now become a ‘foreign country’! 

Millions of migrant workers who are now flung on roads had left their villages for cities 
to find an urban liberating atmosphere even living in filthiest slums. In the villages they 
were and still are subject to cruel caste-class feudal oppression and discrimination. In 
the wake of certain official policies, the migrant workers’ predicament has become so 
precarious and existentially deadly. They cannot even return to their own ‘Homes’, their 
own ‘Desh’; rail tracks cannot connect them, and on roads, they can be stopped, e.g. the 
crying woman with her baby (image via Megha Sriram Dalton)! How could the 
pandemic be so partitioning? So alienating? 

Partition of Bengal caused a deep anguish and pain in the heart and mind of one of our 
most significant filmmakers Ritwik Ghatak and his works. His trilogy Meghe Dhaka 
Tara (The Cloud-capped Star), 1960; Komal Gandhar (E Flat), 1961; 
and Subarnarekha (The Golden Thread), 1962 deeply intensified this pain of partition – on 
the state of being a refugee, on the state of being a migrant. The migrant worker in India 
in the wake of the corona virus pandemic and the state policy on the lockdown somehow 
found herself walking on the road towards her distant home – as distant as 800-900 km, as 
uncertain as the rains in Kachh or a Rajasthan desert. And there are barriers on the way, a 
policeman, a lurking fear of not being accepted by her own village mates, death no longer 
scares her – she has perhaps preferred death by the virus than by the imminent starvation 
in the city she has worked in that has give up caring for her nor the governments. She is 
terribly anxious for her child and for her family – but how could make such as hard 
decision to walk so long days and nights? She is not alone... And over there is a river of her 
village, the river where once she had bathed and washed clothes in her childhood and 
youth. It is the river that beckons her... Koel, Auranga, Sone, Amanat, Punpun, Falgun, 
Koshi, Bagmati or Mahananda – all the rivers have begun to walk with her, emerging her 
legs and lungs... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Megha.S.Dalton?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARBSOy3r9PZ-HQEGI2l3xm6sfAcPBwwB27XLIH85w-3bzIYeDZwdUgSpzcx12Bl1HtjC0F3-clwP7s45&fref=mentions
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Lubdhak Chatterjee 

The incredible yet poignant evocation of Dohai Ali... 

Amrit Gangar  

IN GUJARATI MEDIA AND MINDS THE WORD FOR MIGRANT WORKERS OR LABORERS 

IS           (WORKERS BELONGING TO 'OTHER' PROVINCES) - IN CIRCULATION NOW 

The pandemic has added yet another notion of the Other, from social Other to provincial 

Other.           is the word in circulation in Gujarat with a great velocity and perhaps 

‘vengeance’ too! I am not aware about the other parts of India and local media there but 

certainly Kerala is not using such terms, in fact, it is treating the ‘migrant worker’ as a 

‘guest worker’ and s/he is being treated as a ‘guest’ as an ‘atithi’ which is on record in 

media at large. 

And all this in the times of so-called Globalization which was created by a few giant 

corporates to control global capital, and that is also being increasingly exposed by the 

‘invisible virus.’  

And we go back to Tagore and his writings on ‘Nationalism’…  

Lubdhak Chatterjee   

Specially today on Tagore's birthday... He is even more relevant... His thoughts on 

nationalism, mechanization, school and most important of "coming back to 

roots/nature/hermitage"... I would love to read if you have written anything about the 

concept of ashram... Because few people can express as eloquently like you Amrit 

Gangar sir. 

I share something in Bengali which Tagore wrote, shall translate if required: 

“But if we lead our daily life like a hermit, then we shall realize that less is more and 

what apparently appears to give pleasure isn’t happiness in reality. If we want to remain 

conscious of the faculties of our senses - vision, touch, hearing - if we want to learn to 

keep the spirit alive of fully and wholeheartedly accepting whatever we get, then we 

ought to rid ourselves from attachment to opulence.” (Translation from the original 

Bengali by Lubdhak Chatterjee)   

Note:           relates to vows... Vrat... But not sure how it willl exactly translate to bring 

out the essence, hence wrote hermit. 

                    literally in Hindi will mean ‘thoda sukh hi bohot sukh hota hain’... But to 

make sense, I wrote less is more. [This paragraph was from essays in anthology 

"Viswabharati" by Rabindranath Tagore.]  

I feel this is a Darpan for all of us where Ayn Rand's version of Indiividualism has been 

appropriated / practiced since decades. 
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Amrit Gangar 

Thank you Lubdhak. For long I have been thinking about this concept of 'ashram' in 

relation both to Tagore and Gandhi. In fact, the film institution of my imagination (I wish 

I could realize my dream) is very close to the concept of an ashram... And it will be so 

radically different... You have pushed this thought further in my mind, thanks once again 

Lubdhak for Tagore's passage... 

Lubdhak Chatterjee   

looking forward to it Sir. 

Jayshree Soni  

Good, if outside workers are addressed as a Guest instead of Parprantiyaa, but this also 

shows separation from native community, why we are not ready to call all people, “We 

the people of India” though written in constitution, thanks. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

This is heart wrenching sir, the entire scene! In our own country such ill-treatment to 

citizens. This picture is of 6 May, when these people reached their villages, they thanked 

their soil... (Quick translation from the original Hindi by AG) 

 

Amrit Gangar  

Aakhir savaal apni maati ka hi hota hai, aakhir janma bhoomi aur karma bhoomi mein 

fark rehne wala hai... yeh badi vidahmbana hai - aakhir Gandhiji ke paas jaana hoga aur 

pyramid ko seedha karna hoga, abhi pyramid oolta ho gaya hai... Gujarat mein 

'parprantiya' shabda media mein aaj kal bahut circulation mein hai... lekin kahan 

jayenge yeh Jharkhand, Bihar, Chhattisgarh ke jawaan mehnatkash, aakhir to Gujarat ya 

Maharashtra ya Kerala ya aur kahin jaana padega... Bharat ka bahut saara hissa aaj bhi 

samant sahi ke under hai... Kerala ke bhi lakhon mehnatkash Middle East migrate hooye 

hain... Yeh badi gambhir samasya ab hone waali hai, pandemic ke baad... 
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Ultimaely, the question ends with our own soil, the difference between the place of birth 

and the place of work will stay, this is a great dilemma – I think we will have to finally go 

to Gandhiji and set the pyramid right, now the pyramid has been turned upside down. In 

Gujarati language, the word ‘parprantiya’ is very much in circulation, but where will these 

young workers from Jharkhand, Bihar, Chhattisgarh go? They will have to eventually land 

up in either Gujarat, Maharashtra or Kerala for work. A great part of India is still under 

the domain of feudalism, even millions of workers from Kerala have migrated to the 

Middle East, in the post-Pandemic this question is going to be graver. (Quick translation of 

the passage in Romanized Hindi by AG) 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Yes, sir. We will have to return to the spinning wheel once again, because until now we 

were under the impression that this country has been in good hands of the industrialists 

and capitalists, it survives on their strength, but that illusion has now been exposed by 

Covid-19. This country has been made by the peasants and workers, Bharat has been 

made by their sweat and blood. (Quick translation from the original Hindi by AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

Yeh charkhhe ki baat nahin - the situation is quite complex and complicated, it looks like 

the point of no return, sawwal hai vichaar dhara ka - charkhe se kaam nahin chalne wala 

- Gandhiji ki brihad vichar dhara ko pehchan na hoga, romantic ban ne se kaam nahi 

chalega, nahi naare baaji se... Your picture shows not even a dozen workers but in 

reality they are in millions, how will you solve the problem? And India is projected to 

have 20 million more babies because of Covid19 lockdown... Tell me how are you going 

to manage with charkha? 

This is not about the spinning wheel – the situation now is quite complex and complicated, 

it looks like the point of no return, the question is about policies, I don’t think the spinning 

wheel will solve the problems. We will have to comprehend Gandhiji’s overall thinking, it 

won’t help being romantic, nor sloganeering will help. Your picture shows not even a 

dozen workers but in reality they are in millions, how will you solve the problem? And 

India is projected to have 20 million more babies because of Covid19 lockdown – Tell me 

how are you going to manage with the spinning wheel? (Quick translation from partly 

Romanized Hindi by AG) 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Sir, i used the word spinning wheel as a metaphor. Indeed, we will have to return to the 

overall Gandhian thought, not only that we will have to imbibe it so that we can find the 

possibility of making human being a human being. 

Amrit Gangar  

That's true. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Thank you sir. 
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Amrit Gangar   

This requires a deep thinking... 

Kushal Mehta  

Is this film available on YouTube? 

Amrit Gangar  

It seems not, but you can google and check. I can, however, send you the book that I had 

co-edited on him. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

I found this song from Komal Gandhar.  

https://youtu.be/aAA-TajRfD4 

Amrit Gangar  

Yeh geet ko to mein bahut post kar chuka hoon... Thank you... Bahut khoobsurat geet hai 

Tagore ka... (I have already posted this song many times on my FB page, thank you, it is 

very beautiful Tagore song). 

Amrit Gangar  

I consider Ritwik Ghatak's film Komal Gandhar as one of the best films in the history of 

world cinema... 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Thank you sir. 

Kaustubh Jone Khaund  

My favourite Ritwik movie. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Crossing the oceans of sorrow, the workers are reaching their villages, hugging their 

soil, they are crying. Look at these workers who have reached Bihar, imagine what 

hunger, thirst and difficulties they must have suffered on the way to reach their villages. 

Sir, this picture is of those workers who have reached their homes today. 

 

https://youtu.be/aAA-TajRfD4
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Amrit Gangar  

Aur 16 naujawan mazdoor train ke pahiyon ke neeche aa ke mar jaate hai - 45 km chal 

ne ke baad waise bhi haunsh nahi rahe the - soch ne se hriday peeghal jata hai... Een 16 

naujawan mazdooron ke maa baap hai, biwi aur bachen bhi honge, bahen bhai bhi 

honge - aisi karun kahaniyan hamare Bharat varsh mein ho rahi hai ees kaal mein... aai 

si barbarta... 

And the 16 workers get killed under the wheels of a goods train – after having walked 

45km, they had lost all their energies, this is too heart wrenching to think of, all these 16 

young workers must have had their parents, their wives, children, sisters, brothers – in 

these very times, such stories are taking place in our country Bharat, such barbarism… 

(Quick translation from Romanized Hindi by AG) 

Rajesh C Doshi  

Feel very sorry for my countryman thanks to our politicians. 

Amrit Gangar  

Indeed Rajeshbhai, you have pinned the accountability - such tragic death of young 

migrant workers - not because of Covid19 - and we still don't know how many others 

have already given their lives while walking hundreds of miles and how many perished 

due to starvation! What kind of democracy are we living in? It is so heart wrenching... 

Rajesh C Doshi  

Yes and unfortunately we are helpless. Can't do anything for them. 

Amrit Gangar  

It is unfortunate - what could we do? Tell me. As a slightly privileged class, as whatever 

we are doing - writers, artists or medical doctors (as a medical doctor you could still be 

of concrete help) - we can perhaps send across some help if that serves the right 

purpose - but it is a greater malaise that we have to address to, it is the way the entire 

pandemic managed in this country that needs to be questioned and make it heard (and 

that is only short-term)... We can only be small mediums of change... an alternative 

voice... In the long-term the Indian State has to change its economic-social policies 

genuinely pro-poor, it has to invest more in primary health care and rural developments 

- shift from tallest temples and statues and weapons. What do you think?  

Amrit Gangar 

‘Military Should‘ve Been Asked to help Migrants, Not Just Shower Rose Petals’ | Karan 

Thapar 

https://youtu.be/Dex7a7WOK68 

Jayshree Soni  

In Gujarati print media the word, “parpratiya” is common, particularly I habituated to 

read it in leading Guajarati newspaper of Surat. The well-known editor of Surat based 

newspaper always writing, “Where are asli Surtis, difficult to bare these parpratiya 

https://youtu.be/Dex7a7WOK68
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Praja?” I am used to read this word which is rooted in minds of all people of South 

Gujarat, though South Gujarat people taking proud for their NRIs. During my Ph.D, met 

hundreds of businessmen and industrialists of Surat during 75-80, Always heard word 

parprantiya which is yet in practice. 

They remain outside people. In Surat now they have also become vote bank but not as a 

citizen of Surat.Very good narration of film Komal Gandhar and today’s pic of woman. 

Amrit Gangar  

Yes, I know but from 1970s-80s the political situation and material reality have changed 

so much particularly the post-liberalisation and the neo-liberalism strengthening itself, 

creating a mass population of consumers, the consumerist culture and rising middle-

class aspirations, generational shifts, I think we need to analyze this word in the light of 

all this and how attitudinal changed have taken place among Gujarati intellectuals too, 

from what lens could we see the 2002 Gujarat? I have been questioning the politics of 

globalization right from the beginning, what kind of globalization? Why then this 

provincial partitions? Gujarati mainstream media has always been comprador.  
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20  

9 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: Shunya... 

 

Image: Left – memorial plaque for the ‘untouchable girl’ who died at the railways’ level-crossing 
in Bombay Talkies’ film Achhut Kanya (1936), "She gave her life to save others." Right – sixteen 
young promising ‘migrant’ workers’ bodies cut into pieces under a running goods train – no 
memories remain! It is all blank and invisible like the ‘virus’ itself. Even it deceived them to an 
unlikely death…  
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You didn’t mourn! You didn’t cry. You were even run out of your stock of those Emojis! 
Those multiplying emotional ‘Emojis’ - of folded hands and flowers and broken hearts 
and sad faces! You struggled to find some of those abbreviated ‘RIPs’ but they were 
already spent on actors and leaders and ‘somebodys’! But these young men were not 
even ‘anybodys’; they were ‘nobodys’… Their lives didn’t count nor did their deaths… 
Someone has to be accountable! 

Finally, their souls migrated. Migrant souls! Sixteen of them! Nameless! 

Did you hear those heart-shattering cries of their mothers? Or fathers? Or sisters and 
siblings – in their deprived spaces called ‘homes’? Maybe not, they were too far away 
and feeble! They didn’t count! 

Exhausted, they slept on the luxury of sleepers of the rail-tracks and gone into eternal 
‘migration’! There are still weeping wo/men and stunned babies, with empty bellies, 
walking on roads, their ‘souls’ have been solidified into lumps of flesh with no 
ligaments… They perhaps don’t know the tragic “Exit” of their brethren! 

When in a Bombay Talkies film, the Achhut Kanya (the Untouchable Girl) died at a level 
crossing, a memorial was built in her memory! But when sixteen young, promising 
‘migrant workers’ have gone forever in their sleep mowed down under a goods train, 
their memories are erased almost next moment. You will wait for the “Enquiry Report” 
but in the meanwhile… Don’t sanitize your sentiments; don’t wash them off with soap or 
without… Stir your souls to see that unjust, inhuman system (vyavasthā) changes for 
better… it needs a radical overhauling… 

The images of thousands of migrant workers walking on roads almost barefoot, with 
obvious stock of water or food with them and with little babies in their mothers’ arms or 
on their fathers’ shoulders had already terribly wrenched the hearts of the entire world as 
media kept booming the images days and nights. Everybody thought the corona virus 
pandemic was the issue of health and would be managed on medical grounds and ways 
but nobody had thought it would take such an inhuman turn – the prime ministerial 
announcement of the mid-night clamping of the lockdown, though necessary, had gone 
seriously wrong somewhere in its hasty absence of sequencing and timing. It had not taken 
into account millions of migrant workers and their fateful predicament of sheer day to day 
existence. They were left in the lurch – with no transport available, they decided to walk –
in the face of death, a kind of either-or situation, virus or starvation!   

On 8 May 2020 morning the country awoke to the worst happening, the most tragic – as 
many as 16 migrant labourers were crushed to death by a goods train in Maharashtra 
after they felt asleep on the tracks. The accident happened between Jalna and Aurangabad 
in the Nanded Division of South Central Railways in Karnad police station area of the 
Aurangabad district.  

An image from a film emerged before my eyes with a juxtaposed image – completely blank! 
All shunya! The world was numbed! We never heard the unbearable wailings of the 16’s 
mothers and their near and dear ones – they are still resounding the skies, they will never 
stop as long as human history survives... Cry My Beloved Country Cry... 
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Amrit Gangar  

They thought no trains were running… 

https://indianexpress.com/article/india/maharashtra-they-thought-no-trains-were-

running-loco-driver-spotted-them-too-late-to-stop-6400947/ 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

We have all become so insensitive. 

Amrit Gangar  

Shockingly the levels of insensitivity are going so thicker and higher... What kind of Age 

is this?! Kali Yug has become a cliched expression and an excuse... 

Amit Samrat  

Oh! In its politics, the M.P. Government is branding these deaths as sacrifices and 

composing headlines. By making announcements that dead bodies would be 

transported by helicopters, the “Raja of this land” is earning praises. What world! 

Feeling benumbed, sir. (Quick translation from the original Hindi by AG) 

Surabhi Modi  

Was waiting for this discourse. Is there any parallel in history to this utter callousness of 

the authorities? The forgotten people of our country quietly pass on. 

Amrit Gangar   

NO. Never in such pandemic times! Cry My Beloved Country Cry! Even she has stopped 

crying - her eyes blank - there is so much sorrow around, and void... 

Amrit Gangar  

Mankind had never washed hands so much, so many times in a single day in its entire 

history of existence… Not only with water but also with soap and sanitizer – when most 

of it goes without potable water! Add up all the spendings on soap and sanitizer, with 

that money most of the starving humanity can fill their empty bellies at least for a few 

days... All this is brutally paradoxical but what paradoxes! Worse than the pandemic! 

And add to this utter and unforgivable callousness of the authorities - what remains is 

the chimera of history dancing around... 

Siddhartha Shastri  .  

                                         

                                      

Cathy Greenhalgh  

Utterly heart wrenching and brilliant Amrit. 

Cathy Greenhalgh  

Jan Stephens - introducing you to Amrit re conversing about migrants. 

https://indianexpress.com/article/india/maharashtra-they-thought-no-trains-were-running-loco-driver-spotted-them-too-late-to-stop-6400947/
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/maharashtra-they-thought-no-trains-were-running-loco-driver-spotted-them-too-late-to-stop-6400947/
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Jan Stephens 

Thanks Cathy! 

Manas Basu  

That too happened on Tagore's birth anniversary, if alive he would have howled to the 

world to take notice of this situation. 

Amrit Gangar  

To my knowledge and information Rabindranath Tagore was born on 7th May 1861 and 

this tragedy happened on 8th May 2020 (Friday). 

But that apart, who would have cared for Tagore today – you think the hordes of 

lumpens surrounding us would have? But he would have responded to our times 

nevertheless. He has been reminding us all the time against the venomous ‘Nationalism’ 

which is increasingly taking us over… 

Manas Basu  

True. Yah, birthday was on 7th, but 1861, and we celebrate it according to Bengali 

calendar 25se Boishak which was yesterday. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thanks, corrected. I surmise, he would have written yet another essay and titled it the 

"Downfall of Civilization." 

Manas Basu   

He had written one called "Sovyotar Sankat"(Civilizations Crisis). 

Amrit Gangar  

My dear, I knew it and that was precisely the reason I gave yet another title in response 

to the Crisis of Civilization - it is not even crisis now but downfall... Do you have any 

other better substitute?  

Manas Basu  

Annihilated Civilization 

Dhumketu Trivedi  

Sir, my condolences, a few tearful flowers, the sorrowful sighs of the near and dear ones, 

pain, the hollow assurances from the political leaders and the administrative failure, 

this is our country’s strangeness or misfortune, whatever you call it. Everything will be 

forgotten in a short time or the erasure of memories will be engineered. If this state of 

affairs continues to remain in this country, it won’t take long time for Umashankar 

Joshi’s poem to become a reality. I think the country is heading towards an internal war. 

(Quick translation from the original Gujarati by AG) 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Regarding Rabindrajayanti, we have seen how Mrinal Sen had used another day Baishe 
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Sraban (22nd day of Sravan) in his eponymous film about a world away from Tagore's 

death. 

Amrit Gangar  

This is a stark analogy! Birth and Death! Boishak and Shravana! Pochise Boishak to 

Baishe Shravana!  

On the 22nd day of the Bengali calendar month of Shravana, Rabindranath Tagore 

breathed his last and ever since it has become a day of mourning in Bengal. But for Sen, 

it had become a reminder of the unforgettable sight he had witnessed at Nimtala Ghat 

when a little child was crushed by the rush of thousands of mourners… 

Ironically, the film Baishe Shravana was released in 1960, exactly a year before the birth 

centenary celebrations of Tagore – when Satyajit Ray made his documentary 

Rabindranath Tagore…  

Amrit Gangar 

Umashankar Joshi (1911-1988), the eminent Gujarati poet ends his immortal poem 

“Jatharagni” with these lines (written in Devnagari for facilitating larger reading): 

भ                       श  

        भ            श ... 

(When the empty belly’s fire would ignite 

Even a relic would lose its dust…) 

[Eminent Gujarati poet, scholar, writer Umashankar Joshi was the first and only non - 

PM Chancellor of Vishva Bharati, established by Rabindranath Tagore. The poem titled 

“Jatharagni” was written when he was in prison at Visapur in Maharashtra during 

India’s independence movement.]  
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Megha Sriram Dalton  

In this lockdown sir everything is so uncertain that everybody is busy saving and 

hoarding in small or big quantities, particularly the essentials and eatables. During this 

lockdown, I am also with my two children and three younger siblings in Mumbai, but I 

felt that I should not store more ration because every shop has its limited supply and 

hence everybody should get less but equally. Once the wheat flour got finished, we, the 

North Indians, won’t be satisfied without daal-chawal and roti-sabzi. Sir, for four days, 

we couldn’t get this basic meal and during that time we forgot all worldly wisdom, all 24 

hours the mind kept waiting for the supply of wheat flour, it could think of nothing else.  

Your reference to the fire in the belly, the hunger in stomach, precisely for quenching it, 

people leave their villages and go outside, they do this ‘palayan’. In post-independent 

India there is no law for the migrant workers. As we know, if they are unionized, 

perhaps the notion of Workers of the World Unite might have become meaningful. 

Today I was listening to a report estimating the migrant workers’ population in India at 

around 500 million (50 crore) and by now about 2,50,000 workers have been able to 

return to their villages. The ones you see in the picture I posted, actually number in 

millions. (Quick translation from the original Hindi by AG) 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Sir, I would like to sing a song.  

Amrit Gangar  

That will be great, I was about to ask you to do that - I will give you the original poem 

and I am sure you will compose yourself very effectively, we will also translate it into 

Hindi and other Indian languages, aapne to mere dil ki baat keh di, Megha I am marking 

this to the great poet's daughter Svati Joshi. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

                  

भ                     

                      

भ                      

I dedicate this song to my migrant-worker brethren. - Megha 

https://www.facebook.com/prayogamrit/posts/10222567360676791?comment_id=1

0222569364086875&reply_comment_id=10222569507810468 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

Thank you sir, I will be grateful to you for giving me a new vision to think about my life 

from a new angle and ways. 

https://www.facebook.com/prayogamrit/posts/10222567360676791?comment_id=10222569364086875&reply_comment_id=10222569507810468
https://www.facebook.com/prayogamrit/posts/10222567360676791?comment_id=10222569364086875&reply_comment_id=10222569507810468
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Amrit Gangar   

Thank you so much Megha for this beautiful song and dedicating it to millions of 

migrant workers as we call them... They are just 'workers' with their own dignity and 

grace ... Let us bow down to these great women who could face such unimaginable 

difficulties and vicissitudes of life... These great women we have to learn the lessons of 

life from - Long Live with happier life... Cathy, Bhaswati listen to Megha's song. (it is just 

a glimpse.) 

 
 

Kushal Mehta  

Sir during which year Umashankar Joshi was associated with Vishwa Bharti?  

Svati Joshi  

1979 to 1982. 

Amrit Gangar   

Yes, to be a bit more precise from September 1979 to September 1982, Kushal Mehta. 

Thank you Svati Joshi 

Kushal Mehta  

Thank you so much Svatiben, Amritbhai... 

Sriram Dalton  

Why have you left one frame (in your montage) blank, sir? 

Amrit Gangar  

In each of my post the text plays an important role. If you read the last sentence, you 

will clearly get the answer of your question. If you think about those 16 young workers 

for a moment, your eyes will go blank and what will remain would be the empty sky. As 
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Amit Samrat has written, or as Surabhi ji and Megha ji have raised the question – only 

our government could remain so insensitive. After all who is responsible for so many 

merciless deaths? Don’t you see this question peeping out from the blank frame that I 

have left in my montage? (Quick translation from the original Hindi by AG) 

Jagdish Patel  

We do not know their names neither we know the names of those who died in gas leak 

in Vizag. Someday a memorial shall be built up in their memory. 

Amrit Gangar  

I don't know why don't they declare the names of those who have so tragically lost their 

lives, it is so intriguing - that's why in my text I used the word 'Nameless'. Is it also what 

they call the "New Normal"? Memorial for whom? I think if the Memorial, if at all, is 

built, it should be the Brutal Silence of the Indian State... 
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21  

10 May 2020 

MIGRANT WORKERS DISCOURSE: Don’t count the numbers… 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

Adieu… 

On the morning of 8 May 2020, the entire nation and the world (that saw and heard) was 
stunned with silence and disbelief. Sixteen young migrant-workers who were walking 
hundreds of kilometres towards their villages somewhere in M.P. from Maharashtra had 
been killed under the wheels of a goods train early dawn – all in sleep! They had already 
walked 45km and obviously must have been tried and exhausted – since all railways were 
supposed to be not plying – they must have found the solid sleepers across tracks a bit 
more comfortable bed to sleep on – better than stones and pebbles around! Exhausted they 
had no mental energy left for thinking more but to collapse and sleep with their sack bags 
or whatever belonging they had – someone had breads (rotis) in his bag, spilled out. Media 
flashed these images. 

Strangely, we, the citizens of India, had no clue about these young workers’ names or 
about their families?! Post-deaths, media never reported such vital news. Sixteen precious 
lives lost in the times of the Covid-19 pandemic that should have taken the care of lives of 
millions of poor migrant workers but they were precariously left in the lurch – in the pool 
of uncertainty without any firm and clear policy announcements. With no transport 
available, millions of migrant workers decided to walk for miles and days towards the 
safety of their village homes. The terrible exodus! And we still don’t know how many 
actually reached home walking – how many perished on the way... The fact is sixteen lives 
were lost under the speeding goods train early in the morning – all in sleep – no last death-
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cry heard, bodies reduced to pieces, blood must have splashed across tracks and bones 
crushed with horrible sounds, rotis scattered around and their little nothings from bags 
they carried. They were exhausted to have any dreams. No dreams only deaths – in sound 
sleep! Mothers lost their young sons, families their bread-winners... Human civilization 
lowered its head in shame on this morning and my Migrant Workers Discourse ended in 
blankness, the cumulative emotional drain deadened into a silence... And from this silence 
surfaced a poem... 

Amrit Gangar  

THE MOON AND THE ROTI 

Let me end with this Bengali poem by the young poet Sukanta Bhattacharya, who died 

at the age of 21, leaving behind only one volume of poetry titled Chharpatra (1948). 

Sukanta wrote the poems for this book from 1943-1947. And as you know 1943 was the 

Great Bengal Famine year. 

In one of the shorter poems titled “Hey Mahajibon” (       ), the poet, in the time of 

devastating famine when the poor were dying of hunger, sees moon as bread…  

There were some loaves of bread left on the rail tracks that the poor ‘migrant worker’ 

who got mowed down by a goods train wanted to eat so that he could walk further!  

Don’t count the calories… 

Loaves of bread seen on rail tracks when 16 ‘migrant workers’ were mowed down 

under a goods train on 8 May 2020. 

 
 

Amrit Gangar  

                              

                             

                              

                               " 

"Poetry, we do not need you anymore. 

A world devastated by hunger is too prosaic, 

The full moon now reminds us of toasted bread." 

-Sukanta Bhattacharya (1926-1947) 
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Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so much for participating in my past 20 “Migrant Workers Discourses” so 

intensely and with concerned engagement; thank you all of you once again, for reading, 

sharing, commenting, reflecting. 

I really appreciate for pouring in your thoughts and words of encouragement - Megha, 

Bhaswati Ghosh, Bhaswati Bhattacharya, Surabhi, Cathy, Isabela, Sriram, Jayshree, Kiran, 

Jagdish, Siddhartha, Lubdhak, Rajesh bhai, Ajay, Amit Samrat, Ashok Purang and all others… 

I will add names as I remember... till then... 

Stay safe, stay well – all of you. 

Megha Sriram Dalton  

I am grateful to you sir for drawing larger attention towards the migrant worker issue. I 

would also like to mention that we have become so self-centred that we never talk about 

others except ourselves, instead you kept on talking about these workers who run this 

country with their labour, who keep this country alive, who keep this country safe – they 

are the ones who have run this country’s economy. I profusely salute you sir, take care of 

yourself. 

Kiran Desai  

Amritbhai truly meaningful intellectual effort with full of empathy and concern. As written 

earlier words and expressions are eluding us when you witness and be part of such terrible 

human tragedy. Words seem meaningless considering the pain, suffering the large poor 

masses are going through due to heinous crime of a minority who in their blind and 

inhuman mindset and vulgar greed of amassing wealth has destroyed and harmed 

environment and humanity irretrievably. Thanks for sharing your work. (Quick translation 

from the original Hindi by AG) 

Amit Samrat  

Thank you sir, I have been reading all your posts. Much love to you. I had been waiting for 

each of your post, they have such depth that to understand them adequately I would read 

them at least twice. (Quick translation from the original Hindi by AG) 

Amrit Gangar  

Aaj ki post mein shabda nahin lekin gahan jyada hai shayad... (Today’s post is word-less but 

perhaps it is much deeper). 

Jagdish Patel  

Now Migrant workers have been on a political map. Thanks to COVID 19. 

Amrit Gangar  

They always were - they are the ones who have voted this government to power waiting for 

'achhe din'... And now this is the state they are flung in! Let us hope some radical 

transformations take place... But yes, earlier they were 'invisible' and now they have 

become 'visible' - while the 'virus' itself is still stalking all around 'invisible'... It is an irony... 
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Jayshree Soni  

“Covid 19 and migrant workers,” totally unique, sensitive concept reflected in all episodes. 

Would like to read for further understanding. Juxtaposes of all articles said thousands of 

words. All episodes are very meaningful, thoughtful and reflection of human sensitive, but 

my personal favourite post are Bahu diaspora and Buddha.  Would like to see all articles in 

one book form very soon if possible, particularly juxtapose.  

Thank you so much for your respect as one of the readers though I have a limited 

knowledge. Thanks, eagerly waiting for more articles. 

Amrit Gangar  

Thank you so very much Jayshree for your kind and deeply perceptive words. Conceiving 

and writing these Migrant Workers Discourses was quite emotionally draining for me. And 

it went on becoming increasingly traumatic as insensitivities kept growing, this health 

problem is turned into a law & order issue by the follies of the Indian state... In fact, I have 

decided to keep myself away from FB for some time... Pandemic crisis ought not have 

brought in such additional miseries for the poor, particularly for women and little children, 

but it unfortunately did - during the course of all the 20 Discourses, we did analyse some of 

the causes etc. in this otherwise facile space called the Facebook... Yes, the book will 

contextualize the discourse in a much better and effective manner - will try with the help of 

my student Jay Kholia from Surat. Let's see. Stay safe and well... 

Lubdhak Chatterjee  

Thank you so much sir for this series. This has been an eye opener for all of us, how we are 

ignorant and alienated from our values and responsibilities that should ideally make us 

human. Like Tagore had warned us repeatedly a hundred years ago, the 

compartmentalization that we have practiced in our small concrete worlds, have severely 

detached ourselves from the virtues of sharing and caring. We have gained knowledge from 

various sources which only has remained vestigial as we "tyag" was never the dharma we 

practiced. Still even along these parochial margins, this series has taught us to reflect like 

the mirror. Learnt a lot as well about the hyperlinks you had presented, connecting time. 

Looking forward to the book Sir. 

Siddhartha Shastri  

Sadly Amrit, there is no end to the misery inflicted on the poor by circumstances, acts of 

man, and even acts of God. Gandhiji was so very right when he called poverty as the worst 

kind of violence. By implication, his creed of Ahimsa had to translate into eradication of 

poverty, and Indira Gandhi was perhaps sincere when she unerringly arrived at the slogan 

of Garibi Hatao. Alas, if wishes were horses, we would not see millions walking with hungry 

bellies along the railway tracks. Through your series on migrant workers you have put 

before us the plight of centuries for which there is no quick solution in sight. 
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Biographies of Commentators 

AHMED, SOHAIL  

Teacher of English Literature and Language in Jagiroad College, Jagiroad, Assam since 

1993. His research study has been on Metaphors in Jhumpa Lahiri’s Fiction. Besides 

metaphor studies, his areas of interest include Assamese, Bangla and other Indian 

language-literatures including Marathi, Gandhism, film studies and education in general. 

BARUA, RISHI  

A Masters in Fine Arts from Visva Bharati in 1987, Rishi Barua teaches at the 

Department of Sculture, Kala Bhavana, Santiniketan. He lives and works in Santiniketan 

and Kolkata. 

BARUAH, PARASHER  

A graduate from the Film & Television Institute of India, he hails from Dibrugarh, Assam 

and is a director-cinematographer of repute. In 2012, he was was awarded the Assam 

State Film Award for Best Cinematography. His art installations on migration and 

displacement have been featured in exhibitions such as ARTEast besides his films as 

part of competition on several renowned film festivals. 

BHATTACHARYA, BHASWATI    

A German Research Foundation Senior Fellow at the Centre for Modern Indian Studies, 

Goettingen University, and an Honorary Fellow at the International Institute of Social 

History in Amsterdam. I am an admirer of Amrit Gangar’s work. 

BUCH, ANUPAM  

A retired Gujarat University College Teacher,Anupam is currently Vice President (Brand 

Management) with Ramdev Food Products Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad. 

CATLIN-JAIRAZBHOY, AMY  

At present an adjunct Professor of Ethnomusicology at UCLA's Herb Alpert School of 

Music, where she currently teaches the course, "Music of Bollywood and Beyond", Amy 

is deeply engaged with research, writing, teaching, curatorial activities, and multi-media 

publications aimed at community development of minority traditions, especially in 

migrant and diasporic settings. Besides several publications to her credit, as curator she 

has presented the first concert and lecture tour outside India with a group of African-

Indian Sidi performers from Gujarat. 

CHATTERJEE, LUBDHAK  

An independent Indian filmmaker, his short film Aahutihad premiered at International 

Film Festival Rotterdam 2020. His maiden non-fiction film Vaikhari explored utterances 

of rhythmic syllables in Hindusthani Classical Dance and Music, which was produced by 

Public Service Broadcasting Trust. A cinematographer and editor as well, his interest is 

in indigenous cultural practices. With an engineering background, he had also been a 

blogger at The Times of India. 
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DALTON, MEGHA SRIRAM  

Megha Sriram Dalton is a singer/ performer In India whose practice involves reviving 

traditional folk music, in collaboration with the tribal communities of Jharkhand. These 

folk songs are unique in that they are inspired by Gandhian philosophy and are like an 

oral cordex for the local way of life for the particular community. She has also worked 

with women in prisons in an effort to improve their living conditions and mental 

wellbeing through music. 

DESAI, PROF. KIRAN   

Officiating Director and Professor at the Centre for Social Studies, Surat, an autonomous 

social research institute, he has an M.Phil. and a Ph.D. in Sociology focussing on 

"Industrial Working Class".   As academic pursuit, his main areas of interest include 

working class, communal relations, informal sector, society-art interface, development 

and urbanisation. As editor and author of books and journals, he has written widely on 

labour related issues, communal problems and related subjects. 

DOSHI, DR. RAJESH C.  

Dr. Rajesh C. Doshi M.D. (Ob. & Gyn.) from Sheth K. M. School of P.G.Medicine, 

V.S.Hospital, Ahmedabad. Practising Gynaecologist, Ob. & Gyn. Sonologist and 

Laparoscopic Surgeon at Junagadh since 1983.Interested in humanitarian approach to 

the social and economical problems.  He finds Amrit Gangar’s posts on Migrant Workers 

Discourse interesting and would like to interact with him. 

GREENHALGH, CATHY  

Cathy Greenhalgh, independent film-maker, lecturer, media anthropologist and writer, 

has thirty years university teaching and management expertise (latterly Principal 

Lecturer in Film and Television,  University of the Arts London); fifteen years as a 

professional cinematographer and directs films using choreography, essay / 

ethnographic documentary for cinema, gallery and museum spaces. 

JOSHI, MANISHA LAXMIKANT  

Manisha Joshi is a Gujarati poet, born in 1971. She worked as a print and television 

journalist in Mumbai and London and is now settled in California, USA. She has 

published three collections of Gujarati poems Kandara, Kansara Bazar and, Kandmool. 

She is a widely translated, anthologized and interviewed poet and has received Gujarat 

Sahitya Akademi’s first prize for her poetry collection Kandmool for the year 2013. 

KHAUND, KAUSTUBH JONE  

Based in Guwahati (Assam), the name Kaustubh means a gem that adorns the Mythical 

God Vishnu in his chest, that’s the name given to him by his grandmother, but he is 

better known as Jone, meaning the Moon in Assamese. He grew up in Calcutta on the 

terrace of the well-known painter Jamini Roy and took to music early on. Had a 

corporate grinding, mostly in IT but threw it all up and got back to his first love – Food 

and Travel. 
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KOTHARI, SUNIL  

Padma Shri, Sangeet Natak Akademi awardee and Fellow Ratna Sadasya, Dr Sunil 

Kothari is an internationally renowned dance critic with more than 20 definitive books 

on classical dance forms of India. He is based in Delhi and has also an abiding interest in 

films. He thinks Amrit Gangar's columns on films in Bimb Pratibimb and Museum of 

Memories on Face Book  are outstanding ones, taking viewers to a vast canvass of films, 

events, incidents and appreciation, with photos and  critical comments. 

LLEÓ, ISABELA  

Sculptor, Painter, Teacher and Clinical Psychologe, Isabela has studied Fine Arts in 

Madrid, Munich and Hamburg.  Living in Mallorca since 1995, she has exhibited in solo 

and group exhibitions including Venice Bienale 2017 and several shows in Hamburg, 

Portugal, Spain, Poland, Italy and Australia Sculpture by the Sea 2017, 2019 and 2020. 

MALPANI, SUNITA  

A documentary filmmaker and a story, screenplay, dialogue writer, her documentary 

film Breaking All The Way on Indian Hip Hop dancers called bboys was produced by 

Films Division of India and was screened at MIFF (Mumbai International Film Festival 

for Short, Documentary and Animation Films), 2018.. She has written several shows for 

Indian television and is currently working on one for a digital platform. 

MANJALI, FRANS  

Franson Manjali, Professor, Centre for Linguistics, School of Language, Literature and 

Culture Studies (currently) at JNU. 

MANTRI, MAMTA  

Mamta Mantri has been writing about Mumbai and its place, especially, in theatre and 

cinema. Besides writing for Indian journals including Cinemaya, The Muse India, The 

Criterion, etc. she has also worked as a research lead for various historical and 

architectural engagements. She has a Ph.D. in English Literature and a Masters in 

History from the University of Mumbai. 

MEHTA, SHRADDHA   
Educationist and Principal of Mother Teresa Secondary School and Junior College, 
Shraddha Mehta is Managing Trustee of Sankalp Charitable Trust and a National Core 
Committee Member of the Campaign for Electoral Reforms in India (CERI). Among the 
papers she has presented at the National Workshops of the All India Progressive Forum 
include Globalization and Women, Fourth Industrial Revolution and Education and 
Constitution and Social & Economic Justice.  

MODI SAHAI, SURABHI  

Feminist film scholar with a keen interest in gender roles on screen and their impact on 

gender roles in society. Her Ph.D. thesis on portrayal of Shakespeare’s leading ladies on 

popular Indian screen by Vishal Bhardwaj is a first of its kind. She is the CEO of the 

Possible Education Private Limited that runs the biggest test prep schools for law. 
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PATEL, JAGDISH   

Jagdish Patel, trained as Chemical and Safety Engineer worked for 20 years in Chemical 

factories in different capacities, turned to trade union activism initially and later 

focused on Occupational Health and Safety Rigths. He established Peopels Training & 

Research Centre in 1992 and is working full time for the organization since 1998. 

PHADNIS, RAGHUNATH  
A film enthusiast, who has worked with film society movement as Secretary of the 
Nashik-based Dadasaheb Phalke Film Society. He teaches Film Appreciation and History 
of Cinema at colleges in Nashik. Has worked as Jury for the Ankur Short Film and 
Documentary Festival, Nashik.Is associated with Yashwantrao Chavan Pratishthan 
Nashik in their programme called  Chitrapat Chavdi. 

PREMJI, NEELAN  

Neelan is a senior journalist, writer and documentary film maker from Kerala. 

R., KUMARAGURUPARAN  

Kumaraguruparan R, is currently a PhD Scholar (Full-time) in the School of Tamil and 

Cultural Studies of Tamil Nadu Open University, Chennai. He was a trade unionist in 

Bank of Maharashtra and was Sub editor of Theekkathir Tamil Daily of CPI(M). He is in 

the editorial board of "Padapetti" a Tamil Journal on Film Appreciation (so far 10 

numbers are published.) He does illustrations for short stories in small magazines; 

wrapper art done for 3 books of Sahitya Academy, Chennai. 

RAGHUNATHAN, RANJANA  

Ranjana has her PhD from the National University of Singapore, based on an 

anthropological research about kinship and belonging among Tamil diaspora women. 

She has more than a decade of experience with NGOs in diverse roles, for issues related 

to migrant workers’ rights in Singapore, homeless women in Mumbai, and gender 

inequality. Her academic publications include a book-chapter in a volume on urban 

poverty in India, based on her ethnography on gender and homelessness in Mumbai. 

RAVAL, AJAY  

Associate Professor at Umiya Arts & Commerce College for Girls, Ahmedabad, Ajay Raval 

is an eminent critic and editor. Over the past twenty-eight years, to his credit are two 

collections of critical writings and ten books edited by him. He has been deeply 

interested in literary narratives and cinema. 

S., MADHULIKA  

Former film festival coordinator, screenplay writer, photographer and filmmaking 

aspirant. She is currently working as a screenplay/story ideas developer at CRAFT film 

school, Delhi. 

SAMRAT, AMIT  

Born in 1990 in a small village of Gangti of Bihar’s Bhagalpur district, he spent his 

childhood in the fields, grazing cattle. In 2000, he was admitted to the Jawahar 
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Navodaya Vidyalaya established by Rajiv Gandhi for the poor.  During 2008 and 2012, 

he trained at the NIT Silchar and got a job in a software company, followed by a job in a 

bank. At present he is serving in a rural bank in M.P. as Manager. 

SENGUPTA, AMIT  

Amit Sengupta is Executive Editor of Hardnews magazine hnfp.in based in Delhi. 

SHAH, AMRITA  

Amrita Shah is an essayist and a writer. A former journalist with Time-Life, she has 

edited features magazines, Debonair and Elle and has been a Contributing Editor with a 

national daily, The Indian Express. She has written three books, including the award-

winning Ahmedabad: A City in the World (Bloomsbury, 2015). 

SHAH, PARTHIV  
Parthiv is a photographer, filmmaker and a graphic designer. An alumnus of the 
National Institute of Design, India, he was invited as visiting scholar at the SOAS, London 
University and at the University of California, Davis. He has been awarded a senior 
fellowship in Photography by the Ministry of Culture, Government of India, Charles 
Wallace Fellowship, UK and Fulbright Lectureship award to teach photography at UCLA, 
USA. He is the Founder-Director of Centre for Media and Alternative Communication 
(CMAC).  

SHASTRI , SIDDHARTHA  

Product of an illustrious Marathi family from Nagpur, he never wanted to leave his cozy 

hometown.  His career took him to several different countries, but his emotional roots 

remained deeply entrenched in India.  An engineer and a business graduate from IIMA, 

he eventually settled in Michigan with wife Shubhada who had a sterling career with 

Doordarshan, Mumbai.  Their son Ishaan lives in California with wife Janet. 

SINGH, MADHU  

Madhu Singh is a professor at the Department of English and Modern European 

Languages, University of Lucknow, India. She is also a former visiting scholar at SOAS 

London. From a PhD in modern British poetry, she moved on to South Asian literary 

culture and archives. She translates fiction and nonfiction from Hindi to English and vice 

versa. 

SONI, JAYASHREE  

Research Associate at Centre for social Studies, Surat, (now retired) has done her Ph.D. 

from the Centre for Social Studies, South Gujarat University under the guidance of Prof. 

Ghanshyam Shah. Her major works, among others, include condition of daily wage 

labour of four districts viz. Surat, Bharuch, Vadodara and Ahmedabad, water scarcity 

and gender (impact on women) in eight district of Saurashtra and North Gujarat. 

SURTI, AABID 

World-renowned painter, author, cartoonist, journalist, environmentalist, water-

conservation activist (even at the age of 85), playwright and screenwriter, felicitated 
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and honoured by many institutions across India as also by the Government of India. 

Aabid Suti had become a house-hold name for his weekly cartoon series Dhabuji in 

Hindi literary journal Dharmayug, the comic strip had an unbroken run for over 30 

years. 

TAMULI, PARIKSHIT  

Hailing from Guwahati, Assam, Tamuli has done his post-graduate diploma in film and 

television production from Asian Academy of Film & Television, Noida, UP. He has 

worked with Sriram Dalton / Holybull Entertainment, as assistant script writer and in 

other capacities. 

TRIPATHI, SALIL  

Salil Tripathi was born in Bombay and lives in New York. He is a writer and journalist, 

who has been a correspondent in India, Singapore, Hong Kong, and has lived in Geneva 

and London. He writes on human rights, free speech, literature, and other contemporary 

issues. He chairs PEN International's Writers in Prison Committee and has published 

three books; currently writing his fourth.  

TRIVEDI, DHUMKETU  

Junagadh-based, Dhumketu Trivedi is a retired railway employee, who has worked as a 

reservation clerk on Western Railways. He is fond of Indian cinema and music besides 

reading and writing. During his college days, he was associated with cultural activities 

and that streak is still persisting in his fondness for Gujarati poetry and ghazals. 

TRIVEDI, DR. BAKUL  

An M.S. (Ophth), Dr. Trivedi is a practicing eye surgeon at Ahmedabad. He is also keenly 

interested in Ornithology and his contribution in this field is also noteworthy. As a keen 

bird watcher, he has published and edited Vihang, a Gujarati quarterly between 1998 

and 2012. He is the founder of the Bird Conservation Society, Gujarat and is its Hon. 

Secretary as well as the editor of its bulletin Flamingo. 

VYAS, SIDDHI, R.  

Hailing from an illustrious family devoted to social and developmental work through 

activism, writings and community development, she has a doctorate in education 

(special education and international education). Inheriting from her parents and 

grandparents who have left behind them many remarkable contributions in their 

respective fields of social commitment and creativity, Siddhi has dedicated herself to 

educational development work. She has studied in Bombay and the US. 

ZANKAR, ANIL  

Anil Zankar is a film-maker, writer, teacher, and is a winner of two national awards. He 

conceptualized the Mass Media Studies Course for CBSE. At present he is working on a 

book on Mumbai city as seen in Indian films (HarperCollins) and completing a 

documentary on Dr. Jayant Narlikar (Sahitya Akademi). 
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Amrit Gangar is a Mumbai-based 

author, curator, film historian and a 

teacher. He has been a Consultant 

Curator to the National Museum of 

Indian Cinema and has curated film 

programs for the Kala Ghoda Artfest, the 

Kochi-Muziris Biennale, the Danish Film 

Institute, Copenhagen, etc. He has 

presented his theory of Cinema of 

Prayoga at various national and 

international venues, including the Tate 

Modern, London and the Pompidou 

Centre, Paris. 

 

Jay Kholia is from Surat, Gujarat. A 

post-graduate in Physics, he is a 

filmmaker and an amateur astronomer. 

He has made several Prayoga short films 

while learning and exploring the world 

of cinema. His first one-minute single-

shot film Avruksha (2018) was made 

during a film workshop conducted by 

Amrit Gangar in Surat. It was selected in 

the 21st Madurai International 

Documentary and Short Film Festival, 

2019 and the 3rd South Asian Short Film 

Festival, 2020. 

 




